
INDIAN RIVER COUNTY, FLORIDA 
 

M E M O R A N D U M 
 
 
TO: MEMBERS OF THE TRANSPORTATION DISADVANTAGED LOCAL 

COORDINATING BOARD 
 
 Commissioner Sandra Bowden, Chairman 
  

Pearlie Clark    Barbara Patten 
 Kathleen Geyer   Ronald Tesnow 
 Darlene Woltman   Corine Williams 
 Harry Hurst    Cindy Barnes  

Thomas Buchanan         Catherine Viggiano   
   William Parden   James Granse 
   Ginna O’Connor 
 
FROM:  Phil Matson 
   MPO Staff Director 
 
DATE:  May 11, 2006 
 
SUBJECT: TRANSPORTATION DISADVANTAGED LOCAL COORDINATING 

BOARD AGENDA 
 
 
The Transportation Disadvantaged Local Coordinating Board will meet at 10:00 a.m. on Thursday, 
May 25, 2006, in the first floor Conference Room A, County Administration Building, 1840 25th Street, 
Vero Beach, Florida. 
 
The agenda for the TDLCB meeting will be as follows: 
 
1.     Call to Order 
2.     Approval of minutes of the February 23, 2006 meeting 
Unfinished Business 
3.     None 
New Business 
4.   TDLCB Chairman’s Report 
5.    Planning Status Report 
6.    Review of Progress Report and Reimbursement Invoice #2 for the 2006 Planning Grant 
7.   Review of the Transportation Disadvantaged Service Plan for FY 2006/07  
8.   Review of the Indian River County MPO Transportation Improvement Program              
      (TIP) FY 2006/07 – 2010/11 
9. Community Transportation Coordinator Status Report 
10. Other New Business 
11. Adjournment 



If you cannot attend the meeting please call Reta Smith, 567-8000, ext. 440. 
 
Note: The next meeting of the Transportation Disadvantaged Local Coordinating Board will be on 

August 24, 2006 at 10:00 a.m. in the First Floor Conference Room “A” of the County 
Administration Building. 

 
Cc: Joseph Baird      Karen Diegel (CTC) 
 Robert M. Keating     United Way (Tom Brown) 
 Sasan Rohani     Karen Wood (CTC) 
 Reta Smith (BCC Office)   Mary C. Freeman (CTD) 
 Press      William Collins 
 Sarah Ruwe (American Red Cross)  Roger Baker (ARC) 
 Eric Stranski (IRMH)  
 
 
ANYONE WHO NEEDS A SPECIAL ACCOMMODATION FOR THIS MEETING MAY 
CONTACT THE COUNTY’S ADA COORDINATOR AT 567-8000, EXT. 223 AT LEAST 48 
HOURS IN ADVANCE OF THE MEETING. 
 
ANYONE WHO MAY WISH TO APPEAL ANY DECISION WHICH MAY BE MADE AT THIS 
MEETING WILL NEED TO ENSURE THAT A VERBATIM RECORD OF THE PROCEEDINGS IS 
MADE WHICH INCLUDES THE TESTIMONY AND EVIDENCE UPON WHICH THE APPEAL 
WILL BE BASED. 
 
 
B:\Meetings\TDLCB\2006\052506\agenda.doc 
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TRANSPORTATION DISADVANTAGED LOCAL COORDINATING BOARD 
 
The Indian River County (IRC) Transportation Disadvantaged Local 

Coordinating Board (TDLCB) met at 10:00 a.m. on Thursday, February 23, 2006 
in the First Floor Conference Room “A”, County Administration Building, 1840 
25th Street, Vero Beach, Florida. 

 
Present were Chairman Sandra Bowden, IRC Commissioner; Joel 

Herman, Alternate for Vice Chairman Ronald Tesnow, Florida Department of 
Veteran's Affairs Representative; Pearlie Clark, Florida Department of Children 
and Families (FDC&F) Representative; Cathy Viggiano, Florida Department of 
Labor and Employment Security (FDLES) Representative; Dr. Harry Hurst and 
Jim Granse, Citizen Advocate Representatives; Tom Buchanan, Elderly 
Representative;  Kathleen “Cookie” Geyer, Public Education Community 
Representative (10:01 a.m.); William Lundy Parden, Handicapped 
Representative; Ginna O’Connor, Florida Department of Elder Affairs (FDEA) 
Representative and  Barbara Patten, Florida Association of Community Action 
(FACA) Representative (10:02 a.m.).  
 

Absent were Corine Williams, State of Florida Department of 
Transportation (DOT) Representative and Cindy Barnes, Florida Agency for 
Health Care Administration (FAHCA) Representative (both excused).  

 
Let the record show, at this time there are no Representatives of the State 

Coordinating Council of Early Childhood Services (CCECS), the Private 
Transportation Industry, or the Mass/Public Transit Industry.   

 
Also present were IRC staff:  Phil Matson, Metropolitan Planning 

Organization (MPO) Staff Director; Sutapa Chatterjee, MPO Transportation 
Planner; Beth Knight, MPO Staff Assistant III and Reta Smith, Assistant to the 
Executive Aide.  Others present were Karen Wood, Council on Aging 
(COA)/Community Coach and April Hargett, IRC Volunteer Ambulance Squad. 

 
Call to Order 

 
Chairman Bowden called the meeting to order. 

 
Approval of Minutes of the November 17, 205 Meeting 
 
 Dr. Hurst pointed out on page six the adjournment time was listed as 10:53 
p.m. instead of 10:53 a.m. 
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ON MOTION BY Dr. Hurst, SECONDED BY Mr. 
Granse, the Board voted unanimously (9-0) to 
approve the minutes of November 17, 2005 as 
amended. 

 
TDLCB Chairman’s Report – Chairman Sandra Bowden 
 
 Chairman Bowden noted there were two new members present today.  
She introduced Ginna O’Connor, Program Manager of the Treasure Coast Area 
Agency on Aging as the FDEA Representative replacing Bonnie Roberts; and 
Pearlie Clark, representing the FDC&F and replacing Ronald Delevan. 
 
Planning Status Report – Phil Matson, IRC MPO Staff Director 
 
 Mr. Matson gave a PowerPoint presentation of his Planning Status report, 
a copy of which is on file in the Commission office.  He related an initial work 
order had gone out for design of a Transit Center at the Gifford Health Center, 
which was being paid for by a grant from the Florida Department of 
Transportation (FDOT).  He indicated this would include a transit transfer and 
staging area, relocated entrance for future expansion and 16 new parking 
spaces.  He pointed out the planned improvements on a map included in his 
presentation.  
 
 Mr. Matson advised the MPO got reviewed as a Planning Agency every 
three years by the Commission for Transportation (CTD) and this year had 
passed it with flying colors.  He introduced Sutapa Chatterjee, the County’s new 
MPO Transportation Planner.  
 
Election of Vice Chairman and Confirmation of Yearly Calendar of Meetings 
 
 Chairman Bowden stated Mr. Tesnow was not present today, but he had 
told her he would be happy to continue on as TDLCB Vice Chairman if the 
members wished. 
 

ON MOTION BY Dr. Hurst, SECONDED BY Ms. 
Patten, the Board voted unanimously (11-0) to re-
elect Ron Tesnow as Vice Chairman of the 
Transportation Disadvantaged Local Coordinating 
Board for 2006. 

 
 A calendar showing the meeting dates for 2006 was included in the 
backup. 
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Designation of the Community Transportation Coordinator (CTC) 
Evaluation Subcommittee – Phil Matson, MPO Staff Director 
 
 Mr. Matson referred to his memorandum dated February 6, 2006, a copy of 
which is on file in the Commission office.  He related Corine Williams of FDOT 
was on last year’s Subcommittee, and even though she was not present today he 
felt sure she would be interested in serving again.  He added the rest of last 
year’s members were Dr. Harry Hurst, Cookie Geyer and Cathy Viggiano, and 
opened up the floor for volunteers to the CTC Evaluation Subcommittee, with the 
tentative addition of Corine Williams.   
 
 Mrs. Geyer advised she would be retiring in January, 2007.  Mr. Matson 
stated the Subcommittee met in August, 2006 and reported in November, 2006 
so she would still be on the Board at that time.  Dr. Hurst stated he would serve, 
but recommended recruiting one or two new people so when those who had 
done it for a number of years moved on there would be some continuity.  Ms. 
Viggiano stated she would be willing to serve again on the Subcommittee.     
 
Review of Progress Report and Reimbursement Invoice #4 for the 2004 and 
2005 Planning Grant – Phil Matson, MPO Staff Director 
 
 Mr. Matson related each quarter staff put together a Progress Report and 
invoice for the Transportation Disadvantaged (TD) planning grant, a copy of 
which is on file in the Commission office.    
 

ON MOTION BY Dr. Hurst, SECONDED BY Mrs. 
Geyer, the Committee voted unanimously (11-0) to 
approve the Progress Report and Reimbursement 
Invoice #4 in the amount of $1,216.47. 

 
Community Transportation Coordinator Status Report – Karen Wood, 
Transportation Director, Council on Aging (COA) 
 
 Mrs. Wood reviewed her report, a copy of which is on file in the 
Commission office.  She stated the COA was in the process of hiring a new 
Executive Director and it was hoped one would be selected by mid-March, 2006.  
Mrs. Wood reported the fourth quarter of 2005 was very busy and ridership on 
the Community Coach was up by 5% from the same quarter of last year, with 
Indian River Transit up by 22%.  She acknowledged this sounded like a big 
number, but pointed out the hurricanes last year affected that timeframe and a lot 
of people were not in the area, so the actual increase was about 8% to 10%. 
 
 Mrs. Wood related the COA had received three new 31 foot diesel buses 
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for Indian River Transit and they were thinking of using graphic wrap for possible 
advertising revenue.  She mentioned she had given two vehicles titled to the 
COA to the Association for Retarded Citizens (ARC).  Mrs. Wood explained she 
allowed ARC to run the buses as long as they wanted and when a vehicle was 
retired to auction, ARC returned the money it sold for to the COA.  She 
summarized this worked out well because it helped update the ARC fleet without 
incurring costs for new vehicles.  Mrs. Wood added she was planning on setting 
up a meeting with the Volunteer Ambulance people as far as coordinating better 
transportation services and possibly to supply some vehicles, because the 
Volunteer Ambulance was struggling at the moment. 
 
 Dr. Hurst asked if Mrs. Wood had given any consideration to providing 
vehicles for the Veterans.  Mrs. Wood responded the Veterans had two brand 
new larger buses, plus a van they got through the American Red Cross.  She 
explained the Veterans did only veterans’ transportation, because the Veterans’ 
Hospital paid for their tags, insurance, maintenance and fuel and told them what 
they could and could not do with the vehicle.  Mrs. Wood stated this more or less 
negated them in the Community Transportation Coordination system, which had 
to be open to anybody needing a ride.  She indicated the Veterans were still 
under contract with the COA, but did not know if the contract could continue or 
not and they were working on that issue right now.   
 
 A discussion followed. 
 
 Dr. Hurst suggested contacting the United Way when we were getting 
ready to do an auction of vehicles, since they came into contact with non-profit 
agencies from all over the County.    Mr. Matson said he would ask Tom Frame, 
IRC Director of General Services, to get in touch with the United Way agency the 
next time an auction was scheduled.   
 
Other New Business 
 
 Chairman Bowden noted the next meeting would be on May 25, 2006. 
 
 Ms. Clark of the FDC&F said she would like to volunteer to serve on the 
CTC Evaluation Subcommittee.  Chairman Bowden thanked her for offering to 
take part in the evaluation procedure. 
 
 There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 10:21 a.m. 



Your $1 a year can make a difference in providing transportation 
services to Indian River County's Transportation Disadvantaged. 

There are many county residents who because of their age, physical andlor mental 
disabilities, or income are unable to transport themselves or to purchase transportation to 
obtain access to health care, employment, education, shopping and other life-sustaining 
activities which most of us take for granted everyday. 

Through the Florida Commission for The Transportation Disadvantaged trust funds many 
rides are provided everyday to the county's transportation disadvantaged population. 
However, there is a need for more rides and additional funding is needed. 

HOW CAN YOU HELP? 

Next time you register of renew the tag on your car, truck, or boat, simply check the box 
on the back of the registration form a11d contribute $1 to the Transportation Disadvantaged 
TrustF~md. 

ALL FUNDS COLLECTED IN INDIAN RIVER COUNTY STAY IN 
INDIAN RIVER COUNTY FOR THE COUNTY'S 

TRANSPORTATION DISADVANTAGED RESIDENTS 

Commissioner Sandra Bowden, Chairman 
Transportation Disadvantaged Local Coordinating Board 



d 
agency for persons with disabilities 

State of Florida 

The Florida Agency for Persons with Disabilities is holding five Transportation 
Forums around the state to hear from people with disabilities, their families and 
others on transportation issues affecting the community employment of people 
with disabilities. If you are unable to attend one of the forums, page 2 of this flyer 
contains instructions and a form to use for providing written input. 

Each person attending one of the five Transportation Forums will be given a $10 
gift certificate. A light meal will also be provided. 

The three areas that will be explored are: 
1. Transportation services and other transportation alternatives used by you and your 

friends with disabilities that have made it possible for you and others to work in paid 
jobs in your community. 

2. Problems with transportation that keep you, your friends and acquaintances with 
disabilities from working in paid community jobs. 

3. Recommendations on improvements to transportation that will help people with 
disabilities get to and from their jobs in the community. 

The forums are organized and facilitated by Wilson Resources, Inc. (WRI) 

Transportation Forum 
To Gain the Input of People with Disabilities, Their Families and 
Others on Transportation Issues Affecting the Employment of 

People with Disabilities 

West Palm Beach 
(Agency for Persons with Disabilities' Area 9) 

Area 9 includes Palm Beach County 

June 12, 2006, 5:30-7:00 PM 
Greenacres Branch Library, 3750 Jog Road, Greenacres, FL 33467 

TO REGISTER or for more information, please contact Debbie Courtney at 850/386-2022. 
Or email Ms. Courtney at: debbiec@wilres.com. 

Space is limited, so PRE-REGISTRATION IS REQUIRED. 
Registration deadline is June 9, 2006. 

Continued ... 



If you are unable to attend the Transportation Forum in person, but would like to 
comment on transportation issues that affect the community employment of people 
with disabilities, please respond to the following items. 

If you need more space to write your comments, please use a separate sheet of paper to 
answer the items below. 

1. Your Name: 2. YourAddres_s_: ____________________________________________ _ 

3. Your Phone Number and Email Address, if you have one:. _________ _ 
4. The County In Which You Live:. ___________________ _ 

5. We want to hear from people with disabilities and their families. To ensure that 75% 
of the people who respond are people with disabilities or their relatives, please check 
ONE box: 

o 1. I am a person with a disability; 
02. I am the relative of a person with a disability; 
03. I am a service provider agency representative; 
04. I am a support coordinator; 
05. Other, please ex~llail1 ______________ _ 

6. Please tell us about transportation services and other transportation alternatives used 
by you and your friends with disabilities that have made it possible for you and others to 
work in paid jobs in your community. 

7. What are some of the problems with transportation in your community that keep you, 
your friends and acquaintances with disabilities from working in paid community jobs? 

8. Please make recommendations for transportation in your area that will help people 
with disabilities successfully get to and from their paid jobs in the community. 

9. General Comments: 

Your response can be submitted in the following ways: 

1. If you would like an electronic c::opy of items 1-9 above so that you c::an respond by email, please 
email: debbiec@wilres.c::om 
2. Email your comments to: debbiec@wilres.com 
3. Fax your comments to Debbie Courtney at: 850/386·2812 
4. Mail your c::omments to: 

Debbie Courtney 
WRI . 
2892 fl. Park Avenue 
Suite 2B 
Tallahassee, FL 32301 

If you have questions or need additional information, please contact Debbie Courtney, 
Wilson Resources, Inc., at 850/386,·2022 or by email: debbiec@wilres.com. 
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 PLANNING RELATED GRANT AGREEMENT TASKS 
 QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPORT 
 
 

IRC Metropolitan Planning Organization  Invoice #  4  
(Agency Name) 

FDOTFM # 23704021401 
                 Indian River County              Contract # ANN91  

    (County) 
 
 
Reporting Period:   10/1/2005   to   12/31/2005    
 
I. Program Management 
 
 A. Where necessary and in cooperation with the Local Coordinating Board, solicit and 

recommend a community transportation coordinator, in conformity with Chapter 
287 and 427, Florida Statutes. 

 
  N/A 
 

B. Develop and maintain a process for the appointment and reappointment of voting 
and non-voting members to the local coordinating board (LCB). 

 
Reporting Period and Year to Date: 

 
Consistent with the requirements of Rule 41-2, F.A.C. the county maintained 
its TDLCB appointment and reappointment process. 

 
C. Prepare agendas for local coordinating board meetings consistent with the Local 

Coordinating Board and Planning Agency Operating Guidelines.  Ensure that 
operator payments are addressed as standard agenda item. 

 
Reporting Period: 

 
In this period, staff prepared the agenda and agenda items for the November 
17, 2005 TDLCB meeting. 

 
Year to Date: 
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Staff prepared agendas and agenda items for the February 26, 2004, May 20, 
2004, August 26, 2004, and November 18, 2004 TDLCB meetings. 

 
D. Prepare official minutes of local coordinating board meetings.  For committee 

meetings, prepare minutes in the form of a brief summary of basic points, 
discussions, decisions, and recommendations to the full board.  Keep records of all 
meetings for at least three years. 

 
Reporting Period: 

 
Official minutes for the November 17, 2005 TDLCB meeting were prepared. 

 
Year to Date: 

 
Official minutes for the February 25, 2005, May 26, 2005, August 25, 2005, 
and November 17, 2005 TDLCB meetings were prepared. 

 
E. Provide at least one public hearing annually by each local coordinating board, and 

assist the Commission, as requested, in co-sponsoring public hearings. 
 

Reporting Period and Year to Date:  
 
A public hearing was held on November 17, 2005.  The public hearing meeting 
was advertised in the local newspaper (Press Journal). 

 
F. Provide staff support for committees of the local coordinating board. 

 
Reporting Period and Year to Date: 

 
Staff support was provided as needed.  Staff closely worked with and 
supported the CTC evaluation sub-committee. 

 
G. Annually develop and update by-laws for local coordinating board approval. 

 
Reporting Period and Year to Date: 

 
By-Laws of the local coordinating board were maintained.  By-laws reviewed 
by the TDLCB at its May 26, 2005 meeting as part of the TDSPlan update and 
submitted to the CTD. 
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H. Develop, annually update, and implement local coordinating board grievance 
procedures in accordance with the Commission guidelines, which includes a step 
within the local complaint and/or grievance procedure that advises a dissatisfied 
person about the commission’s Ombudsman program. 

 
Reporting Period and year to date: 

 
The TDLCB grievance procedure was maintained.  Grievance procedures 
reviewed by the TDLCB at its May 25, 2005 meeting as part of the TDSPlan 
update and submitted to the CTD.  

 
I. Maintain a current membership roster and mailing list of local coordinating board 

members. 
 

Reporting Period: 
 

TDLCB membership list was updated as needed. 
 

Year to Date: 
 

The TDLCB membership list was updated as needed.   
 

J. Provide public notice of local coordinating board meetings and local public 
hearings in accordance with the Coordinating Board and Planning Agency 
Operating Guidelines. 

 
Reporting Period: 

 
Public notices were provided.  For this period, the TDLCB meeting date was 
published in the local newspaper on November 10, 2005. 

 
Year to Date: 

 
Public notice was published in the local newspaper on February 18, 2005, May 
19, 2005, August 18, 2005, and November 10, 2004. 

 
K. Review and comment on the Annual Operating Report for submittal to the local 

coordinating board, and forward comments/concerns to the Commission for the 
Transportation Disadvantaged. 
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Reporting Period and Year to Date:  
 
The annual operating report was reviewed by the TDLCB at its August 25, 
2005 meeting.   
 

L. Review the transportation disadvantaged service plan (TDSP), and recommend 
action to the local coordinating board. 

 
Reporting Period and Year to Date:  

 
The county’s TDSPlan was updated by planning staff and CTC staff.  It was 
then reviewed at the TDLCB meeting of May 26, 2005 and was transmitted to 
the CTD. 

 
M. Report the actual expenditures of direct federal and local government 

transportation funds to the Commission for the Transportation Disadvantaged no 
later than September 15th. 

 
Reporting Period and Year to Date:  
 
Report of actual expenditures was prepared and submitted to the CTD during 
the reporting period. 

 
N. Report the annual budget estimates of direct federal and local government 

transportation funds to the Commission for the Transportation Disadvantaged no 
later than September 15th and as required by Chapter 427, Florida Statutes. 

 
Reporting Period and Year to Date:  

 
Annual budget estimates were reported to the CTD during the reporting 
period. 

 
II. Service Development 
 

The planning agency shall develop the following service development items. 
 

A. Jointly, with the Community Transportation Coordinator and the Local 
Coordinating Board, develop the transportation disadvantaged service plan (TDSP) 
by preparing the planning section following Commission guidelines. 

 
Reporting Period and Year to Date:  
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Updated the Planning section of the TDSPlan and presented the plan to the 
TDLCB on May 26, 2005.  The TDSP was then submitted to the CTD. 
 

B. Encourage integration of "transportation disadvantaged" issues into local and 
regional comprehensive plans.  Ensure activities of the local coordinating board 
and community transportation coordinator are consistent with local comprehensive 
planning activities including the Florida Transportation Plan. 

 
Reporting Period and Year to Date:  

 
TD staff coordinated with county staff to ensure that the TDSP was consistent 
with the comprehensive plan. 
 

C. Encourage the local Community Transportation Coordinator to work cooperatively 
with local WAGES coalitions established in Chapter 414, Florida Statutes, and 
provides assistance in development of innovation transportation services for 
WAGES participants. 

 
TD staff encouraged CTC to work with local WAGES coalition. 

 
III. Technical Assistance, Training, and Evaluation 
 

The planning agency shall provide technical assistance and training for the local 
coordinating board, and shall assist the local coordinating board in monitoring and 
evaluating the community transportation coordinator. 

 
A. Provide the local coordinating board with quarterly reports of planning 

accomplishments and expenditures as outlined in the planning grant agreement or 
any other activities related to the transportation disadvantaged program including 
but not limited to consultant contracts, special studies, and marketing efforts.  

 
Reporting Period: 

 
Quarterly progress report and invoice #3 for 2005 were provided to the 
TDLCB at their November 17, 2005 meeting. 

 
Year to Date: 
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Quarterly progress reports and invoices were provided to the TDLCB at their 
February 25, 2005, May 26, 2005, August 25, 2005, and November 17, 2005 
meetings. 

  
B. Attend at least one Commission-sponsored training, including but not limited to, 

the Commission's quarterly regional meetings, and the Commission's annual 
training workshop, or other sponsored training. 

 
Reporting Period and Year to Date: 
 

  N/A 
 

C. Attend at least one Commission meeting each year within budget/staff/schedule 
availability. 

 
Reporting Period and Year to Date:  
 
Staff participated in a CTD conference call meeting. 
 

D. Notify Commission staff of local concerns that may require special investigations. 
 

Reporting Period and Year to Date: 
 

Planning Staff coordinated with the CTD staff as needed. 
 

E. Provide training for newly-appointed local coordinating board members. 
 

Reporting Period and Year to Date: 
 

General training for all members was provided as part of the annual public 
hearing meeting on November 17, 2005.  In addition to the distribution of 
training materials and workbooks, staff developed a powerpoint presentation 
for the public hearing.  Individual training was provided as needed. 

 
F. Provide assistance to the community transportation coordinator, purchasing 

agencies, and others, as needed which may include participation, and initiating 
when necessary, local or regional meetings to discuss transportation disadvantaged 
needs, service evaluation and opportunities for service improvement. 
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Reporting Period and Year to Date: 
 

Planning staff coordinated with the CTC on a regular basis and provided 
technical assistance as needed. 

 
G. To the extent feasible, collect and review proposed funding applications involving 

"transportation disadvantaged" funds consistent with Chapter 427, Florida Statutes, 
and Rule 41-2 of the Florida Administrative Code, and provide recommendation to 
the local coordinating board. 

 
Reporting Period and Year to Date: 

 
Applicable TD funding applications completed and submitted to the 
appropriate agencies. 

 
H. Ensure the local coordinating board conducts, at a minimum, an annual evaluation 

of the community transportation coordinator.  The local coordinating board shall 
evaluate the coordinator using the Commission's Evaluation Workbook for 
Community Transportation Coordinators and Providers in Florida (at a minimum, 
using the modules concerning Competition in Use of Operators, Cost-Effectiveness 
and Efficiency, and Availability of Service) and local standards as defined in the 
Transportation Disadvantaged Service Plan. 

 
Reporting Period and Year to Date:  

 
The TDLCB designated a CTC Evaluation Subcommittee at its February 25, 
2005 meeting.   The CTC evaluation subcommittee met on August 25, 2005 
and conducted a review of the CTC’s performance during FY 2004/05.  The 
TDLCB considered the evaluation subcommittee’s evaluation report at its 
November 17, 2005 meeting.  At that time, the TDLCB unanimously approved 
the report and recommended the MPO (DOPA) retain the Council on Aging 
as the county’s CTC.  The MPO will approve the evaluation report at its 
February 8, 2005 meeting.  

 
I. Assist the Commission for the Transportation Disadvantaged in any requested joint 

reviews of the community transportation coordinator. 
 

Reporting Period:  
 
N/A 
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Year to Date: 

 
Same as Above 

 
J. Ensure the local coordinating board annually reviews coordination contracts to 

advise the Coordinator whether the continuation of said contract provides the most 
cost effective and efficient transportation available, consistent with Rule 41-2, 
Florida Administrative Code. 

 
Reporting period and Year to Date:  
 
Coordination contracts have been reviewed by the TDLCB as needed. 

 
 K. Implement recommendations identified in the Commission’s QAPE reviews. 
 

Reporting period and Year to Date: 
 
No recommended changes are submitted to the county. 

 
 
IV. Special Consideration by Planning Agency: 
 
 
V. Special Consideration by Commission: 
 
Other Items of Development and Update in accordance with Laws, Rules, and Commission 
policy: 
 
__________________________________  1/31/2005 
Signature of Individual Submitting Report  Date 
 
Phillip J. Matson            
Typed name of Individual Submitting Report 
 
 
 
F:\Community Development\Users\MPO\TD\Progress Reports\Invoice4_2005\Progress Report 4.doc 



 INDIAN RIVER COUNTY,  FLORIDA 
 
 M E M O R A N D U M  
________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
TO:  Transportation Disadvantaged Local Coordinating Board Members 
 

DIVISION HEAD CONCURRENCE 
 

______________________________ 
Robert M.  Keating, AICP 
Community Development Director 

 
FROM: Phillip J. Matson   

MPO Staff Director  
 
DATE: May 12, 2006 
 
SUBJECT: CONSIDERATION OF INDIAN RIVER COUNTY’S TRANSPORTATION 

DISADVANTAGED SERVICE PLAN FOR FY 2006-2007 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
It is requested that the data herein presented be given formal consideration by the Transportation 
Disadvantaged Local Coordinating Board at its regular meeting of May 25, 2006. 
 
DESCRIPTION AND CONDITIONS 
 
On May 8, 1990, the Board of County Commissioners (BCC) approved the transmittal of the 
county’s application to the state to become the local Designated Official Planning Agency (DOPA) 
for the provision of transportation disadvantaged services in the area.  To partially subsidize the 
county’s transportation disadvantaged planning activities, the state Commission for the 
Transportation Disadvantaged (CTD) each year awards planning grants to the county. 
 
As part of its planning grant responsibilities for fiscal year 1991-92, the County was charged with 
development of a Coordinated Transportation Disadvantaged Development Plan for a five year 
planning horizon.   On March 19, 1992, the Transportation Disadvantaged Local Coordinating Board 
(TDLCB) reviewed and approved the Coordinated Transportation Disadvantaged Development Plan. 
The Board of County Commissioners approved the County’s plan on April 17, 1992.  That plan 
expired in 1997. 
 
Prior to FY 97/98, the county had to prepare a Coordinated Transportation Disadvantaged 
Development Plan, while the Council On Aging, as the County’s Community Transportation 
Coordinator (CTC), had to prepare a Service Plan and a Memorandum of Agreement each year.  The 
CTC’s service plans then had to be approved by the TDLCB and submitted to the CTD. 
 
In fiscal year 1997-98, state requirements changed, requiring the Coordinated Transportation 



Disadvantaged Development Plan and the CTC’s service plan to be combined into one document, 
the Transportation Disadvantaged Service Plan (TDSP).  On an annual basis since then, the county 
and the CTC have jointly prepared the TDSP. For each fiscal year, the TDLCB approved the 
county’s TDSP, and the plans were submitted to the CTD.  The county’s TDSP also contains the 
TDLCB By-Laws and Grievance Procedures that must be reviewed by the TDLCB on an annual 
basis. 
 
ALTERNATIVE AND ANALYSIS 
 
For FY 2006-2007, the Transportation Disadvantaged Service Plan must be submitted to the 
Commission for the Transportation Disadvantaged prior to July 1, 2006, the date on which the 
existing service plan will expire. 
 
Recently, the county and the CTC updated the Transportation Disadvantaged Service Plan for FY 
2006-2007.  As part of this process, the county assessed the existing transportation disadvantaged 
services provided in the County and identified projected transportation disadvantaged service needs. 
This was accomplished by analyzing the County’s past and present demographic characteristics as 
well as reviewing operational data from agencies providing transportation disadvantaged services.  
Based upon this analysis, the FY 2005-2006 plan was revised to produce the FY 2006-2007 plan. 
 
The proposed FY 2006-2007 Transportation Disadvantaged Service Plan is an extension of the 
County’s existing TDSP.  As such, the revised plan does not include any substantial changes.  The 
FY 2006-2007 plan has revised population information, economic data, an objective for transferring 
passengers to the fixed route system, a trip prioritization list, updated bus and vehicle inventory, 
updated service and financial information sections, and a new emergency preparedness plan. 
 
The TDLCB has several alternatives with respect to the draft plan.  The TDLCB can approve the 
plan as submitted, approve the plan with revisions, or not approve the plan.  Staff feels that the plan 
adequately identifies and addresses the County’s transportation disadvantaged service needs and 
should be approved and transmitted to the CTD. 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
 
Staff recommends that the TDLCB approve the County’s FY 2006-2007 Transportation 
Disadvantaged Service Plan and direct staff to transmit the plan to the CTD. 
 
Attachment 
 
1. The Indian River County Transportation Disadvantaged Service Plan for FY 2006-2007. 
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I. DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
 

 
 
 
On May 8, 1990, the Indian River County Board of 
County Commissioners approved the transmittal of 
the county’s application to the state to become the 

local Designated Official Planning Agency (DOPA) for the provision of transportation 
disadvantaged planning activities in the Indian River County Area.  This action initiated the county’s 
participation in the transportation disadvantaged system. 
 
In June of 1990, the State Commission for Transportation Disadvantaged (CTD) appointed the 
Indian River County Board of County Commissioners as the local Designated Official Planning 
Agency (DOPA) for the provision of transportation disadvantaged planning activities in the county.  
In August 1990, the Board of County Commissioners (BCC) appointed eleven members to the Local 
Coordinating Board (LCB). 
 
On August 23, 1990, the Local Coordinating Board recommended that the Board of County 
Commissioners approve the submittal of a transportation disadvantaged planning grant application to 
the State Commission for the Transportation Disadvantaged.  Acting as the DOPA for Indian River 
County, the Board of County Commissioners approved the grant application submittal, and the grant 
application was subsequently approved by the state.  Not only did this grant provide funding for 
preparation of the Coordinated Transportation Disadvantaged Development Plan, but this grant also 
provided funds for staff support of the DOPA and LCB. 
 
Among its other responsibilities, the DOPA, acting on a recommendation from the LCB must choose 
a local Community Transportation Coordinator (CTC).  The BCC/DOPA recommended that the 
State Commission for the Transportation Disadvantaged (CTD) appoint the Indian River County 
Council on Aging as the county's Community Transportation Coordinator.  This recommendation 
was accepted, and the Council on Aging was appointed as the local CTC in October 1990.  
According to state regulations, the CTC must be designated every three years through a competitive 
bid process.  In 2003, the CTD designated the Indian River County Council on Aging, Inc., as the 
county’s CTC for the next five fiscal years. 
 
Starting January 1, 2000, the Indian River County Metropolitan Planning Organization became the 
county’s Designated Official Planning Agency.  The designation of the MPO as the DOPA is 
consistent with the state law and regulations. 
 
DESIGNATED OFFICIAL PLANNING AGENCY (D.O.P.A.) 
 
The Designated Official Planning Agency is the official agency designated by the Transportation 
Disadvantaged Commission to fulfill the functions of transportation disadvantaged planning.  
According to Chapter 427, Florida Statutes, and Rule 41-2, the Designated Official Planning Agency 
has the following responsibilities and duties. 
 

A. Introduction to the Service Area 

1. Background of the TD Program 
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* Recommend the Community Transportation Coordinator for approval by the Commission for 
the Transportation Disadvantaged; 

 
* Appoint Local Coordinating Board members; 
 
* Provide staff and resources for Local Coordinating Board meetings and administrative 

duties; 
 
* Develop a Coordinated Transportation Disadvantaged Service Plan; 
 
* Annually update the Coordinated Transportation Disadvantaged Service Plan; 
 
* Review the CTC's performance as evaluated annually by the LCB; 
 
* Approve renewal or change to the Community Transportation Coordinator on an annual 

basis; 
 
* Review LCB funding applications to the Commission for the Transportation Disadvantaged 

for local, state and federal funds; 
 
* Approve funding applications for transportation disadvantaged funds; 
 
* Review the LCB's Annual Operating Report; 
 
* Review the Community Transportation Coordinator's Memorandum of Agreement; 
 
* Review the LCB's Annual Budget Estimate Report. 
 
LOCAL COORDINATING BOARD (L.C.B.) 
 
The purpose of a Local Coordinating Board (LCB) is to identify local transportation disadvantaged 
service needs and provide information, advice, and direction to the community transportation 
coordinator on the coordination of transportation disadvantaged services.  According to Chapter 427, 
Florida Statutes, and Rule 41-2, a Transportation Disadvantaged Local Coordinating Board has the 
following responsibilities and duties. 
 
* Review and approve the community transportation disadvantaged service plan, including the 

Memorandum of Agreement (MOA), prior to submittal to the TDC; 
 
* Evaluate services provided in meeting the approved coordinated transportation plan; 
 
* Conduct an annual performance evaluation of the Community Transportation Coordinator 

(CTC) and forward the results of the evaluation to the BCC/DOPA and CTD; 
 
* In cooperation with the CTC, review and provide recommendations to the CTD on all 

funding applications affecting the transportation disadvantaged; 
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* Consolidate the Annual Budget Estimates of all anticipated federal and local governments 
funds to be provided for transportation disadvantaged services in the county and forward 
same to the Board of County Commissioners/DOPA and CTD; 

 
* Review the coordination strategies of service provision to the transportation disadvantaged in 

the county and develop inter and intra county agreements to improve coordination; 
 
* Evaluate multi-county or regional service opportunities; 
 
* Seek the involvement of the private and public sector, volunteers, public transit, school 

districts, elected officials and others in any plan for improved service delivery; 
 
* Review coordination strategies for transportation disadvantaged services in the area to seek 

innovative ways to increase ridership to a broader population; 
 
* Jointly develop with the CTC applications for available transportation disadvantaged funds; 
 
* Appoint a Grievance Subcommittee and develop procedures to process, investigate and 

resolve complaints or recommendations for improvement of services from agencies, users, or 
potential users of the system in the county; 

 
* Maintain and provide LCB minutes to the CTD and chair of the BCC/DOPA. 
 
Local Coordinating Board Membership -  
 
Chapter 427, Florida Statutes, and Rule 41-2, Florida Administrative Code, specifically outline the 
mandated requirements of a Local Coordinating Board's structure and duties.  According to those 
regulations, the Coordinating Board must consist of sixteen (16) voting members. 
 
The Transportation Disadvantaged Commission's "Coordinating Board Operating Guidelines", 
provide guidance to a DOPA in establishing its LCB.  As per those guidelines, a DOPA should 
appoint individuals to the LCB who have positions of responsibility within an agency at a level high 
enough to allow them to respectively represent their agency during Coordinating Board discussions 
and votes.  Specifically, the guidelines recommend that a Coordinating Board consist of the 
following voting members: 
 
(1) A member of the DOPA who is an elected official to serve as the official chairperson for all 

Coordinating Board meetings; 
 
(2) A representative of the Florida Department of Transportation; 
 
(3) A representative of the Florida Department of Children and Families; 
 
(4) A representative of the Public Education Community; 
 
(5) A representative of the Florida Department of Labor and Employment Security; 
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(6) A person who is recognized by the Florida Department of Veteran's Affairs as a 

representative of the veterans in the service area; 
 
(7) A person who represents the economically disadvantaged and is recognized by the Florida 

Association for Community Action (President) as their Representative; 
 
(8) A person over sixty years of age representing the elderly in the service area; 
 
(9) A handicapped person representing the handicapped in the service area; 
 
(10) A representative who is recommended by the state coordinating council of early childhood 

services; 
 
(11) A representative of the Florida Department of Elder Affairs; 
 
(12) A representative of the local private for-profit transportation industry; and 
 
(13) A representative of the Mass/Public Transit Industry 
 
(14) A representative of the Florida Agency for Health Care Administration 
 
(15 and 16) Two citizen advocate representatives, one must represent a user of the system. 
 
Additional non-voting members may be appointed by the DOPA. 
 
As structured by the Indian River County DOPA, the LCB membership is consistent with the CTD's 
guidelines.  Currently, there are two vacancies on the LCB, one for a representative of the State 
Coordinating Council of Early Childhood Services and a representative of the private transportation 
industry.  A representative for Mass/Public Transit Industry is not applicable for the county. 
 
COMMUNITY TRANSPORTATION COORDINATOR (C.T.C) 
 
A Community Transportation Coordinator plays a vital role in providing transportation 
disadvantaged services to the community.  As stated in the definitions, a CTC must ensure that 
transportation services for the disadvantaged are coordinated among the service providers.  
According to Chapter 427, Florida Statutes, and Rule 41-2, a Community Transportation 
Coordinator has the following responsibilities/duties: 
 
* In cooperation with the LCB develop, implement and monitor a Community Transportation 

Disadvantaged Service Plan; 
 
* Execute uniform contracts for services using a standard contract, which includes 

performance standards for operators (may subcontract or broker services) with LCB 
approval; 
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* Collect annual operation data for submittal to the commission; 
 
* Review operator contracts annually with LCB; 
 
* Prepare an annual operation report to be submitted to the Commission for the Transportation 

Disadvantaged by October 1 of each year (prior to submittal, report must be approved by the 
Local Coordinating Board and the Designated Official Planning Agency); 

 
* Approve and coordinate utilization of school bus and public transit services in accordance 

with the TD Service Plan; 
 
* In cooperation with the LCB review the utilization of all federal, state and local funds for 

transportation disadvantaged, and jointly develop cost-effective coordination strategies; 
 
* In cooperation with the LCB develop and negotiate, implement, monitor an annual MOA 

which includes a TD Service Plan, service delivery forms, and conditions agreed upon 
between the CTC and all agencies using federal, state and local monies for submittal to the 
commission; 

 
* Conduct the overall administration, monitoring, coordination, arrangement and delivery of 

transportation disadvantaged services; 
 
* Ensure compliance with minimum state liability insurance requirements; 
 
* Ensure compliance with minimum state operation and service safety requirements; 
 
* Ensure compliance with any applicable state or federal laws relating to drug testing or any 

TDC approved drug testing policy. 
 
* In cooperation with the LCB and pursuant to criteria developed by the Commission for the 

Transportation Disadvantaged, establish priorities with regard to the recipients of non-
sponsored TD services that are purchased with TD trust fund money. 

 
* Have full responsibility for the delivery of transportation services for the transportation 

disadvantaged. 
 
In order to provide the most cost effective, 
efficient transportation services to the 
transportation disadvantaged population of the 

State of Florida, the Florida Legislature enacted Chapter 427, F.S. in 1979.  This Statute calls for the 
coordination of transportation services for the transportation disadvantaged (elderly, handicapped 
and economically disadvantaged) in every county in the state.  Under Chapter 427, an 
Administrative Rule (Rule 41-1) was promulgated setting forth the detailed requirements to 
implement coordination. 
 

2. Designation Date & System History 
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Chapter 427 and Rule 41-2 call for the designation of a Community Transportation Coordinator 
(CTC).  As the Designated Official Planning Agency (DOPA), the Indian River County Board of 
County Commissioners, in October 1990, appointed the Indian River County Council on Aging, Inc. 
(COA) to take this responsibility. 
 
Transportation for senior citizens and other transportation disadvantaged persons was one of the 
original goals of the Indian River County Council on Aging as defined in its Charter in 1974.  Since 
the COA's purchase of its first 15-passenger van in 1975, the transportation program has grown 
continuously.  The Council now operates fifty-one vehicles throughout all of Indian River County. 
Forty-five vans are equipped with wheelchair lifts, and all are hi-top conversion vans to more 
suitably serve the elderly and handicapped.  Vans and buses have been purchased with Section 5310, 
Section 5311 and Section 5307 capital funds, as well as local contributions.   
 
A number of additional operators have been added to the coordinated system since the beginning.  
The coordinated system now includes three not for-profits.  These are: the Veterans Council, the 
Council on Aging, and the Association for Retarded Citizens. 
 
The first transportation of Veterans for medical care began in 1942 by the American Red Cross.  
This has evolved to the Veterans Council today.   The Veterans Council has two vehicles, one of 
which is lift equipped.  The need increases daily as the veterans population in Florida and the age of 
all Veterans increases.  The Veterans Council transport veterans five days a week to the Veterans 
Hospital using their fifteen passenger lift equipped vehicle.  These services are a necessity for local 
veterans seeking specialized medical services.  The veterans in the county can now seek local basic 
medical assistance at the 37th Street Veteran’s Clinic in Vero Beach. 
 
The Association for Retarded Citizens is a non-profit organization that began as two separate 
organizations in mid 1970.  One organization was known as the Vocational Training and Sheltered 
Workshop in Indian River County, Inc., and the other was the Association for Retarded Citizens.  
Both non-profit groups were interested in providing services for the handicapped.  The Workshop  
provided services, while the ARC provided programs for  children.  The common thread of the two 
groups was that of "services for the handicapped". 
 
In the 1980's, the two groups merged and retained the name of the Association for Retarded Citizens 
(ARC).  The range of services included: Infant Intervention, day services for preschool aged children 
who were at risk, sheltered workshop experiences for handicapped adults, support work on a paper 
recycling crew, residential living, and transportation.  The major funding source was HRS; later the 
United Way accepted ARC as one of its agencies.  Goodwill now also provides some workshops for 
the handicapped. 
 
Indian River County is served on a daily basis from 6:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday 
by the CTC using Council on Aging and county vehicles.  At times during the day when the COA 
does not have space to meet Medicaid demand and on evenings and weekends, non-emergency 
service is provided by Indian River Memorial Hospital.   On certain holidays, the COA provides a 
duty vehicle and driver to meet non-emergency needs.  CTC clients must call (772) 569-0903 to 
connect for long distance between 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday thru Friday to schedule a return 
trip from out of county. Medicaid appointments require a 72-hour minimum advance reservation. 
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Funds for operations come from grants from Indian River County, the Commission for the 
Transportation Disadvantaged, Title III B (Older Americans Act), Medicaid, FDOT 5311, FTA 
5307, State Block Grant, Department of Children and Families, and CCE (Community Care for 
Elderly) and local funds from City of Vero Beach.   

 
Figure 1 shows the Transportation Disadvantaged Organization 
chart for Indian River County. 

 
Figure 1 

3. Organization Chart 
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 a. Local Government Comprehensive Plans 
 
 
The TDSP is consistent with the goals, objectives, and policies of the adopted Indian River County 
Comprehensive Plan and the comprehensive plans of municipalities in the county.  The 
transportation element of each of these plans contains an objective to coordinate future transportation 
planning activities with the Florida Department of Transportation and Indian River County.   
 
Indian River County adopted a transportation element of its comprehensive plan.  The TDSP is 
consistent with the goal and objectives of the County's Transportation Element.  The goal of the 
Transportation Element is stated below: 
 
GOAL: Indian River County shall have a safe, efficient, and accessible transportation system 

which provides for mobility of all residents and visitors, encourages freedom of 
choice among alternative modes of travel, respects the natural and built environment, 
meets the stated needs of local jurisdictions, and is determined to be financially 
feasible. 

  
 b. Regional Policy Plans 
 
 
The Treasure Coast Strategic Regional Policy Plan was adopted by the Treasure Coast Regional 
Planning Council in 1996.  The Treasure Coast region includes the counties of Indian River, St. 
Lucie, Martin, and Palm Beach.  The TDSP is consistent with the Treasure Coast Strategic Regional 
Policy Plan. 

 
Goal 19 of the Regional Comprehensive Policy Plan addresses transportation issues of the region.  
The TDSP specifically relates to the following policies in the Regional Plan's transportation section: 
 
POLICY 19.1.1.4 The expansion of mass transit service in the Treasure Coast Region shall be 

supported by assisting local governments in applying and qualifying for 
federal assistance funding where consistent with other regional policies. 

 
POLICY 19.1.2.1 Services which improve the mobility opportunities for transit dependent 

groups, especially the poor, the handicapped, the aged, and the young, shall 
be provided. 

 
POLICY 19.1.2.2 Transportation disadvantaged services in all counties shall be coordinated 

with existing or planned public transit systems. 
 

c. Transit Development Plan 
 
 
The Transit Development Plan (TDP), prepared and adopted by the Indian River County MPO, 
describes the area's transit needs for the next five years.  Section 341.052, Florida Statutes requires 

4. Consistency Review of Other Plans 
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that transit providers who receive a Public Transit Block Grant must complete a Transit 
Development Plan, and Rule 14-73, Florida Administrative Code, states the required elements of a 
Transit Development Plan: 
 
 1. an identification and listing of community goal and policies with respect to transportation 

and land use in general and specifically to transit service and will be evaluated by the Local 
Coordinating Board. 

 
2. an analysis of services currently provided in the community by public and private transit 

service providers.  The analysis must identify any variation between the identified transit 
needs and the services provided, and must present alternatives for addressing deficiencies.  
Public participation must be used in selecting alternatives for implementation 

 
 3. a five-year program for implementing the alternative selected; the first two years of which 

may be described in more detail than the last three 
 
 4. consistency with approved local government comprehensive plans and the MPO's long  

range transportation plan 
 
The TDP, developed through community involvement, analyzes the current opportunities for transit, 
provides a community goal and objectives for transit, and presents an improvement plan to lead the 
transit system toward the stated transit goal. 
 

d. Commission for the Transportation Disadvantaged 5Yr/20Yr Plan 
 
 
The TDSP is consistent with the Commission for the Transportation Disadvantaged Plan. 
 

e. MPO Long Range Transportation Plans 
 
 
The TDSP is consistent with the Indian River County Metropolitan Planning Organization’s adopted 
2025 Long Range Transportation Plan, specifically the following goals: 
 
GOAL 1: A connected, responsive, aesthetically pleasing, and efficient transportation system 

that meets the needs of Indian River County residents, visitors, and businesses. 
 
GOAL 2: Viable travel alternatives which enhance mobility. 
 
GOAL 3: A transportation system that is sensitive to the natural and social environment. 
 

f. Transportation Improvement Program 
 
 
Each year, the Indian River County MPO adopts a five-year Transportation Improvement Program 
(TIP), which lists all state and federally funded transportation projects in the county. Funding for 
transportation disadvantaged service and fixed route transit service is included in the TIP. 
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INDIAN RIVER COUNTY COORDINATING BOARD MEMBERSHIP CERTIFICATION 
 
Name (MPO/DOPA):         Indian River County Board of County Commissioners 
Address:                         1840 25th Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960 
 
The Metropolitan Planning Organization/Designated Official Planning Agency names above hereby certifies to the following: 
1. The membership of the Local Coordinating Board, established pursuant to Rule 41-2.012(3), FAC, does in fact 

represent the appropriate parties as identified in the following list; and 
2. The membership represents, to the maximum extent feasible, a cross section of the local community. 
 

 
SIGNATURE:_______________________________             DATE:_5/25/06__________  
u\v\t\tdmember.cht 

 
 
 
 

Indian River County is the northern most county of the 
five counties in FDOT District 4 as shown in Figure 2.    

In recent decades, Indian River County has experienced tremendous population growth - an increase 
of over 44% since 1990.  More than 95% of this growth was attributed to migration in 2000.  With 
130,043 citizens in the county in 2005, and 35% of the population over the age of 60, and many in 
that age group unable to transport themselves, Indian River County has a high number of 
transportation disadvantaged persons. 
 
Vero Beach, Sebastian, and Fellsmere are the primary population centers, with a large minority 
population living in the Gifford, Wabasso, Oslo, Florida Ridge and Fellsmere areas. 

5. Local Coordinating Board Certification 

REPRESENTATION MEMBER'S NAME ALTERNATE'S NAME TERM 
1.  Chairman Comm. Sandra Bowden  2008 
2.  Elderly Thomas Buchanan  2007 
3.  Disabled William Lundy Parden  2007 
4.  Citizen Advocate Dr. Harry Hurst  2008 
5.  Citizen Advocate/User James Granse  2008 
6.  Veteran Services Ronald Tesnow Joel Herman 2007 
7.  Community Action Barbara Patten  2007 
8.  Public Education Kathleen Geyer Deborah Washington 2007 
9.  FDOT Corine Williams  2008 
10. FDC&F Pearlie Clark Steve Stoltz 2007 
11. FDLES Cathy Viggiano Donald Hinkle 2007 
12. FDEA Ginna O’Connor Randy Shied 2007 
13. FAHCA Cindy Barnes  2007 
14. State Coordinating Coun. Vacant  
15. Private Transp. Industry Vacant  
16. Mass/Public Transit Industry N/A 

B. Service Area Profile/Demographics 

1. Service Area Description 
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Figure 2 

 
Using 51 vehicles including thirteen and fifteen passenger mini-vans and vans, lift equipped van 
conversions, hi-top van conversions, station wagons, 31' and 25' cutaway buses, and trolleys, the 
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Coordinated Transportation System traveled over 868,575 miles last year.  The total number of rides 
each month approximates 27,479 one-way trips. 
 
Using both Fixed Route and Paratransit service, the Coordinated Transportation System serves  local 
Business, Public Health, Mental Health, Social Security, Unemployment, Job Service, New 
Horizons, WIC, AFDC, County Administration services, County Welfare, County libraries,  Medical 
facilities for treatment and therapy, in and out of county Medicaid providers, nutrition sites 
providing congregate meals, shopping, and social needs.   
 
Services provided by the Coordinated Transportation System fit the context of a coordinated service 
system.  Services are accessible and acceptable to all client groups, regardless of race, religion or 
ethnic background.  Efforts are constantly made through door-to-door outreach and client input to 
improve the levels of service to low-income persons and minorities.  Efforts are taken to make them 
aware of services offered.  Continual efforts are made to seek out and service all handicapped, 
especially the non-ambulatory, deaf and blind. 
 

a. Communities in Service Area 
 
 
Figure 3 shows the communities in the service area.  These communities are:  Sebastian, Vero 
Beach, Fellsmere, Indian River Shores, and Orchid. 
 

a. Land Use 
 
 
Current and future land use patterns have a substantial influence on the characteristics of transit 
systems.  Land use characteristics such as development type and density provide an indication of the 
present and future transit demand. 
 
In terms of population density, Indian River County is a low-density community.  With 347,520 
acres in the county as a whole, the overall population density was approximately 0.33 persons per 
acre in 2001 and 0.37 persons per acre in 2005.  Since most of the development has taken place in 
the eastern one-third of the county, a more appropriate measure would consider the population 
density of the urbanized area, the land east of I-95.  Using the land area of the urbanized area of the 
county (about 80,000 acres), the overall population density was only about 1.41 persons per acre in 
2000 and 1.63 persons per acre in 2005. 
 

b. Demographics 
 
 
Population 

 
One of the key components of any successful planning effort is the projection of future conditions.  
In the development of a plan, an understanding of the future population and the forces that influence  

2. Demographics 
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Figure 3 
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population growth is essential.  Before projecting the future population, however, it is necessary to 
first study historic and current population patterns and identify the trends that will direct future 
growth. 
 
The following analysis of population is intended to provide an assessment of the amount and 
direction of growth of Indian River County.  The discussion of population focuses on three factors: 
historic population, current trends, and population projections.  Each of these builds upon the other 
to provide the foundation upon which the plan rests.  The historic population provides an insight to 
the development and growth, which has resulted in the current status of the community.  Together 
with the current assessment, past trends provide the basis for formulating population projections. 
 
Population analysis is important since the transportation-disadvantaged segment of the community is 
a component of the entire population.  By examining factors such as population increase, age, 
education, race, income, and unemployment, a general estimate of the transportation-disadvantaged 
population can be derived.  This population analysis addresses the entire Indian River County area as 
shown on Figure 4. 
 
The historic population of Indian River County from 1930 to 2005 is shown in Table 1.  This chart 
also provides the numerical and percentage increase of population for each 10 year increment during 
that period.  The data indicate that Indian River County has experienced tremendous growth since its 
formation in 1925.  Overall, the county population has experienced a 19.34 fold increase, from 6,724 
in 1930 to 130,043 in 2005. 
 

Table 1 
Historic Population 1930-2005, Indian River County 

 
Year Population 10 year Increase % Increase 

1930 6,724  
1940 8,957 2,233 33.2 
1950 11,872 2,915 32.5 
1960 25,309 13,437 113.2 
1970 35,992 10,683 42.2 
1980 59,896 23,904 66.4 
1990 90,208 30,312 50.6 
2000 112,947 22,739 25.20 
2001 115,716 ----- ----- 
2002 118,149 ----- ----- 
2003  121,129  ----- ----- 
2004 126,796 ----- ----- 
2005 130,043 ----- ----- 

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census 
 

Components of Population Change - 
 

Population growth is the result of two processes: natural growth and migration.  Natural growth 
consists of births minus deaths.  A population with a high proportion of younger persons and/or a  
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Figure 4

 
Population Density by Block Group (2000) 

Source – Tindale-Oliver & Associates, Inc. (2005 TDP Update) 
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high birth rate is likely to have positive natural growth, whereas a population with a high proportion 
of older persons and/or a low birth rate is likely to experience a decrease in population.  Migration, 
on the other hand, is the movement of people from one location to another.  Many factors contribute 
to the decision to relocate to another area; these include economic, health and family factors, to 
name a few.  Florida, like many other Sunbelt states, has received a great number of new residents 
from other regions of the country.  Table 2 identifies the components of growth in Indian River 
County.  Since 1980, more than 98% of the county's population growth has been the result of 
migration.  The growth pattern for Indian River County from 1970-2000 indicates an increase in the 
percentage of growth due to migration, and it is evident that this growth affects the number, type, 
and location of transportation-disadvantaged persons in the county. 
 

Table 2 
Components of Population Change 1970 – 2000, Indian River County 

 
Period Natural Increase % Migration % 

1970-1975 423 4.1 9,839 95.9 
1975-1980 321 2.4 13,321 97.6 
1980-1990 426 1.4 29,886 98.6 
1990-2000 -2,554 -11.2 25,293 111.2 

Source: University of Florida, Bureau of Economic and Business Research 
 
Socioeconomic Characteristics 
 
With respect to estimates and projections of the size and distribution of the transportation-
disadvantaged population, certain characteristics of the population are even more important than 
overall population estimates and projections.  Several characteristics in particular, including age, 
income, education, and race, provide a basis for estimating and projecting the transportation 
disadvantaged population. 

 
• Age - Age is one indicator of the transportation-disadvantaged population.  For example, the 

segment of the population which is 65 years and older has a high incidence of being 
transportation disadvantaged.  Because many people in that age group are unable to transport 
themselves, that age category has a high number of transportation disadvantaged people. 

 
The data in Tables 3 and 4 show the numerical and percentage breakdown of the county 
population by age and over time.  While all age groups increased in size in each ten-year census 
period, there are certain differences that can be observed.  The most notable difference is in the 
oldest age group, 65+, which has nearly doubled in each period, resulting in a 99-fold increase 
within 1930 to 2000.  By contrast, the two youngest groups have increased by factors of 7.2 for 
those under 5, and 9.3 for those between 6 and 19. 

 
Table 3 

Age of Population 1930 – 2000, Indian River County 
_________________________________________________________________ 

Year         Under 5      6-19         20-34          35-64             65+           Total 
 

1930            729         2,009         1,711          1,940            334           6,724 
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1940            766         2,535         2,270          2,770            616           8,957 
1950         1,323         2,871         2,517          4,115         1,046         11,872 
1960         2,794         6,476         4,017          8,493         3,529         25,309 
1970         2,824         9,861         5,478        11,578         6,251         35,992 
1980         3,837       11,674       11,769        20,392       12,224         59,896 
1990         4,918       14,447       15,929        30,322       24,592         90,208 
2000         5,259       18,772       14,859        41,085       32,972       112,947 

_________________________________________________________________ 
Source: U.S. Bureau of Census, Census of Population 

 
Table 4 

Percent of Population by Age 1930 – 2000, Indian River County 
_________________________________________________________________ 

Year           Under 5          6-19            20-34              35-64                65+ 
 

1930              10.7            29.9              25.5                28.9                 5.0 
1940                8.6             28.3             25.3                30.9                 6.9 
1950              11.1             24.2             21.2                34.7                 8.8 
1960              11.0             25.6             15.9                33.6               13.9 
1970                7.9             27.4             15.2                32.2               17.3 
1980               6.4              19.5             19.6                34.1               20.4 
1990               5.4              16.0             17.7                33.6               27.3 

                                    2000               4.7              16.6             13.1                 36.4               29.2 
_________________________________________________________________ 

Source: U.S. Bureau of Census, Census of Population 
 

The percentage of the total population contained in each age group provides a better indication of 
the aging of the population.  Once again, the most obvious trend occurs in the over-65 age cohort. 
 This group has consistently commanded a larger share of the population and has increased from 
just 5% of the total in 1930 to over 29% in 2000.  The only other group that has increased is the 
35-64 age group; this group increased from 28.9% in 1930 to 36.4% in 2000.  The two youngest 
age groups have both declined as a percent of the total population.  The age group in the 
workforce, those between 20 and 65, has remained fairly consistent over time, with 54.4% in 
1930 and 49.5% in 2000. Therefore, it is the pre-school and school age population, those under 20 
years old, which have lost ground to the elders.  Those population groups under 20 years of age 
represented only 21.3% of the total in 2000, compared with 40.6% in 1930, despite a numerical 
increase of nearly 21,293 persons during the 1930 to 2000 period. 

 
Indian River County's population is older than that of Florida and the United States as is evident 
from Table 5.  The median age of the county population in 2000 was 47 years, while in 1980 it 
was 39.6 years.  This represents an increase of 7.4 years from 1980 to 2000.  

 
Table 5 

Median Age 1970 - 2000 
___________________________________________________________________ 

     1970  1980  1990  2000 
 
 United States   27.9  30.9                                                35.7 
 Florida    32.3  34.7  36.4                   38.7 
 Indian River County  34.5  39.6  44.0                   47.0 
 Martin County    39.6  43.0  44.5                  47.3 
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 Palm Beach County  35.5  40.2  39.9                  41.8 
 St. Lucie County   31.4  34.0  37.9                  42.0 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
Source: Bureau of Census, Census of Population 

 
• Race – Race or minority status, in conjunction with other factors, is an indicator of an area's 

transportation disadvantaged population.  For that reason, the racial composition of the county's 
population must be examined. 

 
The racial makeup of the county population has changed over time.  As indicated in Table 6, the 
percentage of blacks decreased from 28.7% of the population in 1930 to 8.09% in 2000.  During 
the same period, the white population increased from 71.28% to 83.44%.  In addition to these 
groups, the 2000 Census lists 7,381 or 6.53% as Hispanic and Latino, and 2,173 persons or 1.92% 
of the county population as other races including American Indian, Asian, Pacific Islander, and 
others. 

 
 Table 6 
 Racial Composition 1930-2000, Indian River County 
 

        White          %         Black          %        Hispanic/Latino         %          Other      % 
1930         4,793        71.28      1,931        28.7                                                          - 
1940         6,288        70.20      2,669        29.8                                                          - 
1950         9,180        77.30      2,962        29.0                                                          - 
1960       19,920        78.70      5,380        21.3                                                          9 
1970       29,409        81.70      6,514        18.1                                                        69         0.2 
1980       51,172        85.40      7,765        13.0                                                      959         1.6 
1990       81,418        90.25      7,660          8.5                                                   1,130         1.25  
2000       94,250        83.44      9,143          8.09           7,381                 6.53     2,173         1.92  

Source: U.S. Bureau of Census, Census of Population 
 
• Income - Income is one of the major indicators of the number of transportation-disadvantaged 

persons in the population.  Comparisons of income utilize three income indicators: per capita 
income, household and family income, and incidence of poverty. 

 
Indian River County's per capita income compares favorably to the nation and the state.  In the 90's, 
the county has consistently been above the nation and the state; however, the margin of difference is 
decreasing. 

Table 7 
Income And Poverty Status 

 
 
 

MHI 
1969 

MHI 
1979 

MHI 
1989 

MHI 
1994 

MFI 
1969 

MFI 
1979 

MFI 
1989 

%PBP 
1979 

%PBP 
1989 

%PBP 
1999 

IRC 6415 15101 28961 37700 7219 17607 33569 12.3 8.7 9.3 
FL 7117 14675 27483 29294 8267 17280 32212 13.5 12.7 12.5 
US  16841  32264  19917 35225 12.4 13.1 11.8 

MHI = Median Household Income /MFI= Median Family Income/ %PBP = Below Poverty Income 
Source:  U.S. Bureau of Census, Census of Population; Florida Statistical Abstract 
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Table 7 provides family and household income and the incidence of poverty for families and 
individuals.  Just as with per capita income, household and family incomes in Indian River County 
were reported above state levels for 1979 and 1989.  The margin of difference above state levels, in 
fact, increased in both categories during this period.  Both the state and the county, however, remain 
below the national median family income. 

 
The rate of poverty among families and persons in Indian River County remained below state and 
national levels.  In fact, contrary to the national trend, the rate of poverty among individuals 
decreased at both the state and county levels. 
 

• Households 
 

The number of households and average household size can greatly impact planning efforts.  
Household size, in conjunction with income and other factors, can be an indicator of the number of 
transportation disadvantaged persons in the population.  Since a household is defined as the person 
or persons occupying a dwelling unit, it is easy to understand that as the average household size 
decreases, the number of households increases relative to the population. 

 
Table 9 shows the number of households and persons per household in the county.  This table 
indicates that households have increased at a rate faster than the population as a whole.  This has 
occurred because the average number of persons per household has decreased. 
 

Table 8 
Households And Persons Per Household, Indian River County 

 
Year Households Persons Per Household 

  % Increase  % Increase 
1950 3,653 3.19 ----
1960 8,247 125.8 3.05 -4.4
1970 12,329 49.5 2.90 -4.9
1980 23,331 89.3 2.49 -14.1
1990 38,057 63.2 2.33 -6.4
2000 49,137 29.11 2.25 -3.43

Source: U.S. Census of Population, University of Florida, Bureau of Economic and Business Research 
 
Due to several factors, the average household size has been decreasing in the United States.  
Families are having fewer children and delaying the birth of children; young adults are no longer 
living with parents but moving out on their own, and older persons are living longer and not 
returning to their children in their later years.  Combined, these factors have led to a decrease in the 
average household size both nationally and in Indian River County. The county's average household 
size is smaller than the state's but larger than that of the Treasure Coast region. 
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c. Economy 
 
 
There are many factors in the economy that affect the number of transportation disadvantaged 
persons in the population.  Overall, however, the health of the local economy can greatly influence 
the stability and quality of life in the county.  Indicators of local economic conditions include: 
unemployment, employment by major industrial sectors, and earnings in those sectors.  Of these 
indicators, one that can be used to estimate the number of transportation disadvantaged persons is 
unemployment. 
 

• Labor Force/Employment 
 
The total labor force is normally defined as the number of people of working age (16 thru 65 years 
old) multiplied by labor participation rates.  Table 9 displays Indian River County’s total labor force 
and unemployment rates for the last fifteen years.  Over those fifteen years, the total labor force 
increased by 17,739 people or 44.85%.  During the same period, Indian River County’s 
unemployment rate decreased by 6.78 percentage points.  For each of the years listed in Table 9, 
Indian River County’s unemployment rate is well above the State of Florida’s unemployment rate.  
In 1991, Indian River County’s unemployment rate was 3.78 percentage points above the State 
unemployment rate.  In comparison, Indian River County’s unemployment rate was 0.80 percentage 
points above the state average in 2005. 
 

Table 9 
Labor Force And Unemployment Rate, Indian River County 

 
Year Labor Force Average Annual 

Unemployment Rate for IRC 
Average Annual 

Unemployment Rate for State 
1991 39,555 11.38% 7.60% 
1992 39,006 12.55% 8.40% 
1993 37,954 10.89% 7.20% 
1994 40,231 11.10% 6.70% 
1995 41,172 9.80% 5.50% 
1996 43,208 8.90% 5.30% 
1997 44,109 8.10% 5.00% 
1998 44,993 7.90% 4.50% 
1999 45,043 7.50% 4.00% 
2000 45,001 6.40% 3.80% 
2001 46,700 7.30% 4.70% 
2002 49,195 7.90% 5.70% 
2003 49,693 8.00% 5.30% 
2004 55,398 7.60% 4.70% 
2005 57,294 4.60% 3.80% 

Source:  Florida Dept of Labor & Employment Security, Bureau of Labor Market Information, Local Area 
Unemployment Statistics. 
 
The county's unemployment rate is also cyclical.  Generally, the unemployment rate is higher during 
the summer months.  The cyclical rate is attributed to the seasonal nature of the citrus and tourism 
sectors. 
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• Major Employers 
 
Table 10 demonstrates the type of employment diversity in Indian River County.  Nine of the 
twenty-three largest employers listed in Table 10 are in the service industry.  Piper Aircraft and 
Macho Products are the only manufacturing employer listed in Table 10.  Three of the employers 
listed in the top twenty-three are in agricultural related businesses, which have major fluctuations in 
employment depending on the time of year.  In 2005, public administration employers represented 
three of the top twenty-three major employers in Indian River County.  At the same time, retail trade 
employers represented three of the top twenty-three major employers in the county. 
 

Table 10 
Largest Employers 2005, Indian River County 

 
Employees 2005 

Ranking 
2004 

Ranking Firm NAICS Major Group 
Total Full-

time 
Part-
time Seasonal

1 1 School District of Indian 
River County 

Educational Services (NAICS 61) 2,106 2,106 ----- ----- 

2 2 Indian River County Public Administration (NAICS 92) 1,528 1,417 88 23
3 3 Indian River Memorial 

Hospital 
Health Care and Social Assistance (NAICS 62) 1,549 839 710 ----- 

4 5 The New Piper Aircraft Transportation Equipment Manufacturing 
(NAICS 336)  

974 972 2 ----- 

5 4 Publix Supermarkets Food and Beverage Stores (NAICS 445) 950 ----- ----- ----- 
6 7 City of Vero Beach Public Administration (NAICS 92) 600 545 50 5
7 8 Sebastian River Medical 

Center 
Health Care and Social Assistance (NAICS 62) 525 375 150  

8 10 John’s Island Accommodation (NAICS 721) 475 220 30 225
9 6 Hale Indian River 

Groves 
Agricultural, Forestry, Fishing, and Hunting 
(NAICS 11) 

470 50 20 400

10 9 Wal-Mart General Merchandise Stores (NAICS 452) 462 333 129
11 13 Gracewood Fruit 

Packing 
Agricultural, Forestry, Fishing, and Hunting 
(NAICS 11) 

450 55  395

12 12 Indian River Estates Health Care and Social Assistance (NAICS 62) 434 205 151 78
13 16 Disney’s Vero Beach 

Resort
Accommodation (NAICS 721) 310 192 118  

14 15 Grand Harbor Construction (NAICS 23) 303 206 55 42
15 14 Visiting Nurse 

Association
Health Care and Social Assistance (NAICS 62) 297 152 145  

16 21 Sun Ag, Inc. Agricultural, Forestry, Fishing, and Hunting 
(NAICS 11)

270 120  150

17 20 Dodgertown Complex Performing Arts, Spectator Sports, and Related 
Industries (NAICS 711)

255 84 51 120

18 NR St. Edwards School Educational Services (NAICS 61) 243 156 12 75
19 NR City of Sebastian Public Administration (NAICS 92) 207 153 23 31
20 17 Macho Products, Manufacturing (NAICS 31-33) 200 171 29  

Educational Services (NAICS 611)21 18 Flight Safety 
International Technical and Trade Schools (NAICS 6115) 

162 124 38  

22 11 Winn-Dixie Food and Beverage Stores (NAICS 445) 156     
23 NR KB Home Home Builder (NAICS ) 146 145 1  
Source: IRC Chamber of Commerce (2005).  Note: NR = Not Ranked Last Year 
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d. Major Trip Generators/Attractors 

 
 
The identification of major trip generators and attractors helps determine the demand for transit.  
Trip production areas are those portions of the county where major residential developments are 
located.  These developments produce trips.  Trip attraction areas are locations with shopping, 
recreation, medical, employment, and other facilities.  People are attracted to these areas by the 
services or facilities available there.  Figures 5 show major trip production and attraction areas in the 
county. 
 
The major shopping areas for the county are located in the Vero Beach area.  Shopping locations 
include US 1 south of the downtown Vero Beach area where K-Mart is situated, SR 60 east of the 
downtown area where Treasure Coast Plaza and Miracle Mile Plaza are located, and the south 
county area where the South Vero shopping center is located.  Another major shopping area is the 
SR 60 corridor from 58th Avenue westward to past I-95.  In this area, there are a number of retail 
facilities, including the Ryanwood shopping center, a Wal-Mart Superstore, Sams, the Prime Outlet 
shopping center, a regional mall, and other proposed shopping centers.  The Sebastian area is served 
by shops in the Sebastian downtown area, the Roseland Shopping Center, and a Wal-Mart 
Superstore.  Other convenience shopping facilities are located throughout the county along major 
roadways. 
 
Figure 6 shows the location of fixed routes serving major trip generators and attractors areas within 
the county.  Following is a brief description of the fixed route/dial a ride and demand response 
systems within the county as well as scheduling and dispatching process. 
 
Fixed Route/Dial a Ride 
 
The Indian River County Council on Aging operates a scheduled, fixed route system six days per 
week.  Service is available for all riders at no charge.  There are currently nine routes operating 
throughout the county on weekdays and five routes operating on Saturdays.  Pocahontas Park, in 
downtown Vero Beach, serves as a transfer facility for five of the nine routes.  For those areas not 
served by the routes above, a dial a ride program operates from 6:30 a.m.  -  5:30 p.m. five days a 
week.  Headways for the fixed-route system are one hour.  
 
Demand Response 
 
Medical demand response service is provided throughout the entire county between 6:30 a.m. and 
5:30 p.m.  Most pick-ups are scheduled every ½ hour for ambulatory, 45 minutes for wheelchair.  
Transportation services for medical clients are multiple pick-up whenever scheduling permits and 
individual passenger loading when required.  Because of the nature of regular doctor visit trips, more 
than one client may be asked to share a van. 
 
Two wheelchairs can be accommodated in the lift equipped vehicles.  Clients are asked to make 
reservations for shopping a minimum of 24 hours in advance, and medical reservations are requested 
a minimum of 48 hours in advance.  Medical appointments can be scheduled up to 45 days in 
advance. 
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Figure 5 

Major Transit Generators and 
Attractors 

Source – Tindale-Oliver & Associates, Inc. (2005 TDP Update) 
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Figure 6

Fixed Bus Routes and  
Transit Service Area (2004) 

Source – Tindale-Oliver & Associates, Inc. (2005 TDP Update) 
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Scheduling and Dispatching Demand Response Services 
 
Before scheduling a trip, a client’s eligibility for certain sponsored programs is determined.  The 
minimum advanced reservation policy is as follows:  For shopping trips, the advanced reservation 
requirement is 24 hours; for medical trips, the advanced reservation requirement is 48 hours; for 
Medicaid trips, the advanced reservation requirement is 72 hours. 

A. Clients are assigned to the appropriate vehicle in accordance with their geographic 
location. 

B. When demand response requests are received, the Office Manager determines the 
need for a lift-equipped vehicle.  If necessary, a patient’s appointment is changed to 
conform to transportation availability.  The schedulers notify clients of any changes 
in appointment times. 

C. Trips are scheduled and dispatched by computer.  Vehicle manifests are printed out 
each afternoon for the following day’s schedule by 2:00 p.m. 

D. Medicaid appointments for transportation after 5:30 are scheduled on vehicles under 
contract for mid-day overflow, after hours, and weekend service. 

 
Drivers are given the daily manifests on which they record the following information, and manifests 
are returned daily to the data entry clerk for Trip Validation: 

Beginning and ending mileage 
Beginning and ending hours 
First passenger pick-up time and mileage 
Last passenger drop off time and mileage 
Gallons of gas purchased and cost 
Verification of service for each client: 

Each one-way trip 
No show clients 
Not ready 
Cancellations 
Denials 
Fare Collection (Medicaid Co-Payment) 

 
In December 1995, the Council on Aging became the sole authority for approval, coordination, 
scheduling, invoicing and payment of non-emergency Medicaid service for Indian River County 
residents.  Additional staff was added for coordinating and monitoring Medicaid and keeping up 
with the coordinated system data. 

See Pages 46-48. 
 

 
 

 
 
 

3. Inventory of Available Transportation Operators in the Service Area 

C. Service Analysis 

1. Forecasts of Transportation Disadvantaged Population 
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The Florida coordinated Transportation System provides trips for transportation disadvantaged 
persons in two population groups.  Following is the definition of these two population groups. 
 
Potential TD population (TD Category I): All persons who are elderly, disabled, or low income. 
 
TD Population: Persons who are transportation disadvantaged according to the eligibility 
guidelines in Chapter 427, F.S. (i.e. persons who are unable to transport themselves or to 
purchase transportation, and children who are “high risk” or “at risk”). 
 
To estimate the number of persons in the county considered to be transportation disadvantaged, those 
portions of the general population that could potentially be transportation disadvantaged must be 
examined. In doing so, it is necessary to consider the components of the transportation 
disadvantaged population.  These components include the population segment consisting of persons 
who are less than 16 years old, older than 60 years old, the handicapped population and other 
segments of the population consisting of persons who for other reasons are unable to transport 
themselves or to purchase transportation. 
 
In order to develop an accurate estimate of the transportation disadvantaged population, the county 
examined two major groups representing transportation disadvantaged.  These two groups are the 
disabled (handicapped) disadvantaged population, and the non-disabled low income disadvantaged 
population. 
 
The handicapped population consists of all physically and mentally disabled (handicapped) 
individuals within the county.  The non-disabled low income population consists of all individuals 
who, because of their income status, are unable to purchase transportation.  This population segment 
consists of all low income persons, including the minority low income population, the unemployed 
low income population, and the non-minority low income population. 
 
A significant portion of the transportation disadvantaged population consists of handicapped 
individuals.  One group that has developed estimates of the handicapped population in each county is 
the Center for Urban Transportation Research (CUTR) at the University of South Florida at Tampa.  
CUTR has provided these estimates by age group.  According to CUTR, Indian River County's 
percentage of handicapped persons in various age groups is: the 0-17 age group, 3.8%; the 18-44 age 
group, 6.3%; the 45-59 age group, 16.5%; the 60-69 age group, 36.9%; and the 70+ age group, 39%. 
By applying these percentages to the appropriate age group, it is estimated that there were 24,411 
handicapped persons in the county in 2005. 
 
The other portion of the county’s transportation disadvantaged population is the non-disabled low 
income group.  The number of non-disabled low income persons has been utilized as a primary 
indicator of the transportation disadvantaged population.  Since not everyone in this group is 
transportation disadvantaged, the percentage of the population below the poverty level has been 
utilized as a secondary indicator to get an accurate estimate of the non-disabled low income 
transportation disadvantaged population. The county's poverty level percentage per 2000 census data 
was 9.3%.  This percentage has been applied to the non-disabled segment of the population to 
determine the number of non-disabled low income persons. 
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Using the county's 2005 population estimate of 130,043 persons and subtracting the estimated 
24,411 handicapped persons from that amount yields an estimate of 105,632 as the county's non-
disabled population.  By applying the poverty level percentage of 9.3% to the non-disabled 
population, it is estimated that 9,824 persons are non-disabled, low-income transportation 
disadvantaged in 2005. 
 
Through aggregating the estimates of the transportation disadvantaged population for each of the 
categories referenced above, an estimate of the county's total transportation disadvantaged 
population can be obtained.  Based on this methodology, it is estimated that there are 62,384 TD 
Category I persons or 48% of the county’s 2005 population, and 34,235 or 26.3% of the county’s 
2005 population as TD Category II persons. 
 
The methodology utilized to estimate the number of transportation disadvantaged persons in the 
county is summarized below: 
 

Table 11 
TD Population Estimate 2005 

 
a)  Total 2005 Population 130,043
b)  2000 % of population 60+ 35%
c)  Estimated 2005 60+ population 45,515

  

Age Groups % of Pop in Each 
Age Group 

Pop of Age 
Groups % Handicapped Handicapped 

Population 
d)  0-17 19.20% 24,968 3.8% 949
e)  18-44 28.26% 36,750 6.3% 2,315
f)   45-59 17.62% 22,914 16.5% 3,781
g)  60-69 12.60% 16,385 36.9% 6,046
h)  70+ 22.32% 29,026 39.0% 11,320

  
i)  Total Disabled Population 24,411
j)  Non-Disabled Population 105,632
k) % Below Poverty Level (from 2000 census) 9.3%
l)  Low-Income Non-Disabled Population 9,824

  

Potential TD population (TD Categoy I) = (all persons 60+) +(59 and younger disabled 
persons) + (non-disabled low income) = c + (d+e+f) +  l  

Potential TD population (Category I) in 2005 62,384 48.0%
  

TD population (TD Category II) = (Disabled population) + (non-disabled low income) = i+ l  

Potential TD population (Category II) in 2005 34,235 26.3%
Source – Indian River County MPO 
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Population Projections 
 
 
Since population growth will determine future requirements for housing, transportation, recreation, 
schools and other public and private facilities and services, population projections are essential tools 
in any planning activity.   A population projection is essentially an attempt to provide an accurate 
forecast of the future population; in this case a forecast of the transportation disadvantaged 
population.  As with any other forecast, the reliability of a population projection depends on the 
accuracy of data, the appropriateness of the methodology and the validity of the assumptions used in 
preparing it. 
 
On a yearly basis, the University of Florida, Bureau of Economic and Business Research (BEBR) 
prepares population projections for the state and each of the state's 67 counties.  Projections for the 
state are made utilizing a cohort component methodology in which births, deaths and migration are 
projected separately for each age-sex cohort or group.  Using different assumptions, BEBR produces 
a high, medium and low series of projections.  It is generally believed that the medium series is most 
likely to produce accurate forecasts of the Florida population.   
 
While most communities use the BEBR medium forecasts, some Florida counties have determined 
that the BEBR "medium" forecast does not adequately reflect anticipated growth.  This conclusion is 
supported by the findings contained within the BEBR population study titled Projections of Florida 
Population by County 2003 - 2030 (BEBR February 2004).  According to BEBR’s own analysis, 22 
of Florida's 67 county forecasts do not match BEBR’s medium population forecasts, and will not 
even be within the range of the low and medium forecasts.  Additionally, the report states "Given 
Florida's population growth history, the probability that a county's future population will be above 
the high projection is greater than the probability that it will be below the low projection." 
 
For Indian River County, BEBR medium series projections reflect an average growth rate of 1.7% 
through the year 2030.  This projected county growth rate is lower than what recent historical data 
indicate.  For instance, Indian River County’s 2004 growth rate was 4.67%, while the county’s 2005 
growth rate was 2.53%.  In fact, the growth rate within Indian River County over the past five years 
has remained above 2.10%. 
 
Given the combination of national and regional demographic trends, recent development activity, 
and the availability of land in Indian River County, it is expected that the growth trends occurring 
within Indian River County over the past five years will continue through 2030.   A linear regression 
analysis was determined to be the best approach to evaluating population growth within the County.  
The analysis was performed with population growth over the past five years (2000 - 2004 time 
period) being the independent variable. The resulting analysis yielded an average growth rate of 
2.1% through 2030, a rate that is higher than the BEBR medium forecast of 1.7% for the same 
period.  The results of this analysis for five-year periods through 2020 are shown in column 2 of 
Table 12. 
 
In general, about 48% of Indian River County's population are considered to be transportation 
disadvantaged category I persons and 26% are considered to be TD category II persons.  Assuming 
that this percentage will remain constant in the future, projections of the county's transportation 
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disadvantaged population can be made.  Table 12 also provides an estimate of the transportation 
disadvantaged population for the years 2005, 2010, and 2020. 
  

Table 12 
 Transportation Disadvantaged Population Projections 2005 – 2020 
 

Year Population Potential TD Popln. Category I - 
48% of Total 

Potential TD Popln. Category 
II - 26% of Total 

2005            130,043 62,421 33,811
2010            146,919 70,521 38,199
2020            181,732 87,231 47,250
2025            199,138 95,586 51,776
2030            216,544 103,941 56,302

Source: Population Projections: University of Florida, TD Population Projections: Planning Division 
 
Based on county population distribution, it is estimated that the majority of the transportation 
disadvantaged population is located within the cities of Vero Beach, Sebastian, and Fellsmere, and 
within the areas of Vero Beach South, Florida Ridge, the State Road 60 Corridor, and Gifford.  At 
least 90% of the transportation disadvantaged population is within these areas.  Of these areas, those 
with a lower income and higher concentration of substandard housing, such as Gifford, Wabasso, 
and Oslo, have a higher percentage of transportation disadvantaged persons than other areas.  Large 
concentrations of elderly persons are located within mobile home parks situated to the west of Vero 
Beach along State Road 60 east of I-95.  The handicapped are generally distributed throughout the 
county with no major concentrations being identified. 
 
Besides the age and handicapped factors, another factor contributing to the number of transportation 
disadvantaged is income.  Families with incomes below the poverty level are considered to be 
transportation disadvantaged.  Historical data show a high percentage of families with incomes 
below the poverty level in the Gifford, Wabasso, and Oslo areas as well as in the City of Fellsmere.  
The Oslo area is part of a sub-area of the county identified as Florida Ridge.  

 
A transportation disadvantaged needs assessment involves 
comparing the supply of transportation disadvantaged services to 
the demand for those services.  Based upon an analysis of the 

supply and demand for those services in Indian River County, the amount of unmet need within the 
county can be identified.  Then, alternatives can be developed to allocate resources in a way that 
efficiently and effectively meets those needs. 
 
Quantity and Type of Trips 
 
 
As identified in the existing conditions section of this report, approximately 26% of the county's 
population can be categorized as transportation disadvantaged persons (category II).  Accordingly, 
the 2005 Indian River County transportation disadvantaged category II population numbered 
approximately 34,235 and category I numbered approximately 62,384. These transportation 

2. Needs Assessment 
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disadvantaged persons reside throughout the county, with larger concentrations occurring in areas 
with a high percentage of families below the poverty level, areas with a major concentration of 
substandard housing, and areas with a higher population density. 
 
According to the community transportation coordinator, the county’s transportation disadvantaged 
providers served approximately 20,991 riders in 2001.   As indicated in the existing conditions 
section of this plan, vehicles operated by the larger transportation disadvantaged service providers 
such as IRC Council on Aging are operating at full capacity. 
 
Generally, those vehicles which operate below capacity are those where providers respond to 
emergencies.  Currently, all non-emergency trips are provided through the coordinated transportation 
disadvantaged system.  Coordination of services eliminates duplication and ensures that vehicles are 
available to provide service to a larger portion of the county’s TD population. 
 
Routes and Schedules 
 
 
Due to the nature of their service, many providers are demand-oriented, transporting clients when 
called and requested.  Given the types of clients and the nature of their trips, some of these providers 
could not function with fixed routes and fixed schedules.   For other transportation disadvantaged 
clients, however trips sometimes can be more flexible.  Unlike medical or work trips, shopping, 
recreation and other similar trips can be planned to correspond to established schedules. 
 
Besides demand responsive service, another approach exists to meet the transportation needs of the 
transportation disadvantaged population.  This involves establishment of a fixed route, fixed 
schedule system.  As its name indicates, a fixed route, fixed schedule system involves buses or other 
vehicles which operate on set routes at regular times. 
 
Generally, the existence of fixed routes and fixed schedules differentiates transit or mass transit from 
paratransit.  By definition, paratransit involves demand responsive service provision.  However, a 
designated area of service and daily schedule can be established as part of a paratransit system.  To 
assign a fixed area, and to establish a fixed daily schedule system, several factors must be 
considered.  These include: 
 

° Location of major residential developments including mobile homes 
° Location of major medical and social facilities 
° Location of educational facilities 
° Location of major shopping centers 
° Location of clients for major providers and purchasers 

 
These and other factors are determinants as to whether a fixed area, fixed schedule system is 
economical and feasible. 
 
The CTC and the major provider in the county, the Council on Aging, has established a fixed route 
schedule service.  By using generalized service areas, the COA consolidates trips and maximizes 
vehicle usage. 
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One problem with the COA's current transportation disadvantaged service provision seems to be 
with some clients who do not adhere to certain operating procedures.  One such procedure requires 
advance reservation for trips, whenever possible.  According to COA staff, however, some clients, 
particularly Medicaid clients, fail to call the COA to schedule a trip until the last possible time - 
often only 15 minutes before a doctor's appointment that may have been made months in advance. 
 
While adherence to operating procedures will enhance transportation disadvantaged service in the 
county, there is a need to further refine the route structure and service area system in order to 
increase efficiency and achieve economy.  Any such changes to routes and service areas must 
correspond to geographic levels of demand. 
 
It is the responsibility of the CTC to develop an efficient and economic means to provide 
transportation disadvantaged services and to effectively use its resources and the resources of other 
providers to accomplish this.  Table 13 identifies attractors and clients by service area to show the 
geographic distribution of demand. 
 

Table 13 
 Generalized Areas for Provision of a Coordinated Transportation Disadvantaged Service 
 

 
Major Location of 

TD Persons 
 

% of TD Persons
 

Attractors 
 

Service Area 

Gifford  
30 

-Medical Facilities        
-Social Service Agencies 
-Shopping Centers 

North 

Wabasso 
Fellsmere 
Winter Beach 

24 
-Medical Facilities 
- Social Service Agencies 
-Shopping Centers 

North 

Florida Ridge 
Vero Beach South 20 

-Medical Facilities 
-Social Service Agencies 
-Shopping Centers 

South 

S.R. 60 Corridor 
Vero Beach 10 

-Medical Facilities 
-Social Service Agencies 
-Shopping Centers 

West/Central and 
Beach 

Barrier Island 3 -Medical Facilities 
-Shopping Center 

Central and Beach 

Sebastian 
Roseland 10 

-Medical Facilities 
-Social Service Agencies 
-Shopping Center 

North 

Unallocated portion 
of the county 3 

-Medical Facilities 
-Social Service Agencies 
-Shopping Center 

 
 

Total   100%   
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Analysis of Supply Versus Demand 
 
 
As indicated earlier, it is estimated that the demand for transportation disadvantaged service in 
Indian River County is more than the existing transportation disadvantaged service system's 
capacity. With respect to that capacity, however, there are indications that barriers to the efficient 
utilization of resources prevent the expansion of transportation disadvantaged service.  Reducing or 
eliminating these barriers then could potentially increase system capacity. 

 
 
Insurance, funding, automation, and agency support are 
the greatest barriers to a fully coordinated transportation 

system in Indian River County.   Sponsoring agencies must ensure that funding for their agency’s 
sponsored transportation is coordinated through the Community Transportation Coordinator.  Also, 
there must be an incentive for agencies to participate in the coordinated system.  In addition, entities 
applying for local, state and Federal funding for transportation must have the endorsement of the 
CTC prior to approval of funds. 
 
Since not all counties are fully coordinated, it is possible for operators to conduct business outside of 
their approved area without the proper coordination.   Not until the state holds all Counties 
accountable for full coordination of their service can coordination be achieved. 
 
An analysis of the existing transportation disadvantaged service system indicates that several barriers 
to the adequate provision of transportation disadvantaged services exist.  These are: 
 

° Insurance - Insurance requirements stipulated in Rule 41-2 have been identified by 
several agencies as a barrier to the provision of transportation disadvantaged 
services.   

° Lack of Funding - Lack of sufficient funding is another major barrier.  Existing 
unmet needs cannot be accommodated without a capacity expansion of the existing 
system.  Any such capacity expansion, however, would involve increases in both 
operating and capital costs.  Not only is there insufficient funding for such system 
expansion, there are not enough monies to adequately support the present level of 
transportation disadvantaged services. 

 
 
 
 
 

The goals, objectives, and strategies are the most important parts of the plan.  Strategies, as 
identified in the plan, are statements in the plan that identify the action which the CTC, LCB, and/or 
DOPA must take in order to implement the Transportation Disadvantaged Service plan.  As courses 
of action committed to by the county (CTC, LCB, DOPA), strategies provide the basis for all county 
action in relation to the provision of transportation-disadvantaged services. Objective 13 identifies a 
target for transferring clients to the lower cost fixed-route system and addresses the recommendation 
of the CTP at the Triennial Review held in February 2006 
 

3. Barriers to Coordination 

D. Goals, Objectives and Strategies 
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Goals 
 
 
It is the goal of Indian River County to ensure that efficient, safe, and convenient transportation is 
available twenty-four (24) hours a day, seven (7) days a week to health care, employment, education, 
shopping, social services, and other life sustaining activities for citizens who are unable to transport 
themselves, or to purchase transportation because of physical or mental disability, income status, or 
age. 
 

OBJECTIVE 1 Designation and Evaluation of the CTC 
 

At all times there will be a community transportation coordinator and  a set of criteria 
for the annual performance evaluation of the Community Transportation Coordinator 
and a Request for Proposal (RFP) procedure for designation of the Community 
Transportation Coordinator as needed. 

 
OBJECTIVE 2 Reliability 

 
The average number of vehicle miles between emergency road calls will be more 
than 90,000 miles. 

 
OBJECTIVE 3 Local Revenue 

 
The amount of the local revenue will be at least 25% of total expenses. 

 
OBJECTIVE 4 Safety 

 
Number of accidents per 100,000 vehicle miles will be less than 1. 

 
OBJECTIVE 5 Coordination 

 
The Community Transportation Coordinator (CTC) will have signed contracts with 
all needed transportation disadvantaged providers. 

 
OBJECTIVE 6 Service Effectiveness 

 
The average number of trips taken per paratransit passenger will be more than 1.4 per 
year. 

 
 OBJECTIVE 7 Cost Efficiency/Effectiveness 
 

The average operating expenses per passenger trip will be less than $20.00. 
 

OBJECTIVE 8 Vehicle Utilization 
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The average number of trips per driver hour will be more than 1.5 trips. 
 

OBJECTIVE 9 Waiting Time 
 

Clients' average pick-up waiting time will not exceed 45 minutes. 
 

OBJECTIVE 10 Public Relations 
 

The coordinator will have a public information plan to increase public awareness of 
available transportation disadvantaged services. 

 
OBJECTIVE 11 Prioritization 

 
The TD prioritization list will be maintained for non-sponsored transportation 
disadvantaged trips. 

 
OBJECTIVE 12 Eligibility 

 
The county’s eligibility criteria will be maintained for non-sponsored transportation 
disadvantaged trips. 

 
OBJECTIVE 13 Utilization of Transit System 

 
At least 1% of paratransit clients will be transferred to transit system per year. 
 

OBJECTIVE 14 Ontime Performance 
 

The system will achieve a 90% ontime performance. 
 

OBJECTIVE 15 Complaint Quality of Service 
 

The system will receive no more than two defined and determined TD complaints  
per year. 

  
 OBJECTIVE 16 Accumulated No-Shows 
   
  The number of accumulated no-shows will increase by no more than 5% from the   
  previous year. 

 
Transportation Disadvantaged Strategies 
 
 
Strategy 1. The Community Transportation Coordinator (CTC) will coordinate with all 

transportation disadvantaged providers, utilize all available sources, and 
establish a program for provision of TD services.  Vehicles are purchased 
through Section 5310 and Section 5307.  The TD funds will be used solely 
for operations.  Computer hardware will be purchased with Section 5307 
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funds and have been budgeted in the Section 5307 grant application to 
replace all existing computers. 

 
Strategy 2. The Community Transportation Coordinator will, on a regular basis, review 

its organizational structure and designate (or adds) staff and computer 
equipment as needed to serve the  transportation disadvantaged service needs 
in Indian River County. 

 
Strategy 3. The CTC, in coordination with the LCB, will apply for State and available 

Federal funds intended for the provision of transportation disadvantaged 
services as defined in 427 F.S. 

 
Strategy 4. The CTC, in coordination with the LCB, will pursue local government or 

private agency funds appropriated or contributed for the provision of 
transportation disadvantaged services. 

 
Strategy 5. For the provision of service, the Coordinator will draft and execute contracts 

with public and private agencies receiving state or federal funds for the 
provision of transportation services to transportation disadvantaged persons.  
Contracts will confirm the designation as sub-contractor and will include a 
description of service to be provided, minimum performance standards, 
safety and insurance requirements, payment schedule, and financial and 
statistical reporting requirements.  The contracts will also ensure continued 
use of vehicles purchased or being purchased with transportation 
disadvantaged funds and funds contributed by private non-profit agencies. 

 
Strategy 6. The CTC will evaluate and monitor all providers and perform periodic spot 

checks for quality assurance.  The CTC shall consider the following factors 
while developing performance standards: 
- safety program 
- drug free workplace 
- cost associated with service provision 
- environmental considerations such as recycling, energy saving, 

alternative fuels, pollution 
- vehicle cleanliness 
- vehicle handicapped accessibility 
- insurance 
- accident data 
- drivers cleanliness, courtesy 
- provision of operational and financial data to the CTC in a timely 

manner. 
 
Strategy 7. The CTC will maintain its database consisting of information on routes, 

schedules, facilities, vehicles, locations and number of clients, and frequency 
of use of services.  The CTC will serve as a clearinghouse for information 
about transportation disadvantaged services and related information. 
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Strategy 8. The CTC will maintain its current system for vehicle inventory, maintenance, 

and update this system on a regular basis. 
 
Strategy 9. The CTC will coordinate with all transportation disadvantaged providers to 

remove all barriers such as insurance coverage for provision of transportation 
disadvantaged services. 

 
Strategy 10. The CTC will draft and execute agreements with local public or private 

agencies providing local funds to match State and/or Federal funds for 
transportation services to ensure that these funds are available for each 
corresponding FY. 

 
Strategy 11. The Coordinator will implement this plan by: 

(a) Coordinating services among subcontracting agencies to eliminate 
duplication of service and providing greater operating efficiency while still 
providing a high level of service to clients. 

(b) Continuing an advance reservation system that requires reservations to be 
made at least 24 hours before the transportation is actually needed.  This 
system will enable the coordinator to match clients with available providers 
more efficiently than with an immediate response system.  Some short-
response trips could be served in cases of emergency or availability of space. 

 
Strategy 12. The CTC, in coordination with the LCB, will conduct an evaluation of the 

services provided which will include the following: 
 

(a) Progress towards elimination of duplication and expansion of services. 
(b) Degree of annual improvement in: 

(1) Meeting the needs of transportation disadvantaged community. 
(2) Efficiency of system operation. 
(3) Effectiveness of service delivery. 

 
Strategy 13. The Coordinator will prepare recommendations for inclusion in the Annual 

Local TD Service Plan for changes in the TD program and changes in 
financial resources if needed.  The recommendations at minimum will 
include the following information for all program changes: 

 
(a) Description of change 
(b) Year of proposed implementation 
(c) Amount and type (planning, capital or operating) of proposed expenditures. 

  (d) Proposed source(s) of funding identified by Federal catalogue numbers, state 
appropriation number or appropriate description for private or local 
government contributions 
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Strategy 14. The CTC will prepare and execute a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) for 
service provision between the CTC and the Commission for the 
Transportation Disadvantaged (CTD) for each operating fiscal year. 

 
Strategy 15. The CTC will prepare and submit applications for capital grants to be used to 

replace existing vehicles, after a determination of vehicle replacement needs. 
 
Strategy 16. The CTC will develop a volunteer network for assistance with the TD 

program. 
 
Strategy 17. The Transportation Disadvantaged Local Coordinating Board (LCB) shall 

evaluate the performance of the Community Transportation Coordinator and 
provide a recommendation to the DOPA for continuation or replacement of 
the community transportation coordinator. 

 
Strategy 18. The Designated Official Planning Agency, Transportation Disadvantaged 

Local Coordinating Board, and Community Transportation Coordinator shall 
ensure that services are available on a non-discriminatory basis regardless of 
one's race, color, creed, age, sex, national origin, religion, familial status, 
handicap or marital status. 

 
Strategy 19. The Designated Official Planning Agency (DOPA), in coordination with the 

community transportation coordinator (CTC), will coordinate with private 
providers to encourage inducement of additional private funds to the 
transportation disadvantaged system. 

 
Strategy 20. The CTC shall implement CTD’s customer eligibility criteria. 
 
Strategy 21. The CTC shall coordinate more effectively with transportation providers to 

meet recreational needs when vehicles are not fully scheduled 
 
Strategy 22. The CTC will pursue Coordination Contracts with transportation providers 

not currently under contract (Indian River Volunteer Ambulance Squad and 
American Cancer Society). 

Strategy 23. The CTC will pursue Purchase of Service contracts with private agencies for 
sponsored trips. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

For the next three years (FY 2006-07, FY 2007-08 and FY 2008-09), the Community Transportation 
Coordinator does not intend to utilize the TD trip/equipment funds for any capital improvements.  

E. Implementation Plan 

1. 3-Year Transportation Disadvantaged Improvement Program 
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All of the TD trip/equipment funds will be used for providing trips to the non-sponsored TD 
population. 
 
Proposed Vehicle Purchases: 
 
Capital Items      Funding Source 
 
FY 2006-07 
3 - 25’ cutaway buses      Sec. 5307 
3 - hightop vans      Sec. 5307 
 
FY 2007-08 
2 - 25' cutaway buses       Sec. 5307 
5 - high top modified van      Sec. 5307 
1 - van        Trip Equipment Grant 
 
FY 2008-09 
3 - 31' buses        
5 - high top modified van     
1 - 7-passenger minivan    

 
 
An important part of any plan is its implementation.  
Implementation involves execution of the plan’s policies 

and strategies.  It involves taking actions and achieving results.  For the transportation 
Disadvantaged Service Plan, implementation involves various activities.  While some of these 
actions will be ongoing, others are activities that will be taken by certain points in time.  For each 
strategy in this plan, Table 14 identifies the type of action required, the responsible entity for taking 
the action, and the timing. 
 
To implement the Transportation Disadvantaged Service Plan, several different types of actions must 
be taken.  These include: coordinating with all TD providers, applying for funding, providing 
services to the TD population, preparing evaluation and monitoring reports, and others. 
 
Overall plan implementation responsibility will rest with the DOPA and the Community 
Transportation Coordinator. 
 
Vehicles are purchased through Section 5310 and Section 5307.  The TD funds will be used solely 
for operations.  Computer software updates will be purchased with Section 5307 funds and have 
been budgeted in the Section 5310 grant application and Shirley Conroy Grant. 
 
A system is in place with daily input for operational and maintenance purposes on all vehicles.  This 
system appears to be completely adequate at this time.  No update is planned at present. 
 
Contracted operators are responsible to keep records on their own and are monitored by the CTC. 
 

2. Implementation Schedule 
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EVALUATION & MONITORING PROCEDURES OF THE TDSP 
 
To be effective, a plan must not only provide a means for implementation; it must also provide a 
mechanism for assessing the plan’s effectiveness.  Generally a plan’s effectiveness can be judged by 
the degree to which the plan’s objectives have been met.  Since objectives are structured, as much as 
possible, to be measurable and to have specific timeframes, the plan’s objectives are the benchmarks 
used as a basis to evaluate the plan. 
 
Table 15 identifies each of the objectives of the Transportation Disadvantaged Service Plan.  It also 
identified the measures to be used to evaluate progress in achieving these objectives.  Most of these 
measures are quantitative.  Besides providing evaluation measures, Table 15 also identifies 
timeframes associated with meeting the objectives. 
 
All contractors are monitored annually to assure that all credentials are current.  The annual review is 
done  at the contractor’s place of  business by the Transportation Coordinator.  Distribution of funds 
is based on historical use.  Distribution is approved by the Local Coordinating Board. 
 
 Table 14 
 Transportation Disadvantaged Service Plan - Implementation Matrix 
 
Strategy # Type of Action Responsibility Timing 

1 Coordination CTC Ongoing 
2 Review of the CTC’s structure CTC Ongoing 
3 Funding applications CTC/LCB Annually 
4 Pursue local funds CTC/LCB Annually 
5 Providers contract CTC Annually 
6 Providers evaluation CTC Annually/Periodic
7 Database CTC/LCB Ongoing 
8 Vehicle Inventory and maintenance CTC Ongoing 
9 Removal of barriers CTC/LCB Ongoing 

10 Local agreements for funds CTC/Local Governments 
/Other local agencies Annually 

11 Plan implementation CTC Ongoing 
12 Evaluation of providers CTC/LCB Annually 

13 Recommendation for changes to the 
local TD program CTC Annually 

14 MOA CTC/CTD Annually 
15 Application for capital grant CTC As needed 

16 Development of a volunteer 
network CTC Ongoing 

17 CTC evaluation LCB Annually 
18 Provision of non-discriminatory DOPA/LCB/CTC Ongoing 
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Strategy # Type of Action Responsibility Timing 
services 

19 Private funding DOPA/CTC Ongoing 
20 Customer eligibility CTC Ongoing 
21 Meeting recreational need CTC Ongoing 

22 Coordination with providers not 
currently under contract CTC Ongoing 

23 Purchase of service contracts CTC Ongoing 
 
 
 Table 15 
 Transportation Disadvantaged Service Plan - Evaluation Matrix 
 

 
Objective # 

 
Measure 

 
Timeframe 

1 Existence of a CTC and CTC evaluation criteria Annually 
2 Number of vehicle miles between road calls Annually 
3 Amount of local revenue as percentage of total expenses Annually 
4 The average number of accidents per 100,000 vehicle miles Annually 
5 Existence of signed providers contracts Annually 
6 Number of one way passenger trips per vehicle mile Annually 
7 Average operating expenses per passenger trip Annually 
8 Average vehicle miles traveled per TD capita Annually 
9 Clients waiting time Annually 
10 Existence of a public information plan Annually 
11 Existence of a prioritization list Annually 
12 Existence of eligibility criteria Annually 
13 Transfer of 1% of paratransit clients to transit system Annually 

 
 

II. SERVICE PLAN 
 

 
 

 
 
The Coordinated Transportation System, through 
the Council on Aging as Partial Broker and using 

coordination and operator contracts, provides fixed route, dial-a-ride, and Paratransit service for the 
ambulatory and wheelchair, non-emergency service 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.  The COA 
operates dispatching and coordinating services 7:00 AM to 2:00 PM for next day booking, 5:00 PM 
for others, Monday through Friday, excluding holidays.  Group outings are also coordinated and 

A. Operations Element 

1. Types, Hours, and Days of Service 
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scheduled using available vehicles in the coordinated fleet.  TD Coordination Contracts with 
Veterans Council, and the Association of Retarded Citizens provide the principal operators of the 
system. 
 
The CTC provides door to fixed route bus stop service for anyone who lives more than 1/4 mile from 
the closest fixed bus stop to the nearest fixed bus stop.  All clients are directed to fixed route services 
unless they are unable to use the fixed route due to special circumstances. 
 
IRMH provides medicaid transportation service when the COA vehicles are filled, after hours and on 
weekends and holidays.  These services are for Medicaid clients sponsored by the Agency for Health 
Care Administration (AHCA).    As funding increases, COA will continue to expand services to 
meet the growing needs. 

 
 
 
 

a. Eligibility 
 

 
i) A minimum 24 hours advance notice is needed for shopping, etc. (48 hours for medical 

appointments) for reservations throughout the coordinated system and one weeks advanced 
notice is strongly encouraged.  Availability of service is on a first call, first served basis. 

 
ii) Office hours for reservation services are 6:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.  The office is closed on 

designated holidays. 
 
iii) Procedures for dispatching back-up service are determined by the Medicaid Coordinator.  

After-hours service is handled by the Medicaid Coordinator.  Drivers have a cell phone 
number to call and the Transportation Director has a vehicle equipped with radio to contact 
the driver at all times. 

 
iv) The CTC provides door-to-door service to anyone eligible for this service.  All clients are 

directed to fixed route unless they meet door-to-door eligibility. 
 
The Commission for the Transportation Disadvantaged has stated the following policy for eligibility 
requirements.  Policy Statement: It is the intent of the Commission for the Transportation 
Disadvantaged to set forth eligibility requirements for customers of the Transportation 
Disadvantaged Program.  Based on this policy, the TDLCB and CTC has established following local 
eligibility criteria. 
 
The CTC shall ask each client the following questions and shall establish a file for each client. 
• Birth date 
• Number of people in the household 
• Household’s total gross annual income 
• If he or she is a client of another program, specify:____________ 
• If there is any other way available to him or her to get to his or her destination 

2. Accessing Services 
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• If there is any fixed route mass transit available within 2 blocks of their home and their 
destination 

• If he or she has any physical or mental disability 
 
At a minimum, CTC shall use the following criteria to determine eligibility for utilizing 
Transportation Disadvantaged Trust Fund non-sponsored monies.  The following clients may be 
eligible to utilize the TDTF monies: 
• Client that is younger than 16 years old or older than 60 years; or 
• Client with a physical or mental disability; or 
• Client that belongs to a very low income household (less than 50% of the county’s median 

household income); 
 
The above individuals can utilize TDTF if all of the following conditions exist: 
• No other funding is available for providing transportation to the client; and 
• No other means of transportation is available including but not limited to, relatives, friends, 

neighbors, or free trips provided by some social or religious organizations; and 
• A fixed Route Public Transit is not available or client is not able to use it; and 
• Client cannot afford to purchase the trip.  
 
No self declarations allowed.  The CTC will use an enrollment process that substantiates the 
individual’s ability to meet the criteria listed and any other CTC determined criteria. 
 
 b. Prioritization 
 
 
The following list of priority has been established by the Local Coordinating Board for the non-
sponsored transportation disadvantaged trips.  As all providers have very limited number of 
non-sponsored seats available, it is imperative that clients request service as far in advance as 
possible. 
 
Prioritization of Non-Sponsored Transportation Disadvantaged Trips, Indian River County 
 

a. Medical Trips 
b. Grocery Shopping/Congregate Meal Trips 
c. Social Service Agency Trips 
d. Employment/Job Training/Volunteer Service Trips 
e. Social Trips 
f. Other Non-Grocery Shopping Trips 
g. Other Trips 

 
c. No-Show Policy 

 
 
A No-Show policy is in place to discipline clients who make reservations and then do not make the 
trip when the vehicle arrives.  If a client has three no-shows within a 90 day period, their services are 
suspended for 90 days.  For any given 90 day period, the no show procedure implemented CTC 
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sends a warning letter if two no shows occur.  If a third no show occurs within this time frame, 
transportation services are suspended for 90 days from that date.  After the first 90 day no show 
suspension, there will be another 90 day suspension of transportation services for each additional no 
show. 
 
 SAMPLE NO-SHOW LETTER 
 
This is a notice to inform you of your second “no show” for the transportation services reserved 
through the Indian River County Council on Aging (county’s Community Transportation 
Coordinator).  Our records indicate that you did not show up for transportation services on _____ 
and __________.  The Indian River County Transportation Disadvantaged Local Coordinating 
Board has established the following policy for clients who are “no shows”.  If, for any reason, you 
do not show up three (3) times within a three month period for reserved transportation trips, your use 
of transportation services will be suspended for 90 days. 
 
Please be advised that if you are not able to utilize a reserved transportation service on any given 
day, you must call 569-0903 to cancel your pick up as far in advance as possible. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Karen Wood 
Transportation Coordinator 
 

d. Other Accessibility Policies and Procedures 
 
 
All trips are coordinated as best possible; however, with threatened fiscal reductions all Paratransit 
needs for transportation in Indian River County cannot be met; therefore, clients are being 
encouraged, where possible, to transition to fixed route services to reduce costs.  The CTC will 
coordinate, provide and/or arrange, to the best of its ability, the most effective transit system 
possible. 

 
 
 
 

In accordance with state law, the CTC may contract with other agencies in either a provider/operator 
or coordination capacity.  Contract operators provide transportation service to citizens of Indian 
River County who meet the established criteria for Transportation Disadvantaged Trust Funding 
identified on page 43.  Operators must comply with all system safety and program requirements as 
well as all policies established by the CTC.   
 
Coordination contractors are chosen because of their ability to efficiently meet the specialized 
transportation requirements of a particular segment of the population.  These providers receive 
operations funding from a variety of sources and can establish their own policies, including carrying 
passengers who may not otherwise qualify for TDTF funding.   By entering into a coordination 

3. Transportation Operators and Coordination Contractors 
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contract, however, the agency may qualify for vehicle purchase grants from the state. 
 
Contract operators are interviewed by the CTC.   The CTC will, on a regular basis, check mileage, 
ridership, trip cost and annual audit records of contractors.  Final approval of contractors will be by 
the TDLCB.  
 
The primary transportation operator in Indian River County is the Indian River County Council on 
Aging (COA).  The COA provides transportation for ambulatory and non-ambulatory; wheelchair 
and stretcher, for elderly, disabled, and transportation disadvantaged citizens of all ages using both 
Paratransit and deviated fixed route services.  Reimbursable fare structure for Paratransit trips in the 
service area is: $5.99 for routine group trips (Multi loaded); $13.57 for individual medical trips;  
$16.07 for wheelchair trips.  Fixed route transportation is provided free of charge.   
 
The Association for Retarded Citizens provides ambulatory and non-ambulatory, non-emergency 
Paratransit service for the disabled and otherwise transportation disadvantaged using a nine vehicle 
fleet.   Reimbursable fare structure for Paratransit trips in the service area is: $5.99 for routine group 
trips (Multi loaded); $13.57 for individual trips.  
 
There are two coordination contractors in the County. The Veterans Council of Indian River 
provides ambulatory non-emergency transportation services for transportation disadvantaged 
veterans in Vero Beach and Sebastian to nearby Veteran's medical facilities in West Palm Beach and 
coordinate with the Veterans Council in Ft Pierce. Vehicles are scheduled Monday through Friday 
from 6:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Reimbursable fare structure for the Veterans varies from the rate 
structure developed for in-county trips as their trips are long distance and vary with loading.   A 
sliding scale is used depending on the number of veterans being transported. 
 
In addition, Indian River Memorial Hospital provides ambulatory and non-ambulatory 
non-emergency transportation services for transportation disadvantaged citizens as directed by the 
CTC and those patients discharged from the hospital on very short notice and cannot be 
accommodated by the COA. 
 
Contact information for the transportation operators and coordination contractors in Indian River 
County is as follows: 
 
1. Transportation Operator 
Indian River Co. Council on Aging, Inc.  Karen Deigl, CEO 
694 14th St.      569-0760 
Vero Beach FL  32960 
51 vehicles 
 
2. Transportation Operator    563-9534 
Association for Retarded Citizens 
1005 22nd Avenue 
Vero Beach FL 32960 
 
3. Coordination Contractor 
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Veterans Service Office    Ronald Tesnow 
1840 25th St.      Veterans Service Officer 
Vero Beach FL  32960     770-5035 
3 vehicles (2 lift equipped) 
 
4. Coordination Contractor 
Indian River Memorial Hospital   
1000 37th Street     Transportation 
Vero Beach, Florida 32960    567-4311 
8 vehicles 
 
Finally, Indian River County has a number of additional transportation providers to meet the various 
needs of the community for which no contract is currently in place.  These include: 
 
1. Indian River Volunteer Ambulance Squad  567-3160 
1729 17th Avenue 
Vero Beach FL  32960 
 
2. American Cancer Society               562-2272 
Private Non-Profit 
1517  20th Avenue 
Vero Beach, Florida 
 
3. Economic Opportunity Council   562-4177 
Private Non-Profit 
1316  20th Street 
PO Box 2766 
Vero Beach, Florida 
 
4. New Horizons of the Treasure Coast        778-7217 
Private Non-Profit 
2300  3rd Court, Suite C 
Vero Beach, Florida  32960 
 
5. Club Kar                                                             778-8287 
1050 Old Dixie Hwy 
Vero Beach, FL 32960 

 
 
From November 1992 to October 1994, variable fixed 
route public transportation was provided through the 

generosity of a private foundation and the United Way.  This seed money was given to establish a 
pilot program with one vehicle, intended to ensure that transportation alternatives of a fixed nature 
become well established in the County.  Currently, four variable fixed routes operate throughout the 
county.  These four routes include two East/West routes and two North/South routes connecting in 

4. Public Transit Utilization 
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downtown Vero Beach.  Most routes operate five days per week.  A Dial-a-Ride system will be used 
to insure full capacity ridership.  
 
Clients will call at least 24 hours in advance to be picked up at their door and transported to the 
nearest fixed route connecting points at the closest time allowable to meet the fixed route vehicle.  
Medicaid clients have been geocoded and a route established through the low-income area of 
Gifford.  In July 1998 a no fee promotion was instituted for the fixed route.  Indian River County has 
opted to continue a no fee promotion thru 2001 for public transportation.  

 
 
 
 

Tables 16, 17 and 18 provides vehicle inventory listings: 
a) Current DOT Vehicle Inventory (5310 - Sec. 16) List - IRC Council on Aging 
b) Shirley Conroy Vehicle Inventory List - TD Commission 
c) Current County Vehicle Inventory (5307 - Sec. 9) List - IRC - Council on Aging 

 
Table 16 

Indian River County Council On Aging, Inc. 
F.D.O.T. Vehicle Inventory (5310-Sec.16) 

COA Year Make Mileage Tag # Model VIN # DOT# Funding AMB 
/ WC 

Start 
Serv. Cost 

101 2002 DGE 58342 X58813 Caravan 2B4GP44362R735691 99418 5310 7 4/03  
102 2004 JEEP 24229 G12UCC Cherokee 1J4GW58S84C3147  COA 5 2/06 Lease
130 1994 FDR 141000 X67664 Aero Star 1FMCA1169RZB48315  COA 5 2/95  
136 1995 FDR 196430 X55817 25' Cutaway Bus 1FDKE30F5SHB19758 89446 5310 16-2 7/95  
137 1996 FDR 195594 X47533 25' Cutaway Bus 1FDKE30F5SHCO8682 92408 5310 16-2 12/95  
138 1996 FDR 181830 X55818 25' Cutaway Bus 1FDKE30F7SHC08683 92429 5310 16-2 12/95  
155 1999 DGE 150442 X52736 3500 Conv. Van 2B6LB3126XK553237 92487 5310 11-2 5/99 29,500.00
164 2002 FDR 60425 X58811 3500 Conv. Van 1FTSS34L82HA66311 99430 5310 11-2 10/02 38,000.00
165 2002 FDR 77096 X58810 3500 Conv. Van 1FTSS34LX2HA66312 99431 5310 11-2 10/02 38,000.00
166 2002 FDR 69096 X58809 3500 Conv. Van 1FTSS34L12HA66313 184013 5310 11-2 10/02 38,000.00
167 2002 FDR 78815 X58808 3500 Conv. Van 1FTSS34L32HA66314 99442 5310 11-2 10/02 38,000.00
168 2002 FDR 66272 X58807 3500 Conv. Van 1FTSS34L52HA66315 99443 5310 11-2 10/02 38,000.00
169 2002 FDR 84331 X58806 3500 Conv. Van 1FTSS34L72HA66316 99444 5310 11-2 10/02 38,000.00
178 2003 FDR 86082 X73896 3500 Conv. Van 1FTSS34L23HB54501 99493 5310 11-2 10/03 40,328.80
179 2003 FDR 84655 X73895 3500 Conv. Van 1FTSS34L43HB54502 99494 5310 11-2 10/03 40,328.80
183 2004 FDR 65856 X75724 Van Terra 1FDWE35LX3HB39439 90416 5310 11-2 04/04 42,000.00
184 2004 FDR 58622 X75725 Van Terra 1FDWE35L23HB40066 90417 5310 11-2 04/04 42,000.00
185 2004 FDR 55929 X75723 Van Terra 1FDWE35L43HB40067 90418 5310 11-2 04/04 42,000.00
186 2004 FDR 73750 X75726 Van Terra 1FDWE35LG3HB40068 90419 5310 11-2 04/04 42,000.00
187 2005 FDR 12381 TEMP Van Terra 1FDWE35225HB24825 22583 5307 11-2 10/05 44,000.00

**Note** This vehicle was incorrectly titled to Indian River Council on Aging and are awaiting release of lien* 
188 2005 FDR 14731 TEMP Van Terra 1FDWE35L45HB24826  5310 11-2  44,000.00

Source – Indian River County, Council on Aging, Inc. 

5. Vehicle Inventory 
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Table 17 
Indian River County Council On Aging, Inc. 

Transportation Disadvantaged Commission Vehicle Inventory 
COA Year Make Mileage TAG# Model VIN#  Funding AMB 

/WC 
Start 
Serv. Cost 

170 2002 FDR 68377 X58805 3500 Conv. Van 1FTSS34L92HA66317   TD 11-2 10/02 38,000.00
171 2002 FDR 72434 X58804 3500 Conv. Van 1FTSS34L02HA66318   TD 11-2 10/02 38,000.00
180 2004 FDR 36659 X73323 Freestar Mini Van 2FMZA50694BA70876   TD 7 03/04 19,500.00
181 2004 FDR 50824 X67663 Freestar Mini Van 2FMZA50604BA70877   TD 7 03/04 19,500.00
182 2004 FDR 52835 X57794 Freestar Mini Van FMZA50624BA70878   TD 7 03/04 19,500.00
163 2000 CVY 119852 X57790 Voyager Minivan 1P4GP44G7YB534424 C.O.A.-T C.O.A. 4-2  21,000.00

Source – Indian River County, Council on Aging, Inc. 
 

 
Table 18 

Indian River County Council On Aging, Inc. 
County Vehicle Inventory (5307-Sec. 9) 

COA Year Make Mileage Tag# Model VIN # ASSEST# Funding AMB
/WC 

Start 
Serv. Cost 

143 1997 CVY 118311 160456  Trolley  1GBKP37N4T3307976 16571 5307 25-2 7/96 115.000.00
156 1999 FDR 129279 127468  25' Cutaway Bus  1FDXE40F1XHB63789 18992 5307 18-2 8/99 31,000.00
161 1999 FDR 148868 127531  25' Cutaway Bus  1FDXE45FOYHB43155 19390 5307 20-2 7/00 31,000.00
162 1999 FDR 139058 127530  25' Cutaway Bus  1FDXE45F2YHB43156 19389 5307 20-2 7/00 31,000.00
172 2002 FDR 89009 123358 3500 Conv. Van 1FTSS34L22HA66319 20848 5307 11-2 10/02 32,000.00
173 2002 FDR 92396 123357 3500 Conv. Van 1FTSS34L62HA66310 20847 5307 11-2 10/02 32,000.00
174 2002 FDR 86775 123370  25' Cutaway Bus 1FDXE45F62HB11737 20971 5307 20-2 8/02 44,000.00
175 2003 FDR 66327 217097  25' Cutaway Bus 1FDXE45F33HA86443 21506 5307 20-2 7/03 44,000.00
176 2003 FDR 67086 217098  25' Cutaway Bus 1FDXE45F53HA86444 21507 5307 20-2 7/03 44,000.00
177 2003 FDR 53884 216353 3500 Conv. Van 1FTSS34L33HB37383 21735 5307 11-2 10/03 38,210.80
187 2005 FDR 7613 TEMP Van Terra 1FDWE35225HB24825 22583 5307 11-2 10/05 44,000.00
189 2006 FDR 7843 231378 Van Terra 1FDWE35L55HB24835 22842 5307 11-2 10/05 45,000.00
190 2006 FDR 7433 231377 Van Terra 1FDWE35L36HA26498 22843 5307 11-2 10/05 45,000.00
191 2005 FDR 7291 231376 Van Terra 1FDWE35L76HA12720 22844 5307 11-2 10/05 44,000.00
192 2006 FDR 7702 231374 Van Terra 1FDWE35L56HA26499 22845 5307 11-2 10/05 45,000.00
193 2006 FDR 6151 231373 Van Terra 1FDWE35L96HA43743 22846 5307 11-2 10/05 45,000.00
194 2006 FDR 6657 231379 Van Terra 1FDWE35L976HA43742 22847 5307 11-2 10/05 45,000.00
195 2005 FDR 5060 231380 Van Terra 1FDWE35L85HB24828 22887 5307 11-2 10/05 44,000.00
196 2005 FDR 7548 231382 Van Terra 1FDWE35L65HB24827 22888 5307 11-2 10/05 44,000.00
197 2005 FDR 5797 231383 Van Terra 1FDWE35LX5HB24832 22889 5307 11-2 10/05 44,000.00
198 2006 FDR 5164 231381 Van Terra 1FDWE35L15HB24833 22890 5307 11-2 10/05 45,000.00
199 2006 CVY 6245 236578 5550 (Dis) 31' - Bus 1GBE5V1256406922 22995 5307 24-2 2/06 85,000.00
200 2006 CVY 5113 236577 5550 (Dis) 31' - Bus 1GBE5V1236F40702 22996 5307 24-2 2/06 85,000.00
201 2006 CVY 6365 236576 5550 (Dis) 31' - Bus 1GBE5V1226F407459 22997 5307 24-2 2/06 85,000.00

 Source – Indian River County, Council on Aging, Inc. 
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Indian River County Council on Aging 
 Safety Certification 
 
Date:___________________________________ 
 
NAME:__________________________________ 
 
ADDRESS:_______________________________ 
 
THE BUS TRANSIT SYSTEM NAMED ABOVE HEREBY CERTIFIES TO THE FOLLOWING: 
 
1. The adoption of a System Safety Program Plan (SSPP) in accordance, at a minimum, with  

established  FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION safety standards set forth 
in Rule Chapter 14-90. 

 
2. Compliance with the adopted standards of the SSPP. 
 
3. Performance of safety inspections on all buses operated in accordance with Rule 14-90.009. 
 
SIGNATURE:_______________________________ 
 
TITLE:_____________________________________ 
 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF ENTITY(IES) WHICH HAS (HAVE) PERFORMED SAFETY 
INSPECTIONS: 
 
NAME:__________________________________________________________ 
 
ADDRESS:_______________________________________________________ 
 

      _______________________________________________________ 
 
 

Indian River County Council on Aging 
SYSTEM SAFETY PROGRAM PLAN 

  
Chapter 1: MANAGEMENT 

 
COMMITMENT TO DEVELOPMENT OF A SYSTEM SAFETY PROGRAM PLAN 
 
To ALL Indian River County Council on Aging Transportation Personnel: 
 

6. System Safety Program Plan  
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Indian River County Council on Aging's Transportation Department is organized to provide safe, 
courteous, clean, convenient,  reliable, affordable,  and effective transportation services to residents 
of all ages in Indian River County.  This includes the elderly, infirm, and transportation 
disadvantaged. 
 
Indian River County Council on Aging will strive to operate as safely as possible.  All Indian River 
County Council on Aging staff are charged with the responsibility of ensuring the safety of 
employees, property, passengers, and those who come in contact with the system. 
 
Florida Department of Transportation directs Indian River County Council on Aging to devise, 
implement, and administer a comprehensive and coordinated Systems Safety Program Plan (SSPP) 
to prevent, control, and resolve unsafe conditions which may occur as a result of our service 
operations.  The SSPP must be approved by the Community Transportation Coordinator (CTC), who 
has authority to stop any operation which may be determined to be hazardous or creating an unusual 
condition. 
 
It is the duty of each Indian River County Council on Aging employee to cooperate with our 
administration and the CTC to provide necessary information to help in any investigation or 
inspection in conjunction with this agreement that they may undertake. 
 
PURPOSE: 
 
The SSPP describes the function and responsibilities that will be implemented and maintained to a 
achieve a high level of transportation safety at Indian River County Council on Aging.  The SSPP 
will be a means of improving communications, documentation, and coordination and to reduce 
injuries, property damage, and delays in service.  The SSPP will apply to all areas of Indian River 
County Council on Aging's operations. 
 
A.   Goals and Objectives 
 
The overall goal of Indian River County Council on Aging is to provide transportation service in a 
safe, reliable manner and reduce costs associated with accidents. 

 
 The following objectives shall be applied to all aspects of Indian River County Council on Aging's 
operations in reducing accidents and be presented to all during training.  The objectives for attaining 
the safest operating conditions and environments are as follows: 
 
1. To ensure all drivers are in top physical condition to entrust the safe transport and assistance to 

the riders. 
2. To ensure all drivers are trained in safe driving, passenger assistance and vehicle maintenance 

requirements. 
3. To ensure that all vehicles are maintained to the highest safety standard and in top maintenance 

condition. 
4. Identify unsafe conditions; 
5. Develop and implement methods to control or eliminate hazards; 
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It is Indian River County Council on Aging's intent to comply with these standards, at a minimum, 
and certify to the Department of Transportation annually the following: 
 
a. A SSPP has been developed in accordance with Rule Chapter 14-90 (11/92), and will be 

updated annually as necessary. 
b. Compliance of the SSPP by Indian River County Council on Aging. 
c. Safety inspections have been performed on all equipment pursuant to Rule Chapter 14-90.  That 

Indian River County Council on Aging will suspend system operations of any person or vehicle 
presenting an immediate danger to public safety. 

 
Each driver's work period will be documented with: total days worked, on-duty hours, driving hours, 
and time reporting on and off duty each day. 
 
 

Chapter 2: VEHICLES AND EQUIPMENT 
 
Currently, Indian River County Council on Aging has 51 vehicles in use for transportation purposes. 
 Inventory of these vehicles, including ID #, Make & Type, FDOT control no. (if appropriate), 
ambulatory and non-ambulatory seating capacities, wheelchair equipped or not, average service 
miles per month, current mileage, assessment of vehicle condition, anticipated retirement date, and 
source of funding (if Local, State, or Federal government funding) is attached in Appendix IV. 
 
These vehicles are operated in a routine and demand response paratransit system, with 9 vehicles 
operating fixed routes.  All client trips are coordinated with the Community Transportation 
Coordinator. 
 
All vehicles will have posted inside the telephone number to make either compliments or complaints.  
 

Chapter 3: OPERATIONAL FUNCTIONS 
 
DRIVERS: 
 
Indian River County Council on Aging prohibits a driver from driving a vehicle with a suspended, 
canceled or revoked license.  A driver receiving a notice that his or her license to operate a motor 
vehicle has been suspended, canceled or revoked must notify the supervisor of the contents of the 
notice before the end of the business day following the day he or she received the notice. 
 
No driver will be permitted to operate a vehicle more than 12 hours in any one 24 hour period, or 
drive after having been on duty for 16 hours in any one 24 hour period. 
 
A driver's work period shall begin from the time a driver first reports for duty. 
 
A driver may be permitted to drive for more than the regulated hours if the hours are necessitated by 
adverse conditions resulting from weather, road or traffic, or emergencies resulting from an accident, 
medical reasons or disaster. 
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The driver of a vehicle may be permitted to exceed the regulated hours in order to reach a regularly 
established relief point, provided the additional driving time does not exceed one hour. 
 
No driver shall drive a vehicle when impaired, or so likely to be impaired, by fatigue, illness or other 
causes, as to make it unsafe for the driver to begin or continue driving.  Indian River County Council 
on Aging prohibits any driver from driving a vehicle when impaired by such condition as to make it 
unsafe for the driver to begin or continue driving. 
 
All Indian River County Council on Aging vehicles will be operated at all times in  compliance with 
the applicable traffic regulations, ordinances and laws of the State of Florida and Indian River 
County. 
 
VEHICLES: 
 
Prior to operation of a vehicle, or no less than daily, an inspection or test shall be made of the 
following parts and devices to ascertain that their vehicle is in a safe condition and in good working 
order: 

1.   Service brakes 
2.   Parking brakes 
3.   Tires and wheels 
4.   Steering 
5.   Horn 
6.   Lighting devices 
7.   Windshield wipers 
8.   Rear vision mirrors, 
9.   Passenger doors. 
10. Exhaust system 
11. Equipment for transporting Wheelchairs 
12. Safety and emergency equipment. 

 
If any system or portion thereof is believed to be unsafe for passenger service or poses a danger to 
public safety, it will be reported immediately to the Transportation Director, on his absence the 
Dispatcher, who will review the situation and determine if the vehicle will be immediately 
suspended from service until the discrepancy is corrected. 
 
Tires will be properly inflated in accordance with the manufacturer's recommendations.  No vehicle 
will be operated with a tread groove less than required in Rule 14-90.007(19) 
 
Vehicles will not be left unattended with passenger(s) aboard for an extended period of time, or 
longer than 15 minutes. 
 
Vehicles will not be left unattended in an unsafe condition with passenger(s) aboard at any time. 
 
At no time will a vehicle be left unattended with keys in the ignition. 
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No employee will drive, move or cause to be driven or moved, on any street or highway, any vehicle 
which: 
1. Is in such unsafe condition as to endanger any person or property. 
2.  Does not contain those safety parts or is not at all times equipped with safety equipment and 

devices in proper condition and adjustment as required by Chapter 316, Florida Statues, and 
this rule chapter. 

3. Is equipped in any manner in violation of Chapter 316 Florida Statues, and this rule chapter. 
 
A vehicle will not be operated with doors open, and doors will not be opened until the vehicle is 
stopped. 
 
No passenger will be permitted to stand on vehicles which are not designated and constructed for the 
purpose. 
 
Passengers will not be permitted in the step well of any vehicle while the vehicle is in motion. 
 
Vehicles will not be fueled with passengers aboard. 
 
All children under 4 years/40 lbs. must be in child seats provided by the escort or not carried. 

Birth to 9 month - Infant Carrier 
9 month to 4 years - Child Seat 
4 years - over 40 lbs - lap/shoulder belt 

 
No person is permitted to drive Indian River County Council on Aging vehicles without the 
permission of the Transportation Director who is responsible for ensuring that all drivers are insured 
and have the appropriate license. 
 
Indian River County Council on Aging vehicles will not be used at any time for personal use. 
 
All drivers will wear at all times a picture identification tag which identifies them as an authorized 
driver for Indian River County Council on Aging. 
 

Chapter 4: DRIVING REQUIREMENTS QUALIFICATIONS 
 
Minimum qualifications for drivers are as follows: 
 
• All drivers are required to have a Class __ Commercial Drivers License with a passenger 

endorsement. 
• Drivers will carry their current driver's license at all times. 
• Indian River County Council on Aging will require proof of valid license for all employees who 

drive in accordance with Chapter 322, Florida Statues, and maintain a current legible 
photographic record of each driver's license. 

• A current record of the different types of vehicles and equipment each driver is capable of 
driving and operating. 

• All drivers must have a minimum of one year's safe driving record, certified by the State 
Department of Motor Vehicles. 
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• A driver's record will be checked prior to employment and annually to verify their driving 
record history.  AMS Driver Record Service Reports for Florida will be requested from the 
Florida Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles, Tallahassee, Florida  (Appendix II) 
Drivers will report all accidents, speeding tickets and other violations within 24 hours to their 
supervisor who will report to the CTC.   

 
MOTOR VEHICLE RECORD GUIDELINES: 
 
The following guidelines will be used to evaluate individual driver Motor Vehicle Records MVRs as 
well as the overall loss potential of drivers as a group.  These minimum guidelines will be used in 
selecting acceptable applicants for driving position, with annual rechecks to identify employees with 
a higher risk of vehicle accidents.  By closely monitoring the total number of accidents and 
convictions, a determination can be made whether additional safety measures are required to prevent 
vehicle accidents from occurring. 
 
Individual driver minimum standards: 

*  No MVR with a major conviction 
*  No MVR containing more than: 

2 minor convictions in the last 3 years or 
1 at-fault accident and 1 minor conviction in the last 3 years. 

 
Total driver force minimum standards: 

* No MVRs with a major convictions 
* At least 50% of all drivers should have MVRs that are “clear” 

 
Major Conviction -- any that involves: 

* Driving while intoxicated or under the influence of alcohol or drugs 
* Failure to stop and report an accident 
* Homicide, manslaughter or assault arising out of operation of the motor vehicle 
* Driving while license suspended 
* Reckless driving 
* Possession of opened container of alcoholic beverages 
* Speed contest, drag racing, or attempting to elude an officer of the law 
* Making a false accident report 
* Driving while impaired 

 
Minor Conviction -- any moving traffic citation received which is not a “major conviction.”  This 
category, however, does not include cases involving: 

* Motor vehicle equipment, load or size requirement 
* Improper display or failure to display license plates 
* Failure to sign or display registration card or insurance cards 
* Failure to wear seat belt. 

 
Definitions:   
At-fault Accident - any accident where the driver is designated as having caused the accident or 
negligently contributed to its occurrence. 
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* Any accident which requires a non-recoverable payment will be considered an At-Fault 
Accident with or without a ticket conviction. 

 
Clear MVR  - a clear MVR is free from major convictions for the full time period covered by the 
MVR and has no minor convictions and no At-Fault Accidents for the last three years. 
 
Physical Examinations: 
Drivers will have a physical examination at least once every two years,  stating the individual is fully 
qualified to carry out all the duties of a driver.  Report of physical exam will be in accordance with 
Title 49, C.F. R, Part 391, Subpart E, Subsection 391.43 "Medical Examination: Certificate of 
Physical Examination." Appendix I.  Drivers will be offered  
 
Drivers will receive at least 8 hours of on the job training prior to being assigned a vehicle to drive 
by themselves. 
 
Drivers will be provided with written operational and safety procedures before driving on a street or 
highway unsupervised. 
 
Driving under the influence of alcohol or drugs is forbidden and any violation of this policy will 
result in immediate dismissal for misconduct. 
 
Drivers and all passengers must wear seat belts at all times while vehicle is in motion.  There will be 
no smoking in vehicles by anyone.  Seatbelt exemption for public transit vehicles. 
 
Rubber gloves will be provided in each vehicle and must be worn by driver when physically 
handling patients. 
 
At end of each shift the driver will fill the vehicle with gas and clean inside. 
 
DAILY VEHICLE INSPECTIONS: 
 
Daily, each driver will write and submit a daily inspection report using the inspection sheet in 
Appendix III. 
  
EMERGENCY: 
 
Driver is to report to the office immediately, via two way radio in the van, any incident that happens 
while patient is in his/her care, no matter how minor it may seem, which may cause injury to patient 
and complete a detailed, written report of incident upon returning to office at the end of the shift.  
Driver is not to discuss accident with anyone without first talking to Supervisor. 
 
In the event of an accident or other emergency occurring in or near the vehicle, the driver will notify 
the dispatcher by radio communication, and remain at the scene.  The dispatcher will contact a 
doctor, police or other emergency agency (911), as appropriate.  If the radio is inoperable, use the 
nearest telephone or direct another person to do so. 
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Passengers are to be reassured and advised to remain seated.  If it is hazardous to remain in the 
vehicle, help them exit in an orderly manner.  It may be necessary to ask the assistance of another 
individual.  Take the required steps to control the crisis, such as administering CPR, First Aid, or 
using the fire extinguisher.  Wait until help arrives, or notify the dispatcher when the situation is 
clear. 
 
On return to base, the driver will prepare a detailed report of the incident and all appropriate 
automobile and workman's compensation insurance papers, and turn them in to the supervisor who 
will follow up as appropriate. 
 
 Chapter 5: MAINTENANCE 
 
All vehicles will contain the required equipment and devices required by Rule 14-90.007. 
 
All Indian River County Council on Aging vehicles are under the Florida Department of 
Transportation Preventative Maintenance Inspections program.  Detailed inspection and reporting 
requirements are in Appendix VI. 
 
Indian River County Council on Aging will assure that all vehicles operated, and all parts and 
accessories on all vehicles, which may affect safety of operation, including frame, and frame 
assemblies, suspension  systems, axles and attaching parts, wheels and rims, and steering systems, 
are regularly and systematically inspected, maintained and lubricated at a minimum in accordance 
with the standards developed and established in this SSPP to ensure they are in safe and proper 
operating condition. 
 
All operable transit vehicles are to be inspected at least annually in accordance with established 
standards.  Safety inspections are to be performed by qualified personnel as specified in Rule 
14-90.009(2) Appendix V.  Detailed inspection requirements and inspection forms 
(FDOTr31/dd7/91) are attached as Appendix VI. 
 
A log will be maintained indicating the types of inspections, maintenance and lubrication intervals to 
be performed on each vehicle and the date or mileage when these services are due. 
 
Maintenance records will be maintained for a minimum of four years.  Annually, Indian River 
County Council on Aging will submit a safety certification to the Florida Department of 
Transportation verifying the adoption and compliance with a SSPP with the standards set forth in 
Rule 14-90. 
 
 Chapter 6: STANDARDS FOR TRANSPORTING WHEELCHAIR CLIENTS 
 
Never transfer, assist or move a client when you are not absolutely sure that this move will be safe. 
 
Do not take any risks for your sake as well as the client's. 
 
All wheelchairs and equipment must be secured at all times so that they cannot move, even when no 
patients are aboard. 
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When placing a client in a wheelchair or removing a client from a wheelchair, make sure both brakes 
are locked.  Be sure to have foot paddles in back position. 
 
When transporting clients in a wheelchair, make sure when going down an incline you back the 
wheelchair down incline, never forward. 
 
When driver is loading wheelchair on lift, driver must be sure that retaining gate on lift is securely 
locked, and be in such a position that he/she can keep a hand on the patient's wheelchair and the 
control to operate the lift at the same time. 
 
 Wheelchair and patient must be secured in van so that there is no movement of the chair either for 
and aft or side to side and seat belt is securely fastened on patient. 
 
Patients using oxygen must have own oxygen and oxygen must be flowing when they are picked up. 
 There must be sufficient oxygen to complete the trip.  Drivers  are not allowed to start, monitor, or 
adjust the flow of oxygen. 
 
Special attention needs to be made for visually impaired clients, assuring them verbally of their 
safety and destination. 
 
 Chapter 7: STANDARDS FOR TRANSPORTING STRETCHER CLIENTS 
 
Never transfer, assist or move a client when you are not absolutely sure that this move will be safe, 
and do not take any risks for your sake as well as the client's. 
 
LIFTING TECHNIQUES: 
 
Safety Precautions: Use the strong leg, back and abdominal muscles when you lift.  When the back 
and abdominal muscles contract together, the back “locks” into a normal lordosis (the natural inward 
curve in the lumbar spine) to maintain the lordosis throughout the lift. 
 
The legs, buttocks, and thighs work actively to raise and lower the body and the weight.  The farther 
away the weight is from the body, the harder the muscles have to work.  Keep the weight close to the 
body. 
 
Ergodynamics of Lifting: Two people should lift objects that weigh more than 60 pounds.  
Whenever possible, slide -- not lift -- objects more than 60 pounds.  A roll-in cot meets this goal. 
 
By far the most difficult lifting task is lifting from below the knuckle height 9 less than 30 inches 
from the ground).  More than 75 percent of industrial lifting back injuries occur from lifting below 
this level.  Unfortunately, many lifts are lower than this level.  Use the highest level whenever 
possible.  In certain situations, use a two stage lift: 1) from the lowest height to an intermediate 
height and 2) to the fully extended position 
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All team members should be trained in proper lifting techniques.  Team members need to 
communicate with their partners throughout all lifting and handling tasks.  Use commands that are 
easy for team members to understand.  Verbally coordinate each lift from the beginning to the end. 
 
The Rules Of Lifting:   

1. Know the weight (ask the patient’s weight if you can and add the weight of the 
equipment). 

2.   Know your physical ability and limitations. 
3.   Keep your back locked in a normal lordosis. 
4.   Use your leg, abdominal, and back muscles. 
5.   Keep the weight close to your body. 
6.   Communicate clearly and frequently with your partner. 

 
Safe Lifting of Cots and Stretchers: 

1.   Approach the cot and evaluate the total weight. 
2.   If the weight is within the limits for a two-person lift, begin the lift.  If not, summon 

additional help.  Always work in pairs to avoid imbalance. 
3. Begin the lift by locking your back muscles in the natural lordosis.  Use a power-lift 

position or squat-lift position, whichever one in which you can most comfortably 
maintain your lumbar lordosis in an inward curve. 

4.   There are two types of lift positions: the power lift and the squat lift. 
 
The Power-lift Position is advantageous for people with weak knees or quadriceps because the knees 
are only partially bent.  Place your feet a comfortable distance apart.  Tighten your back and 
abdominal muscles to lock your back in a slight inward curve.  Straddle the object if you can.  Keep 
your feet flat on the floor.  Distribute your weight on the balls of your feet or slightly behind them.  
As you return to the standing position, make sure your back is locked in and your upper body comes 
up before your hips.   

 
Remember to keep your feet flat.  If the weight is over your heels, there will be an imbalance that 
can injure you.  If you have muscle weakness or tightness, it will be difficult to keep your feet flat 
during the lift. Lifting with your heels off the ground will decrease the base of support and will force 
your back into a flexed position.  Wear shoes with adequate heel height to allow your heels to stay 
flat on the ground throughout the lift. 
 
If you have to lift the object in front of your feet, your trunk won’t be vertical, it will be angled 
forward 30-50 degrees.  Keep this angle from the hip and not the waist. 
 
The Squat-lift Position is an alternative for people with one weak leg or ankle, or for those with 
healthy knees and strong legs.  It is harder on the knees and quadriceps than the power lift.   
 
Place your weakest leg or the leg with any knee or ankle pain slightly forward.  This foot will always 
stay flat on the ground.  Squat down until you can grasp the cot or stretcher.  Push yourself up with 
your strong leg.  As you return to the standing position make sure your back is locked in and your 
upper body comes up before your hips. 
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The Power Grip is a cylindrical grip:  The palm and fingers contact the object and all the fingers are 
bent at the same angles.  Whenever possible, use the power grip in lifting.  This hand position allows 
you to develop the maximum force.  Use the power grip when controlling the force such as pushing 
or maneuvering the cot or when grasping the backrest release mechanism.  Position the hands at least 
10 inches apart. 
 
The next stage of the lift is concentrating on keeping your back in the locked-in position and 
standing up leading with your head.  A natural tendency is to begin the lift with the hips.  To avoid 
doing this, squeeze your shoulder blades together and lift your chin slightly. 
 
When setting a stretcher or backboard down, reverse the lift exactly.  Since gravity is helping you 
down, a frequent mistake is to bend forward from the waist.  Control the set-down as you controlled 
the lift; it is not a drop.  You control the descent of the stretcher by using your back and leg muscles. 
 
Remember, bending forward not only places the muscles at a disadvantage, it adds your entire upper 
body weight to the lift load. 
 
CARRYING: 
 
Precautions for Carrying: Carrying heavy loads should take no more than one minute by a two-
person team.  This lifting generates a high amount of muscle fatigue which significantly increases 
the potential for injury.  Whenever possible, transport patient of equipment that can be rolled.  Not 
all equipment can be rolled.  Basket stretchers and backboards must be lifted and carried but they 
can sometimes be placed on a cot and rolled. 
 
The Rules for Carrying: 

1. Know the weight (ask the patient’s weight if you can and add the weight of the cot or 
stretcher). 

2. Know your partner’s capabilities. 
3.   Have a plan and communicate it. 
4.   Keep the weight as close to your body as possible. 
5.   Keep your back in a locked-in position and don’t twist. 
6.   Keep the back straight. 
7.   Bend from the hips, not the waist. 
8.   Do not hyperextend the back. 

 
The Correct Carrying Procedure: 

1.   Use correct lifting techniques to lift the stretcher.  It may take additional people to do 
this safely.  Work in even numbers to maintain balance).  Avoid leaning toward or 
away from the weight.   

2.   Problems can occur when partners are greatly mismatched in height and strength.  
Unequal pairing can injure the weaker person due to competition with the stronger 
partner.  The stronger partner can also be injured if the weaker fails to lift.  In ideal 
situations, both partners will have adequate strength to perform their jobs.  The 
pairing of the two weakest people will be as efficient and safe as the pairing of the 
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two strongest individuals, assuming they meet individual strength and body 
requirements. 

 
One-Handed Carrying Technique: 
One-handed carrying of emergency medical equipment can also lead to injury.  Pick up and carry 
with the back in the locked-in position.  Avoid leaning to either side to compensate for the 
imbalance.  Again, leg strength and flexibility are extremely important. 
 
Correct Carrying Procedure on Stairs: 
When transporting a patient up or down stairs, you lift and carry at the same time, plus reach, push, 
or pull.  You’ll need strength endurance, and coordination for injury-free carrying on stairs.  Get as 
many people to help as you need to support the patient.  The Correct technique: Keep your back 
locked-in position and bend from the hips, not from the waist.  Keep the weight and your arms as 
close to your body as possible.  It is mechanically easier to use a stair chair than a stretcher.  Avoid 
hyperextension by tightening your abdominal muscles an leaning back from your knees. 
 
REACHING: 
 
Reaching, if done incorrectly, can lead to an overstretching of the ligaments in the back.  Contraction 
of the back muscles and maintenance of the normal lumbar curvature can help prevent injury. 
 
The Rules for Reaching: 

1.   Keep your back in a locked-in position 
2.   When reaching overhead, avoid a hyper extended (sway back) position 
3.   Never twist your back when reaching. 

 
Application of Reaching Rules: 
Forward reaches of greater than 15-20 inches in front of the body are not recommended though they 
are sometimes necessary.  The muscles in the shoulders and upper back can only maintain a 
continuous position for short amounts of time. 
 
You can sustain a 100% effort for six seconds and a 50% effort for only one minute before becoming 
fatigued.  After one minute the injury potential skyrockets.  
 
Correct Reaching for Log Rolls: 
When it is necessary to roll the patient onto his or her side while lying on a bed or the ground, you 
must lean over the patient.  Take care to keep your back straight; lean from you hips an use the 
strong shoulder muscles to help with the roll. 
 
PUSHING AND PULLING: 
 
Several factors are important when pushing and pulling patient transport equipment.  Follow the 
recommended wheel maintenance of your equipment and it will reduce the force required to start 
moving the cot. 
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Check the floor surface.  The force required to move the equipment will vary according to the type 
of surface.  Push from the area between the waist and shoulder.  If the object is significantly below 
waist level, then the push or pull should come from a kneeling position. 
 
Pushing or pulling from an overhead position is not advisable. You may need to change your leg 
positioning during push-pull tasks.  When you move your legs, keep your back locked in the normal 
lordosis. 
 
Maneuvering requires greater strength than pushing straight.   Maneuvering is solely an activity of 
the shoulder and arm muscles and does not allow for the use of the body weight. 
 
Rules for Pushing and Pulling: 

1.   Push whenever possible. 
2.   Always keep your back locked in. 
3.   Bend your knees whenever you pull so that the line of pull is through the center of 

your body. 
4.   Keep the weight close to your body. 

 
Typical pulling posture increases risk of injury since people tend to round out their spines when 
pulling.  Correct pulling is only possible if you keep your back straight and the load is between your 
shoulders and hips. 
 
During pushing or pulling you should always try to keep your elbows bent with your arms as close to 
your sides as possible to prevent upper back, neck, and shoulder injury.  Position your hands and 
arms to allow the force of the push or pull top be through the center of your body. 
 

Chapter 8: TRAINING 
 
Training and testing will be a regular part of the safety plan to demonstrate that all employees are 
capable to safely operate each different type of vehicle before driving on a street or highway 
unsupervised.  Driver training testing will include: 
 
1. Explicit instructional and procedural training regarding operational and driving requirements, 

defensive driving, equipment inspections and handling of emergencies. 
 
2. Training will be provided for operators of special needs vehicles for all special equipment 

such as wheelchair lifts, ramps, and wheelchair securement devices. 
 
3. A road test of sufficient duration will be given by the CTC or a person designated by the 

CTC, who is competent to evaluate and determine driving skills.  The test will enable the 
person giving the test to evaluate the skill of the person taking the test at handling the vehicle 
and associated equipment. 

 
4. First aid and CPR certificate which is a two-year American Heart Association certified is 

given to established employees.  New employee’s are certified after 90 day probation period. 
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Indian River County Council on Aging will be responsible for arranging, documenting and certifying 
pre-service and in-service training which will include the following: 
 

Staff Development and Training Plan 
 

 
Title, Subject, Content of 
Training Objectives 

 
Date of 
Training 

 
Length of 
Training 

 
Proposed 
Trainer(s) 

 
Number of 
Participants

 
Pre-
Service 

 
In-Service 

 
Estimated 
Cost for 
Training 

 
Proposed 
Funding 
Source 

Automated Dispatch  .25 hrs. Trans. 
Coordinator

 X    

Record Keeping  .25 hrs. Trans. 
Coordinator

 X    

Agency Policy, Procedures 
& Objectives 

 .5 hrs. Trans. 
Coordinator

 X    

Transfer Techniques  1 hr. Training 
Officer 

 X X   

Defensive Driving  4 hrs. Training 
Officer 

 X    

Operation of Vehicle & 
Equipment 

 1 hr. Training 
Officer 

 X    

CPR Recertification  3 Hrs. Training 
Officer  

 X X   

First Aid Recertification  3 hrs. Continuing 
Education 
Instructor 

X X    

Accident & Emergency 
Procedures 

 1 hr. Training 
Officer 

X     

 
 

Chapter 9: FEDERAL, STATE, & LOCAL REGULATIONS, ORDINANCES OR LAWS 
 

State law requires Indian River County Council on Aging to develop a System Safety Program Plan 
that complies with state minimum equipment and operational safety standards established pursuant 
to Subsection 341.061, Florida Statutes (Appendix V), and to at least annually inspect all equipment 
operating in accordance with established standards.  Minimum state standards are contained in Rule 
Chapter 14-90, Florida Administrative Code, Appendix V. 
 

 
 
 
 

There are currently no inter-CTC agreements in place; however, there is a great deal of expressed 
interest in the CTC coordinating transportation for clients on the Northern boundary of St. Lucie 
County who need transportation to Medical facilities in Indian River County.  It is recognized that 
clearer lines will be drawn when all adjoining counties are under a fully coordinated system.  In the 
long term, it is an achievable goal to have inter-county coordinated transportation when adjacent 
counties are all on automated scheduling systems and exercising full coordination responsibilities. 
 
 

7. Inter-county Services 
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a. Mission Statement 
 
To provide safe, reliable, efficient and cost effective public transportation service, including fixed-
route and demand responsive paratransit for all residents and visitors in Indian River County. 
 

b. Executive Summary 
 
The Indian River County Council on Aging, a private nonprofit entity, serves as the Community 
Transportation Coordinator for Indian River County.  Paratransit door-to-door service and fixed-
route service are both provided by Indian River Transit. 
 
Mass public transportation service is available on seven fixed routes which run five days per week 
with the only exceptions being Thanksgiving, Christmas and New Year's Days.  Saturday service is 
available  from Thanksgiving through Christmas on the major fixed routes. 
 
While identifying some basic goals necessary for the advancement of the Indian River Transit Public 
Transportation System: 

to increase visibility and awareness of the system; 
to increase support of its role in the community; and 
to increase the use of the system by providing potential riders with pertinent 
 information; 

 
It was also determined that a structured, measurable marketing plan was necessary to achieve these 
goals.  
 
Marketing for the fixed route system needs to be a coordinated blend of research, community 
outreach, public relations, sales promotions and advertising.  Each of these is a distinct activity but 
the overall objectives are the same - to attract riders and build support for the Indian River Transit 
Public Transportation System. 

 
c. Marketing Goals 

 
 

PUBLIC PERCEPTION 
 
Goal #1 Promote the Indian River Transit Public Transportation System as a dependable, 

economical, accessible public service. 
 
Objectives 

 Inform the public of the economic and positive social and ecological impacts that 
transportation has on the community. 

 Action Step: Design Brochure 
 Seek to educate and inform the community that it is more economical, safer and less 

stressful to use public transportation than owning/using an automobile. 

8. Marketing Plan 
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 Action Step: 
 Create a visual image recognized by the community as mass transportation to be used 

by everyone not just seniors or the disabled. 
 Action Step 

 
Goal #2 Improve the public image to the point where a 70% positive response is being 

obtained from all attitude surveys/interviews of Indian River Transit Public 
Transportation System riders. 

 
Objectives 

 Conduct semi-annual survey of riders to include a passenger questionnaire to be 
handed out when riders come on board.   

 Periodically interview riders while they are using the system. 
 Respond to complaints about service, routes or schedules in writing within ten 

working days. 
 

GOVERNMENTAL/POLITICAL 
 
Goal #3 Increase governmental/political awareness and support of the Community Coach and 

Indian River Transit Public Transportation System at the local, state and, federal 
levels. 

 
Objectives 

 Make annual presentations of system goals, accomplishments and plans before local 
governing bodies. 

 By the year 2000, obtain funding to maintain and enhance the present fixed route 
transit system by ten percent. 

 Meet with state legislators prior to the start of session to convey transportation 
concerns. 

 Apply for additional funding from Department of Transportation grants, etc. as 
federal, state and local monies become available. 

 Keep apprised of the Federal Register as to availability of additional grants or 
funding sources. 

 
Goal #4 Involve the business community in Community Coach and Indian River Transit 

Transportation System projects and programs. 
 

Objectives 
 Stimulate support by making the business community aware that transportation 

encourages people to travel and spend at grocery stores, malls, hair salons, theaters, 
doctors' offices, etc.  

 Assist in developing and providing for public transportation access to existing and 
new residential or commercial facilities. 

 Secure business community partnerships  to augment operational costs and for user 
incentive programs or promotions. 
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MEDIA 
 

Goal #5 Create a positive and cooperative attitude between the Community Coach and Indian 
River Transit Public Transportation System and the media thus helping to increase 
public awareness and support. 

 
Objectives 

 Meet with newspaper editors and radio and television station managers annually. 
 Increase rapport with editorial writers of area publications and newscasters by 

keeping them up to date with technical information and trends. 
 Maintain ongoing relationship with reporters and newscasters through periodic calls, 

letters, etc. 
 

PUBLIC INFORMATION/PROMOTIONS 
 
Goal #6 Develop a public information and promotion program for the Community Coach and 

Indian River Transit Public Transportation System that will reinforce current 
ridership and educate and persuade potential riders. 

 
Objectives 

 Develop promotions highlighting on-time service, safety, vehicle cleanliness, and 
passenger assistance including special needs. 

 Inventory information needs by rider and non-rider groups and how it effects their 
decision to ride 

 Design a user information system with maps, schedules and signage. 
 Participate in community activities to showcase vehicles and drivers. 
 Use print and electronic media to highlight positive aspects of using the system. 

 
EQUIPMENT 

 
Goal #7 Offer to the public visually appealing vehicles containing interior comforts that meet 

their physical and psychological needs. 
 

Objectives 
 Make equipment exteriors compatible with community expectations and interiors 

clean, comfortable, and as attractive as possible. 
 Use trolley type vehicle as an enticement for non-traditional riders.  
 Maintain consistency of vehicle quality, color and style for easy identification. 
 Establish use of an identifiable logo for the system. 

 
ROUTES/SCHEDULES/SERVICES 

 
Goal #8 Address community needs relating to the establishment of the Community Coach and 

Indian River Transit Public Transportation System's routes and schedules. 
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Objectives 
 Identify geographic areas and groups that might benefit from fixed route service. 
 Plan and implement varied services in keeping with the modified fixed route system. 
 Project future service needs as those needs relate to expanding routes, schedules and 

manpower allocations. 
 Match schedules to trip needs by geographic, demographic and portion of day to be 

served. 
 Schedule changes to accommodate the community's requests as well as operation 

limitations. 
 By 1998 the hours of operation will accommodate employment transportation. 

 
PERSONNEL 

 
Goal #9 Maintain a team of well-trained employees who are company, service and 

community oriented, and who value their position in the community as 
representatives of the Community Coach and Indian River Transit Public 
Transportation System. 

 
External Objectives 

 Increase community awareness and perception of system personnel, especially 
drivers by improving appearance and attitude of drivers through uniforms and I. D. 
Tags. 

Internal Objectives 
 Increase perceived self-value of all system employees. 
 Build positive community, service, and company spirit and attitude. 
 Provide for visitors and tours. 
 Improve communications among operations, management, and drivers. 
 Seek input from employees and ridership before decisions are made on routing, 

signage, or use of space changes. 
 

FARES AND RESOURCES 
 
Goal #10 Ensure a balanced fare structure that maximizes Indian River Transit Public 

Transportation System use and is easily understood while placing value on ridership 
and complete fare accountability. 

 
Objectives 

 Create an atmosphere of willingness to support and provide subsidies for  public 
transit development. 

 Increase the availability and opportunity of advance fare programs. 
 Establish and implement work trip incentive programs with private business and 

governmental agencies. 
 By the year 2000, user fares will constitute 15% of the cost to provide service. 
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PLANNING 
 
Goal #11 Monitor public and private residential and commercial developments and secure the 

inclusion of the Indian River Transit  Public Transportation System's position within 
them. 

 
Objectives 

 Incorporate transportation plans with other planning efforts by city and county 
departments when appropriate. 

 Coordinate transportation needs with local street departments, trafficking, 
engineering and emergency services whenever necessary. 

 Improve communication on planning and implementation programs between and 
among local agencies. 

 
 

III. QUALITY ASSURANCE 
 

 
 
At present we are waiting for technical assistance from 
local planners and consultants and Local Coordinating 

Board involvement and direction. 
 
 
 
 

Indian River County Council on Aging, Inc., Drug-Free Workplace Program, Substance 
Abuse Program (June 1994) 
  
Background 
 
In response to the Omnibus Transportation Employee Testing Act of 1991, the Federal 
Transportation Administration (FTA) has published two regulations prohibiting drug use and alcohol 
misuse by transit employees and requiring transit agencies to test for prohibited drug use and alcohol 
misuse.  These regulations are 49 CFR part 653 “Prevention of Prohibited Drug Use in Transit 
Operations,” and 49 CFR part 654, “Prevention of Alcohol Misuse in Transit Operations” that 
mandate urine drug testing, and breath alcohol testing for safety-sensitive positions and prevents 
performance of safety-sensitive functions when there is a positive test result.  However, 49 CFR 40, 
653 & 654 supersede when there is a conflict.  In addition, the Department of Transportation has 
issued 49 CFR, Part 40 “Procedures for Transportation workplace Drug and Alcohol Testing 
Programs” requiring each direct recipient of Federal funds to certify that it has provided a drug-free 
workplace (See Appendix XIX).  The Act requires that the recipient publish a statement prohibiting 
the use/abuse of controlled substances in the workplace, and requires the establishment of a drug-
free awareness program. 
 
 
 

A. Service Standards 

1. Drug and Alcohol Testing 
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a. Statement of Purpose 
 

 
The Indian River County Council on Aging recognizes the problem of substance abuse (including 
alcohol) in our society.  Drug and alcohol addictions are complex, yet treatable diseases.  Likewise, 
we see substance abuse as a grave threat to our staff, clients and care givers.  We are addressing this 
problem by introducing a new Substance Abuse Policy to ensure the agency will have a drug-free 
workplace, encompassing all employees. 
 
While the Indian River County Council on Aging understands employees and applicants under a 
physician’s care are required to use prescription drugs, abuse of prescribed medications will be dealt 
with in the same manner as the abuse of legal/illegal substances.  If an employee is instructed to take 
prescribed medication from a physician and it impairs his/her abilities, that employee must inform 
his/her supervisor and get  permission to be relieved of work until prescribed medication is no longer 
necessary 
 
The ultimate objective of this policy is to protect the safety of the passengers, clients, employees, 
and the public by ensuring that all employees are fit fur duty.  Respect for individual privacy will be 
balanced with our obligation to keep a safe, productive drug-free environment.  We would like to 
encourage those who use illegal drugs or abuse alcohol to seek help in overcoming their problem.  In 
this way, fully rehabilitated abusers who remain drug free can return to work as employees in good 
standing.  With these basic objectives in mind, the agency has established this policy, with regard to 
use, possession or sale of alcohol and other drugs. 
 

b. Definitions 
 
 
1)  “Legal Drug” includes alcohol, prescribed drugs and over-the-counter drugs, which have been 

legally obtained and are being used solely for the purpose for which they were prescribed or 
manufactured. 

 
2)  “Illegal Drug” is any drug which (1) is not legally obtained; (2) may be legally obtainable but has 

not been legally obtained, or (3) is being used in a manner or for a purpose other than as 
prescribed.  Any illegal drug or any substance identified in Schedules I through V of Section 202 
of the Controlled Substance Act (21 U.S.C. 812), and as further defined by 21 CFR 1300.11 
through 1300.15. 

 
3)  “Fitness for Duty” means the employee is free from the effects of drugs and/or alcohol and their 

corresponding hangover effects.  No employee shall use alcohol four (4) hours prior to reporting 
for duty or during the hours they are on call.   Not only is an individual’s concentration, reflexes, 
coordination and judgment impaired during the use of the drug (the “high), but these skills may 
also be significantly impaired during the hangover.  Fitness for duty may be determined by, but 
is not limited to the following observed behaviors: 

 
i. Observed alcohol or drug abuse during work hours on agency premises or in a client’s 

home. 
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ii. Apparent physical state of impairment 
iii. Odor of alcohol on breath 
iv. Incoherent mental state 
v. Marked changes in personal behavior that are otherwise unexplainable to other factors 

vi. Deteriorating work performance that is not attributable to other factors 
vii. Accidents or other action that provide reasonable cause to believe the employee may be 

under the influence 
viii. A report of drug use, provided by a reliable and credible source. 

ix. Evidence that an individual has tampered with drug test during his employment with the 
current employer. 

 
c. Procedures 

 
 

The Indian River County Council on Aging’s policy is to employ a work force free from use of 
illegal drugs and abuse of alcohol.  All employees will be subject to urine drug testing and breath 
alcohol testing.  Indian River County Council on Aging can elect to include hair testing when they 
perceive a need to further test.  Any employee who refuses to comply with a request for testing who 
provides false information in connection with a test, or who attempts to falsify test results through 
tampering, contamination, adulteration, or substitution shall be removed from duty immediately, and 
their employment terminated.  Refusal can include an inability to provide a specimen, hair sample or 
breath sample without a valid medical explanation, as well as a verbal declaration, obstructive 
behavior, or physical absence resulting in the inability to conduct the test.  It is a standard of conduct 
that the Indian River County Council on Aging employees shall not use illegal drugs or abuse 
alcohol.  In order to maintain this standard, the agency shall establish and maintain the procedures 
set forth. 

1) General Procedures 
 

i. The Indian River County Council on Aging, Inc. is dedicated to assuring fair and equitable 
application of this substance abuse policy.  Therefore, the manager and supervisors are 
required to use and apply all aspects of this policy in an unbiased and impartial manner.  Any 
supervisor/manager who knowingly disregards the requirements of this policy, or who is 
found to deliberately misuse the policy in regard to subordinates, shall be subject to 
disciplinary action, up to and including termination. 

 
ii. Any employee who fails to immediately notify the Assistant Director of any criminal drug 

statute conviction shall be subject to disciplinary action up to and including termination. 
 

iii. An employee reporting for work who is unfit for duty or is unable to properly perform duties 
will be suspended without pay for that day and receive a written warning. 

 
iv. The supervisor should determine “fitness for duty” in coordination with another supervisor 

or manager, if possible. 
 

v. If a subordinate suspects another employee of being “unfit for duty”, the subordinate should 
report his/her concern to a supervisor or manager immediately.   
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vi. If, in the opinion of the supervisor, the employee is considered “unfit for duty,” then he/she 

should be sent home by taxi or other safe mode of transportation, accompanied, if necessary, 
by the supervisor or other employee.  Depending on the determination of the observed 
impairment, the employee may be referred to a facility for an evaluation, and will not be 
allowed to drive. 

 
vii. It is not the duty of the supervisor to determine if substance abuse has or has not occurred; 

the determination is for “fitness for duty” only. 

2) Grounds for Termination or Discipline 
 

i. An employee bringing onto the agency’s or client’s premises or property, having possession 
of, being under the influence of, possessing in the employee’s body, or urine in any 
detectable amount, or using, consuming, transferring, selling or attempting to sell or transfer 
any form of illegal drug as defined above while between the beginning and ending of the 
employee’s work day, whether on agency business, property or not, is guilty of misconduct 
and is subject to discipline including discharge or suspension from employment without pay, 
even for the first offense.  Failure to submit to required medical or physical examinations or 
tests is misconduct and is grounds for discharge or suspension from employment without 
pay. 

 
ii. Most states have established limits of 0.10% of alcohol in your blood as the maximum 

allowed.  Others have reduced this limit to 0.05%.  If the initial test indicates an alcohol 
concentration of 0.02 or greater, a second test will be performed to confirm the results of the 
initial test.  An employee who has a confirmed alcohol concentration of  0.04 will result in 
removal from his/her position for eight hours, without pay, unless a retest results in a 
concentration measure of less than 0.04.  An alcohol concentration of 0.04 or greater will be 
considered a positive test and in violation of this policy. 

 
iii. However, because the Indian River County Council on Aging believes any amount of 

alcohol in the workplace is unacceptable, an employee who is under the influence of 
alcoholic beverages any time while on agency business or at any time during the hours 
between the beginning and ending of the employee’s work day, whether on agency business 
or property or not, shall be guilty of misconduct and is subject to discipline, including 
discharge or suspension from employment without pay, even for the first offense. 

 
iv. Failure to submit to required medical or physical examinations or tests is misconduct and is 

grounds for discharge or suspension from employment without pay. 
 
 

v. When drug test results are positive and the employee is referred to a treatment facility, 
termination will result if the employee refuses treatment, or does not comply with the 
treatment recommended. 

 
vi. Employees who test negative will receive full pay and benefits during the suspension period. 
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vii. The consequences of a positive drug test include the possible denial of workers’ 
compensation benefits. 

 
viii. If the employee has a “shy bladder” he/she will be given up to three hours to produce a 

sufficient urine specimen for a drug test.  During the four hour period an employee would be 
given up to 40 ounces of fluid before making a second attempt to provide a complete 
specimen.  The employee will be instructed to drink 8 ounces of fluid each 30 minutes 
during the four hour time frame until the 40 ounce maximum is reached.  Refusal to drink the 
fluids would be treated as refusal to test.   

 
d. Drug Testing 

 
 

The Indian River County Council on Aging will be using drug tests to detect alcohol and drug use by 
employees.  The type of drug test we will be using is the urinalysis and breath testing for alcohol.  
The drug test is a chemical analysis of an individual’s urine to determine if one or more of the 
prohibited substances is present in the person’s system. 
 
Tests for alcohol concentration will be conducted by Breathalyzer test sample and utilizing a 
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) approved evidential breath testing device 
(EBT) operated by a trained breath alcohol technician (BAT).  For further description refer to, III 
PROCEDURES B.2 (Grounds for Termination or Discipline). 
 
Any employee that has a confirmed positive drug or alcohol test will be removed from his/her 
position, informed of educational and rehabilitation programs available, and evaluated by a 
Substance Abuse Professional (SAP), where applicable.  A positive drug and/or alcohol test will also 
result in disciplinary action up to and including termination. 
 
The urine specimen is first screened to determine if the specimen is free from the presence of the 
prohibited substances.  If the test indicates that there may be a presence of one or more of the 
substances, a second, more sophisticated test is performed.  The second test, a Gas 
Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry (GC/MS) test is extremely accurate, with false readings nearly 
impossible. 
 
The drugs that will be tested for include marijuana, cocaine, opiates, phencyclidine, amphetamines 
and alcohol.  Employees will be tested when there is reasonable suspicion that they have used the 
prohibited substance, and after accidents resulting in personal injury, death or property damage. 
 
Because our system’s testing procedures were designed to protect the employee’s privacy and 
dignity, only a limited number of people will have knowledge of the testing.  Confidential records 
will only be released to the Medical Review Officer (MRO), Breath Abuse Technician (BAT), 
Substance Abuse Professional (SAP), Mary Boyle (Assistant Director of the IRCCOA and/or a 
designee by written request), Reporting and confidentiality procedures are outlined in Section 5 and 
6 of the Medical Review Officers’ contract. 
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In compliance with U.S. DOT procedures for Transportation Workplace Drug Testing Programs (49 
CFR Part 40), and the State of Florida, Department of Labor and Employment Security, Division of 
Workers’ Compensation Drug Test Requirements, F.S. 440.102, all new employees will be tested 
before they are hired, and all advertised positions will indicate that the Indian River County Council 
on Aging is a drug-free workplace.  Additionally, anyone returning to work after receiving treatment 
for substance abuse will be tested. 
 
Active employees may be randomly selected to submit to drug and/or alcohol testing at a laboratory 
chosen by the Indian River County Council on Aging.  Reasonable suspicion, as described in 
Definitions, “Fitness for Duty” will also be a basis for requiring any employee to be tested.  
Whenever possible, the supervisor should have the employee observed by a second supervisor or 
manager before requiring testing. 
 
If the test results are positive, the employee may be referred to a treatment facility.  If an employee is 
granted leave of absence for substance abuse rehabilitation, he/she will be required to participate in 
all recommended after-care and work rehabilitation programs. 
 
The transit system affirms the need to protect individual dignity, privacy, and confidentiality 
throughout the testing process.  Handling of tests and confidentially shall be in conformance with 49 
CFR Part 40, and as described below: 
 

1. Except as required by law or expressly authorized in this section, the Indian River 
County Council on Aging shall not release employee information that is contained in records 
required to be maintained under 49 CFR sections 653.71 and 654.51. 

 
2. An employee is entitled, upon written request, to obtain copies of any records 
pertaining to the employee’s use of alcohol or controlled substances, including any records 
pertaining to his or her alcohol or controlled substances tests.  Up to 10 pages will be 
provided free of copying charges.  The Indian River County Council on Aging shall 
promptly provide the records requested by the employee.  Access to an employee’s records 
shall not be contingent upon payment for records other than those specifically requested. 

 
3. The Indian River County Council on Aging shall release information regarding an 
employee’s records as directed by the specific, written consent of the employee authorizing 
release of the information to an identified person.  Release of such information is permitted 
only in accordance with the terms of the employee’s consent. 

 
4. Records shall be made available to a subsequent employer upon receipt of a written 
request from an employee. 

 
5. The Indian River County Council on Aging may disclose information required to be 
maintained under 49 CFR Parts 653 and 654 pertaining to an employee/applicant, or the 
decision-maker in a lawsuit, grievance, or other proceeding initiated by or on behalf of such 
individuals, and arising from the results of an alcohol and/or controlled substance test 
administered under this part, or from the employer’s determination that the employee 
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engaged in conduct prohibited by this policy (including, but not limited to, a workers’ 
compensation or other proceeding relating to a benefit sought by the employee). 

 
6. The Indian River County Council on Aging shall make available copies of all results 
of a requested alcohol and/or controlled substances testing conducted under this policy and 
any other information pertaining to this alcohol misuse and/or controlled substance use 
prevention program, when requested by the U.S. Secretary of Transportation and any DOT 
agency, and all non-confidential/non-proprietary information, at cost, if requested by the 
employee/applicant. 

 
7. When requested by the National Transportation Safety Board as part of an accident 
investigation, the Indian River County Council on Aging shall disclose information related to 
its administration of a post-accident alcohol and/or controlled substance test administered 
following the accident under investigation.  

 
BLIND PERFORMANCE TESTING 

 
The Indian River County Council on Aging will comply with blind testing to ensure quality control 
procedures with our laboratories.  This procedure is designed to keep testing laboratories “sharp”.  
Such procedures require submitting to laboratories urine specimens with fictitious identifiers, that 
either contain no drugs or have been spiked with known quantities of specific drugs.  The specimens 
are “blind” because they cannot be distinguished from specimens taken from employees subject to 
testing. 
 
The Department of Transportation’s rules on blind performance testing applies to all covered 
employers, regardless of size.  They require employers to submit three blind samples for every 100 
employee specimens submitted for testing, up to a maximum of 100 blind samples per calendar 
quarter.  Approximately 80% of the blind samples from employers with 2,000 or more covered 
employees must be “blanks”, i.e. contain no drugs; the remainder must be positive for one or more 
drugs per sample (and in such a distribution that all drugs to be tested are included in approximately 
equal frequencies of challenge).  Positive specimens must be spiked only with those drugs for which 
the employer is testing.  Employers with fewer than 2,000 covered employees must be “blanks”, i.e. 
contain no drugs; the remainder must be positive for one or more drugs per sample (and in such a 
distribution that all drugs to be tested are included in approximately equal frequencies of challenge). 
   Positive specimens must be spiked only with those drugs for which the employer is testing.  
Employers with fewer than 2,000 covered employees may submit blind samples in the 80-20 ration 
required of larger employers, or they may submit only blanks or two separately labeled portions of a 
specimen from the same non-covered employee. 
 
Consortia are responsible for submitting blind samples on their members’ behalf.  This means that 
each individual member need not submit any blind specimens independently; rather, the consortium 
must submit three blind samples for every 100 samples it submits on members’ collective behalf. 
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POST ACCIDENT TESTING 
 

All employees will be required to undergo urine and Breathalyzer testing if they are involved in an 
accident with a Council on Aging vehicle that results in a fatality.  This includes all employees that 
are on duty in the vehicles and any other whose performance could have contributed to the accident. 
 In addition, a post-accident test will be conducted if an accident results in injuries requiring 
transportation to a medical treatment facility; or one or more vehicles incurs disabling damage that 
requires towing from the site and the employee could have contributed to the accident.  (The 
employee need not have received a citation). 
 
Following an accident, the employee will be tested as soon as possible, but not to exceed eight hours 
for alcohol testing and 32 hours for drug testing.  Any employee involved in an accident must refrain 
from alcohol use for eight hours following the accident or until he/she undergoes a post-accident 
alcohol test.  Any employee who leaves the scene of the accident without justifiable explanation 
prior to submission to drug and alcohol testing will be considered to have refused the test and their 
employment terminated.  Employees tested under this provision will include not only the operations 
personnel, but any other covered employees whose performance could have contributed to the 
accident. 
 

RETURN-TO-DUTY TESTING 
 

All employees who previously tested positive on a drug or alcohol test must test negative and be 
evaluated and released to duty by the Substance Abuse Professional before returning to work.   
 
Employees will be required to undergo frequent unannounced random urine, hair and breath testing 
during the period of their re-entry contract. 
 

FOLLOW-UP TESTING 
 

Once allowed to return to duty, an employee shall be subject to unannounced follow-up testing 
for at least 12 but not more than 60 months.  The frequency and duration will be recommended 
by the substance abuse professional as long as a minimum of six tests are performed during the 
first 12 months after the employee has returned to duty. 
 

EMPLOYEE REQUESTED TESTING 
 

Any employee who tests positive for the presence of illegal drugs or alcohol above the minimum 
thresholds set forth in 49 CFR Part 40, as amended, will be evaluated by a Substance Abuse 
Professional (SAP).  An SAP is a licensed or certified physician, psychologist, social worker, 
employee assistance professional, or addition counselor with knowledge of and clinical experience in 
the diagnosis and treatment of alcohol-related disorders.  The SAP will evaluate each employee to 
determine what assistance, if any, the employee needs in resolving problems associated with 
prohibited substance abuse or misuse. 
 
Assessment by an SAP does not shield an employee from disciplinary action or guarantee 
employment or reinstatement with the Indian River County Council on Aging, Inc. 
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If an employee is allowed to return to duty, he/she must properly follow the rehabilitation program 
prescribed by the Indian River County Council on Aging Drug Free Policy, the employee must pass 
return-to-duty drug and alcohol tests, and be subject to unannounced follow-up tests for a period of 
one to five years.  The cost of any treatment or rehabilitation services will be paid directly by the 
employee or their insurance provider.  Employees will be allowed to take accumulated sick leave 
and vacation leave to participate in the prescribed rehabilitation program. 
 

RE-ENTRY CONTRACTS 
 
Employees who re-enter the work force must agree to a re-entry contract.  That contract may 
include (but is not limited to): 
 

1. A release-to-work statement from an approved Substance Abuse Professional 
 

2. A negative test for drugs and/or alcohol 
 

3. An agreement to unannounced frequent follow-up testing 
 

4. A statement of expected work-related behaviors 
 

5. An agreement to follow specified after-care requirements with the understanding 
that violation of the re-entry contract is grounds for termination. 

 
e. Training 

 
 
PURPOSE: To conform with the Personnel Policies of the Indian River County Council on Aging 
and to provide a drug-free workplace. 
 
REQUIRED TRAINING: Supervisors who make reasonable suspicion determinations shall receive 
at least 60 minutes of training on the physical, behavioral and performance indicators of probable 
drug use and 60 minutes on probable alcohol use. 
 
Safety-sensitive employees shall be provided a minimum of 120 minutes/2 hours of orientation and 
training on this policy and its implementation and on the adverse effects of drug and alcohol abuse 
on personal health, safety, and the work environment. 
 
Any questions regarding this policy or any other aspect of the Drug-free and Alcohol-free Program 
should contact: 
 
Mary Boyle, COO 
Indian River County Council on Aging, Inc. 
694 14th Street 
Vero Beach, FL 32960 
772-569-0760 
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COMMUNITY TRANSPORTATION COORDINATOR STANDARDS 
 
1. Driver criminal background screening. 

All drivers are screened for criminal background checks and driver’s license records before 
hiring.  Local background checks are performed by Indian River Sheriff’s Department. 

 
2. Escorts and children. 

All children under 12 years of age or individuals unable to conduct their own daily affairs 
must be accompanied by an adult or an aide.  Child restraint seats are provided for children 3 
years of age or younger.  These seats are federally approved and standards are from code 
316.613.  Escorts are not charged. 

 
3. Rider property 

All riders’ property is the responsibility of the rider and provider assumes no responsibility 
for said property (six grocery bag limit per person). 

 
4. Vehicle transfer points. 

Transfer points appear in the schedule. 
 
5. Complaints and grievances. 

Complaints and grievances are handled through the attached Grievance Policy 
 
6. Vehicle related requirements. 

Vehicle requirements are according to DOT standards. 
 
7. Out of Service area trips. 

Out of Service area trips are handled on a per need basis according to individual service 
 contracts and providers. 
 
8. Billing requirements of CTC toward subcontractors. 

If the CTC without reasonable cause fails to make payment to the subcontractors and 
suppliers within seven (7) working days after the receipt by the CTC of full or partial 
payment, the CTC shall pay to the subcontractors and suppliers a penalty in the amount of 
one-half of one percent of the amount due, per day, from the expiration of the period allowed 
herein for payment. (F.S. 2000, Chapter 287/Part I/287.0585.  Late payments by contractors 
to subcontractors and suppliers; penalty). 

 
9. Public Transit Systems Ridership 
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Public transit ridership is reported in the Annual Operating Report (AOR). 
 
10. Monitoring of Subcontractors. 

Subcontractors will be monitored annually by the CTC. 
 
11. Liquidated Damages 

 Liquidated Damages will be handled according to DOT policies. 
 
12. Client/trip data base 

The client/trip data base is maintained at the main office of the CTC. 
 
13. Driver ID 
  All drivers have identification badges. 
 
14. Seating 

Seating is on a first come, first served basis.  Not to exceed manufacturer requirements. 
 
15.  Passenger loading assistance 

All passengers needing assistance will be given assistance by the driver of the vehicle. 
 
16. Smoking, eating or drinking on vehicles 

No smoking, eating or drinking will be allowed on any CTC vehicles. 
 
17. Passenger No-Show policy 

Passengers with no-shows will receive a warning letter after two (2) no-shows and will be  
removed from the system for a period of ninety (90) days after three (3) no-shows. 

 
18. Vehicle Air Conditioning and or heater 

All CTC vehicles are equipped with air conditioning and heaters. 
 
19. Communication systems required for vehicles to base. 

All CTC vehicles are equipped with radios hooked up to the county 800MHZz system. 
 
20. Passenger Assistance 

Drivers will assist passengers with packages (limit six), when needed. 
 
21. Accidents 

All accidents will be reported immediately to the CTC and appropriate accident forms will  
be filled out to document the nature of the accident, cause, and results.  All drivers involved  
in an accident must immediately be tested for illegal substances. 

 
22. Road Call. 

The County Road & Bridge Department will assist in Road Calls. 
 
23. Quantify Service Standards 
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The following local standards are established by the LCB: 
• Service Effectiveness: Minimum passenger trips per vehicle mile 0.15 
• Cost Efficiency/Effectiveness: Average operating expenses per passenger trip less than $6.31 
• Safety: Number of accidents per 100,000 vehicle miles: less than 0.6 
• Reliability: The average number of vehicle miles between road call: 45,000 miles 
• Vehicle Utilization: The average number of vehicle miles traveled per TD capita: more than 

21 miles 
• Complaints are recorded in a log book, kept in the CTC’s transportation office and reviewed 

by transportation coordinator monthly. 
• Presently call-hold time is controlled by the office manager (only 2 dispatchers with one  

being the office manager). 
• The scheduled pick-up time is recorded on driver daily manifest and actual pick-up time  is 

recorded by the driver.  On time performance is checked monthly by transportation       
coordinator. 

• The pick-up window established by the I.R.C. COA is 45 minutes maximum.  A non        
scheduled ADA-vehicle is available to take transfer clients to assure of this window. 

 
 
The Indian River County Transportation 
Disadvantaged Coordinating Board has 

adopted the following grievance procedures.  The purpose for this framework is to have complaints 
resolved in an expedient and fair procedure. 
 
The creation of a procedure for formal resolution by a grievance committee is mandated by law 
under Chapter 427, Florida Statutes, and Rule 41, Florida Administrative Code.  Membership of the 
Grievance Committee is appointed by the Transportation Disadvantaged Coordinating Board.  The 
Grievance Committee is composed of the following five Board members: 
 

1.  A veterans' representative, recognized by the Florida Department of Veterans' Affairs; 
2.  A Florida Department of Transportation representative; 
3.  A public education community representative; 
4.  A citizen over 60 representing the elderly; and 
5.  A citizen advocate representative and user of the system. 

 
The Grievance Committee meets as often as is required to resolve complaints but only after the first 
line of the resolution process has been completed and the grievance pursues the formal procedures. 
 
Grievance Procedures 
 
TIME FRAME STEPS 
(work days) 

First line of resolution process (informal) 
 

1. Complainant notifies the Transportation Disadvantaged Coordinator of the 
grievance and any documentation related to the matter.  This may be in the 
verbal or written form,  preferably written. 

B. Local Grievance Procedures/ Process 
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5 days  2. Coordinator creates a standard file on the grievance which includes all 

available information, dates, history, etc. for reviewing grievance. 
 
5 days  3. Coordinator meets with appropriate parties to discuss grievance. 

 
4. Coordinator documents their decision on the resolution of the grievance and 

forwards copy of document to complainant, Chairperson of the 
Transportation Disadvantaged Coordinating Board and Metropolitan 
Planning Organization Director.  The written decision will include a 
statement of the complainant's rights to file a formal grievance with the 
Grievance Committee. 

 
Second line of resolution process (formal) 

 
5 days  5. Upon receipt of the Coordinator's decision for resolution of the grievance, the 

Complainant has five working days to decide if the proposed resolution is 
agreeable.  If not, the Complainant may submit a written request for a formal 
Grievance Committee review of the complaint.  This request should be 
addressed to the Coordinator with a copy to the Transportation 
Disadvantaged Coordinating Board Chairperson and Metropolitan Planning 
Organization Director.  It should include grievance, the decision of the 
Coordinator and basis for the dissatisfaction of the proposed resolution. 

 
Up to 15  6. Upon receipt of the Complainant's formal request, Up to the Coordinator will 

have up to fifteen (15) working days to set up a Grievance Committee 
meeting.  The meeting must be scheduled within fifteen (15) working days 
from the date the Coordinator receives the request.  The Coordinator will 
contact the appropriate persons to participate in the meeting and make 
available all documents to the Grievance Committee members at least three 
(3) working days before the scheduled meeting. 

 
5 days  7. The Grievance Committee shall meet with the Coordinator and Complainant. 

There shall be a minimum of three Committee members present.  The 
Committee shall consider the issues. 

 
8. The Grievance Committee will have five (5) working days to reach a 

majority recommendation for resolution of the grievance.  A written decision 
will be forwarded to the Complainant, the Metropolitan Planning 
Organization Director and the Community Transportation Coordinator.  The 
decision shall also include a statement of the Complainant's rights to file a 
grievance with the State Commission for the Transportation Disadvantaged 
Grievance Committee. 

 
Final line of resolution (formal) 
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9. If the Complainant is still not satisfied with the action of the Grievance 
Committee, they may file a formal complaint with the State's Commission for 
the Transportation Disadvantaged Grievance Committee. 

 
All records of the grievance, including the Coordinator's and Grievance Committee reports, will be 
maintained by the Coordinator and made available upon request by the Commission for the 
Transportation Disadvantaged Grievance Committee. 

 
 
The Transportation Disadvantaged Local Coordinating Board 
(TDLCB) shall evaluate the performance of the Community 

Transportation Coordinator and provide a recommendation to the DOPA for continuation or 
replacement of the Community Transportation Coordinator.  To facilitate this evaluation process, the 
TDLCB developed a set of criteria for the coordinator evaluation.  On September 11, 1992, the 
Board of County Commissioners, acting as the county’s Designated Official Planning Agency 
(DOPA), approved the CTC’s evaluation procedures and standards. 
 
According to state requirements, the county can utilize its own CTC evaluation criteria to evaluate 
the performance of the CTC.  The state, however, is requiring that the following modules from the 
CTD’s evaluation workbook be used as part of the CTC’s performance evaluation: 
 
• Competition 
• Cost Effectiveness and Efficiency 
• Availability of Service 

 
 
 
 

Florida Rule Chapter 41-2, implementing the provisions of Chapter 427, Florida Statutes, places 
upon the Community Transportation Coordinator (CTC) the responsibility for the overall planning, 
administration, monitoring, coordination, arrangement and delivery of transportation disadvantaged 
(TD) services within its designated service area (Rule 41-2.011 (1).  This rule also requires that the 
Local Coordinating Board (LCB) on a continuous basis evaluate the services provided by the County 
Transportation Coordinator and provide an evaluation of the Coordinator's performance in general 
and relative to Transportation Disadvantaged Commission's standards. 
 

a. Responsibilities And Timeframe 
 
 
The Transportation Disadvantaged Local Coordinating Board (TDLCB) must evaluate the 
performance of the Community Transportation Coordinator (CTC) on an annual basis and provide a 
recommendation to the Designated Official Planning Agency (DOPA) for continuation or 
replacement of the Community Transportation Coordinator. 
 
Evaluation Subcommittee 

C. Evaluation Process 

1. CTC Evaluation Process 
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The TDLCB shall designate an Evaluation Subcommittee on an annual basis consisting of three 
voting members of the TDLCB to evaluate the previous year's performance of the Community 
Transportation Coordinator and to provide a written report to the TDLCB. 
 
Timeframe 
a) The evaluation report must cover the period from July 1 to June 30, corresponding to the 

timeframe of the Annual Operating Report (AOR).  The evaluation subcommittee's report 
must be submitted for the TDLCB's consideration at the November meeting of the TDLCB.   

b) One additional evaluation report per year may be requested by the TDLCB members.  The 
request for additional evaluation reports must be approved by the majority vote of the 
TDLCB members. 

 
b. Evaluation Criteria 

 
 
The following evaluation standards have been developed to allow the Local Coordinating Board to 
assess the performance of the Coordinator using locally developed criteria which incorporate those 
performance criteria provided by the Transportation  
 
Disadvantaged Commission.  These standards address four areas: coordination/planning, operation, 
costs/financial management, and utilization. 
 
Coordination/Planning 
Coordination is defined by Chapter 427, Florida Statutes, as "the arrangement for the provision of 
transportation service to the transportation disadvantaged in a manner that is cost effective, efficient, 
and reduces fragmentation and duplication of services".  These standards are intended to measure 
how well the County Transportation Coordinator (CTC) manages to bring together operators and 
consumers to ensure quality transportation for transportation disadvantaged persons at a reasonable 
cost. 
 

Performance Ranking 
Criteria Excellent Good Average Poor Comments
1) CTC's work toward implementation of 
the Coordinated Transportation 
Disadvantaged plan strategies as identified 
in the 
annual elements of the plan 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

2) CTC’s effort toward expansion of the 
coordinated system (signing additional 
contract with providers) 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

3) CTC’s effort to make the most effective 
use of existing TD services 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
4) CTC’s effort for obtaining additional 
funding 
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Performance Ranking 
Criteria Excellent Good Average Poor Comments
5) CTC’s reservation and scheduling system  

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

6) CTC’s promotional and marketing 
campaign 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

7) CTC’s effort to coordinate participation 
in inter-county trips 

     

8) Others (please specify)      
 

Operation 
Operation involves the actual delivery of services to the transportation disadvantaged.  It is 
considered to be the aspect of the overall evaluation most indicative of the coordinator's 
performance.  The standards in this area measure what service is available to the TD public and how 
well it is provided.  Many of the standards in this section are specific requirements required within 
Rule Chapter 41-2. 
 

Performance Ranking 
Criteria Excellent Good Average Poor Comments
1) CTC’s safety plan as measured annually 
by a declining number of no fault accidents 
per mile 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

2) CTC’s effort to provide services on a 24 
hours per day, seven days per week basis 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

3) CTC’s available insurance  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

4) CTC’s accessibility (how easy it is to 
contact CTC) 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

5) CTC’s method of recording, reporting 
and resolving complaints 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

6) CTC’s system to ensure that all 
equipment used complies with federal, state, 
TD Commission and local policies 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

7) CTC’s system to ensure that contractors’ 
performance meets required specifications 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

8) CTC’s system of performing client 
satisfaction surveys and reporting to the 
TDLCB 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

9) CTC’s effort on reducing the clients 
waiting time consistent with the plan 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

10) CTC’s on time performance record  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

11) CTC’s effort to avoid missing scheduled      
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Performance Ranking 
Criteria Excellent Good Average Poor Comments
trips      
12) CTC’s system of recording all refusals 
caused by system limitation and reporting to 
the TDLCB 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

13) CTC’s employee training program  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

14) CTC’s system to ensure that service is 
provided on a non-discriminatory basis 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

15) CTC’s effort to prioritize trips  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

16) CTC’s data base regarding routes, 
schedules, facilities, vehicles, locations, and 
number of clients 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

17) CTC’s effort to identify unmet needs  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

18) CTC’s vehicle inventory and 
maintenance system 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

19) CTC’s record for submittal of the MOA 
to the TDC on time 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

20) Others (please specify)  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Cost/Financial Management 
Costs and Financial Management standards reflect requirements for proper methods of calculating, 
recording and reporting of service costs.  Standards contained in this section reflect guidance 
contained in Rule Chapter 41-2. 
 

Performance Ranking 
Criteria Excellent Good Average Poor Comments
1) CTC’s fully allocated one-way passenger 
trip cost compared to other similar 
jurisdictions 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

2) CTC’s system of recording the 
appropriate costs and reporting to the 
TDLCB 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

3) CTC’s account system concurrence with 
a uniform accounting system for rural and 
specialized transportation providers 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

4) CTC’s effort to raise local funds  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

5) CTC’s effort to develop an equitable fare 
structure and solicit client contributions as 
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Performance Ranking 
Criteria Excellent Good Average Poor Comments
appropriate 
6) CTC’s effort to utilize all federal, state, 
and local funds 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

7) CTC’s effort to reduce one-way 
passenger trip cost 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

8) Others (please specify)  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

   
Utilization Review 
Utilization, like Operation, represents the practical aspect of the Coordinator's responsibilities.  
These standards are intended to measure the degree to which the Coordinator has provided 
coordinated transportation services, which include the greatest possible involvement of local 
agencies and the most effective use of resources and funding. 
 

Performance Ranking 
Criteria Excellent Good Average Poor Comments
1) CTC’s system to ensure provision of 
most effective and efficient service 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

2) CTC’s effort to utilize volunteers’ time 
and vehicles 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

3) CTC’s effort to utilize the vehicles of all 
non-profit organizations 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

4) CTC’s system of matching clients with 
appropriate vehicles 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

5) CTC’s flexibility to rotate vehicles based 
on the number of reservations and the 
clients’ origins and the destinations 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

6) CTC’s system for regular review of its 
organization and equipment 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

7)CTC’s efforts to utilize school buses  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

8) Others (please specify)  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
The CTC is responsible for evaluating and monitoring all TD provider (operator) and performing 
periodic spot checks for quality assurance.  While evaluating the operators the CTC considers the 
following factors: 
 

2. CTC Monitoring Procedures of Operators and Coordination Contractors 
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• Safety Program 
• Drug-free Workplace Policy 
• Cost associated with service provision 
• Vehicle conditions (cleanliness, handicapped accessible) 
• Provision of operational and financial data to the CTC in a timely manner 
• Insurance 
• Accident data 
• Drivers cleanliness, courtesy 
• Environmental considerations such as recycling, energy saving, alternative fuels, pollution 
• Others 

 
 
 
 

As part of the annual operation report and MOA all coordination contracts are reviewed by the CTC 
and LCB and continuation of the contract is recommended if contractors provide the most cost-
effective and efficient utilization of TD funds.  The CTC and LCB while providing contracts must 
ensure that the TD needs of the community are best served. 

 
 
 
 

The LCB is reviewing the performance of the official planning agency’s staff on a regular basis.  
They make sure that all the duties of the LCB and DOPA are addressed in a timely manner (all 
reports, funding applications, agenda items, etc. are provided according to the schedule).  Also, staff 

will be reviewed through the CTD’s Quality Assurance and Program Evaluation (QAPE) process. 
Section   101  Short Title 
Section   102  Authority 
Section   103  Jurisdiction 
Section   104  Effective Date 
Section   105  Preamble 
Section   106  Purpose & Functions 
Section   107         Membership 
Section   108  Appointment, Qualifications and 

  Terms of Office 
Section   109  Officers and Duties 
Section   110  Regular LCB Meetings 
Section   111        Special LCB Meetings 
Section   112  Emergency LCB Meetings 
Section   113        Public Hearings and Workshops 
Section   114  LCB Meeting Agenda 
Section   115  LCB Motions 
Section   116  Conduct of LCB Meetings 

3. Coordination Contract Evaluation Criteria 

4. Official Planning Agency Evaluation Process 

D. By-Laws for the Transportation Disadvantaged Local Coordinating Board (LCB) 
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Section   117       Subcommittees 
Section   118  Administration 
Section   119  Technical Advisory Committee 
 
Section    101   Short Title 
 
This chapter, the terms and provisions contained herein, shall be known as the "By-laws for the 
Transportation Disadvantaged Local Coordinating Board (LCB)" of Indian River County, Florida. 
 
Section     102   Authority 
 
(1) These by-laws are adopted pursuant to the authority contained in Chapter 427, Florida 

Statutes and Rule Chapter 41-2, Florida Administrative Code. 
(2) Whenever any provision of these by-laws refer to or cite a section of Chapter 427, Florida 

Statutes or Rule Chapter 41-2, Florida Administrative Codes it shall be deemed to refer to 
those sections, as amended. 

 
Section    103   Jurisdiction 
 
These by-laws shall be effective throughout Indian River County. Indian River County includes the 
unincorporated area as well as the municipalities. 
 
Section     104   Effective Date 
 
The provisions in this chapter were adopted on February 21, 1991 and became effective on same. 
 
Section     105   Preamble 
 
The Local Coordinating Board has been created pursuant to Chapter 427, Florida Statutes and Rule 
Chapter 41-2, Florida Administrative Code.  The following sets forth the by-laws, policies and 
procedures which shall serve to guide the proper functioning of the Local Coordinating Board 
(LCB).  The intent is to provide guidance for the operation of the LCB to ensure the accomplishment 
of transportation disadvantaged planning and development of tasks to create an efficient and safe 
public transportation system. 
 
Section     106   Purpose and Functions 
 
(1) The citizens of the area shall be involved in the transportation disadvantaged planning 

process by the establishment of a Local Coordinating Board (LCB).  The purpose of the LCB 
shall be to identify local service needs and to provide information, advice and direction to the 
Community Transportation Coordinator (CTC) on the coordination of services to be 
provided to the transportation disadvantaged population. 

 
(2) The Board shall meet at least quarterly and shall perform the following duties: 

(a) Maintain official meeting minutes, including an attendance roster, reflecting official 
action and provide a copy of same to the State Commission for the Transportation 
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Disadvantaged and the Chairperson of the Designated Official Planning Agency 
(DOPA). 

 
(b) Review and approve the Memorandum of Agreement including the Transportation 

Disadvantaged Service Plan. 
 

(c) On a continuing basis, evaluate services provided under the designated service plan.  
Annually, prior to the Coordinator's annual evaluation, provide the Metropolitan 
Planning Organization (MPO) or Designated Official Planing Agency (DOPA) with 
an evaluation of the Coordinator's performance in general and relative to the State 
Transportation Disadvantaged Commission standards and the completion of the 
annual service plan.  Recommendations relative to performance and the renewal of 
the Coordinator's contract shall be included in the report. 

 
 (d) In cooperation with the CTC, review and provide recommendations to the 

Commission and the MPO or DOPA on all applications for local government, state 
or federal funds relating to transportation of the transportation disadvantaged in the 
designated service area to ensure that any expenditures within the designated service 
area are provided in the most cost effective and efficient manner. 

 
(e) Review coordination strategies for service provision to the transportation 

disadvantaged in the designated service area to seek innovative ways to improve cost 
effectiveness, efficiency, safety, working hours and types of service in an effort to 
increase ridership to a broader population.  Such strategies should also encourage 
multi-county and regional transportation service agreements between area 
Community Transportation Coordinators and consolidation or adjacent designated 
service areas when it is appropriate and cost effective to do so. 

 
(f) Appoint a Grievance Subcommittee as outlined in the TDSPlan to process, 

investigate and resolve complaints and make recommendations to the Local 
Coordinating Board for improvement of service from agencies, users or potential 
users of the system in the designated service area.  The LCB shall establish 
procedures to provide regular opportunities for issues to be brought before such 
subcommittee and to resolve them in a timely manner. 

 
(g) In coordination with the CTC, jointly develop applications for funds that may 

become available. 
 

(h) Review and approve the Coordinator's Annual Operating Report, outlining the 
accomplishments and activities or other areas of interest to the Commission and the 
MPO or DOPA for the most recent operating year period. 

 
(i) Develop and maintain a vehicle inventory and utilization plan of those vehicles 

purchased with transportation disadvantaged funds for inclusion in the Board Annual 
Report to the Commission. 
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Section     107   Membership 
 
(1) LCB voting membership may be attained in the following ways: 
 

(a) An elected official may be chosen by his peers to serve as Chair; 
 
(b) A representative may be selected by a state or local agencies and be recommended to 

the Designated Official Planning Agency to serve on the Board. 
 
(2) The LCB membership shall include the following voting members: 
 

(a) Chairperson - Representative of the Designated Official Planning Agency (DOPA); 
(b) A representative of the Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT); 
(c) A representative of the Florida Department of Children and Families (FDC&F); 
(d) A representative of the Public Education Community; 
(e) A representative of the Florida Department of Labor and Employment Security 

(FDLES); 
(f) A person who is recognized by the Florida Department of Veterans Affairs, 

representing the veterans in the county; 
(g) A person who is recognized by the Florida Association for Community Action, 

representing the economically disadvantaged in the county; 
(h) A person over sixty, representing the elderly in the county; 
(i) A handicapped person, representing the handicapped in the county;  
(j) Two citizen advocate representatives in the county; one who must be a user of the 

system; 
(k) A representative of the Florida Department of Elder Affairs (FDEA); 
(l) A representative of the State Coordinating Council of Early Childhood Services 

(CCECS); 
(m) A representative of the Florida Agency for Health Care Administration (FAHCA); 
(n) A representative of the Private Transportation Industry; and 
(o) A representative of the Mass/Public Transit industry if applicable. 

 
(3) Additionally, the DOPA may appoint persons who apply for non-voting membership 

appointments.  Should the county have a public mass transit operator he or she shall be 
appointed as a non-voting member by the DOPA. 

 
 
(4) Non-voting members shall sit with same rights and privileges as other members, except that 

non-voting members shall not have the right to present motions or second same, or to vote 
upon any motion of the LCB. 

 
Section    108   Appointment, Qualifications and Terms of Office 
 
(1) The LCB shall encourage affected state/local agencies, the DOPA and interested citizens in 

Indian River County to nominate representatives to serve as voting members on the LCB. 
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(2) Each LCB member is expected to demonstrate his or her interest in the LCB activities 
through regular attendance at scheduled LCB meetings.  If any voting member misses three 
(3) consecutive meetings for unexcused reasons, the LCB Chairman shall review and 
determine if a recommendation for removal should be provided to the DOPA.  If that voting 
member is an agency representative rather than a citizen member, the DOPA shall send 
written communication to the agency head to report the three consecutive un-excused 
absences, and request a recommendation for a replacement to be appointed by that agency.  

 
(3) In the event a member resigns, such member shall submit his/her resignation in writing to the 

DOPA.  The resignation shall take effect upon receipt of the letter. 
 
(4) LCB members shall be appointed to terms as follows: 

(a) Except for the Chair, and state agency representatives, the members of the Board 
shall be appointed for three (3) year staggered terms with initial membership being 
appointed equally for one, two and three years.  The Chair shall serve until replaced 
by the DOPA. 

 
(5) Vacancies shall be filled in the same manner as the initial appointment. 
 
(6) The DOPA shall recommend that alternates be nominated by the agency representatives to 

serve in their place should they be absent. 
 
(7) Each member of the LCB may request that the DOPA recognize one designated alternate 

who may vote in the absence of that member on a one-vote-per-member basis. 
 
Section    109   Officers and Duties 
 
(1) The LCB voting membership shall hold an organizational meeting as part of their first 

meeting of each year for the purpose of electing a Vice Chair from its voting membership.  
The LCB will also confirm the yearly calendar of meetings at the January meeting. 

 
(2) The Chair shall accept nominations either in written or verbal form at the meeting specified 

in Section (1) above. 
 
(3) If a quorum (one-half of the total membership, plus one) is in attendance, Vice Chair shall be 

elected by a majority of the members present at the organizational meeting and shall serve a 
term of one year. 

 
(4) The Chair shall preside at all meetings.  In the event of his or her absence, or at his or her 

direction, the Vice Chair shall preside. 
 
(5) In the event of the permanent incapacitation or removal from the LCB of the Chair or Vice 

Chair, a new Chair will be chosen from his or her peers of elected officials and named by the 
DOPA, or a new Vice Chair elected from the membership at the next scheduled meeting. 

 
(6) The Chair shall sign all appropriate forms and letters. 
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Section     110   Regular LCB Meetings 
 
(1) LCB meetings shall be held at least quarterly or on an as-needed basis at a date, time and 

place to be designated by the Chair.  Regular meeting dates and times may be changed by the 
Chair or Vice Chair to accommodate holidays or for other reasons. 

 
(2) In the event that the Chair or Vice Chair wishes to cancel or change the meeting time and/or 

date of a regular meeting, advance notice of such cancellation or change shall be given at 
least seven (7) working days before such meeting was to have taken place. 

 
(3) No less than fourteen (14) working days prior to a regular LCB meeting, notice and tentative 

agendas shall be sent to the members of the LCB and local media services. 
 

Section      111  Special LCB Meetings 
 
(1) A special meeting of the LCB may be called by the Chair or a majority of the voting 

members by a phone vote.  Each voting and non-voting member of the LCB will receive a 
notification of such special meeting stating the date, hour and place of the meeting and the 
purpose for which such meeting is called, and no other business shall be transacted at that 
meeting. 

 
(2) No less than forty-eight (48) hours before such special meeting, the LCB shall give notice of 

the date, hour and place of the special meeting including a statement of the subject matter to 
be considered and public notice provided to the print media (press box at the Board of 
County Commissioners office) and posted at the site of the special meeting. 

 
Section    112   Emergency LCB Meetings 
 
(1) An emergency meeting of the LCB may be called by the Chair when, in his or her opinion, 

an emergency exists which requires immediate action by the LCB.  When such a meeting is 
called, each LCB member will be notified, stating the date, hour and place of the meeting 
and the purpose for which it is called, and no other business shall be transacted at that 
meeting.  Every attempt shall be made to give a twenty-four (24) hour advance notice of such 
emergency meeting before the meeting is held. 

 
(2) If, after reasonable diligence, it becomes impossible to give notice to each member, such 

failure shall not affect the legality of the emergency meeting if a quorum (one-half of the 
voting membership, plus one) is present.  The minutes of each emergency meeting shall 
show that proper notice was given to each member of the LCB, or shall show a waiver of 
notice. 

 
Section    113   Public Hearings and Workshops 
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(1) Public hearings and workshops may be called by the LCB and may be scheduled before or 
after regular meetings at the same meeting place or may be scheduled at other times and 
places, provided: 

 
(a) The LCB shall give notice of the date, hour and place of the hearing or workshop 

including a statement of the general subject matter to be considered no less than ten 
(10) working days (or as required by Federal and State Regulations) before the event; 
and 

(b) No formal business, for which notice has not been given, shall be transacted at such 
workshops or hearings. 

 
Section    114   LCB Meeting Agenda 
 
(1) There shall be an official agenda for every meeting of the LCB, which shall determine the 

order of business conducted at the meeting. 
 
(2) Requests for agenda changes to any LCB meeting may be presented to the Chair at the 

meeting. 
 
(3) The LCB shall not take action upon any matter, proposal or item of business not listed on the 

official agenda, unless a majority of the voting members present shall have first consented to 
the presentation thereof for consideration and action; however, the Chair may add new 
business to the agenda under other business, or reports. 

 
(4) No agenda item listed on the agenda for public hearings or vote thereon may be deferred 

until a later time unless a majority of the voting members present shall vote in favor of such 
deferral. 

 
(5) The agenda shall be prepared by the County staff, except for special or emergency meetings. 
 
Section    115   LCB Motions 
 
(1)  All actions of the LCB shall be by motion.  These actions may include but are not limited to: 
 

(a) Endorsement of transportation disadvantaged plans and programs and amendments 
thereto; 

(b) Endorsement of goals and objectives; 
 

(c) Endorsement of policy directives; 
(d) Approval of administrative matters including directives or authorizations of the 

Chairman, LCB Subcommittees, or the technical staff; 
(e) Amendments to the LCB By-laws, subject to the approval of the DOPA; and 
(f) Any other matters deemed by the LCB to be of sufficient importance to require a 

motion. 
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(2) All official and formal motions of the LCB shall be recorded in the minutes and kept in the 
MPO’s permanent files. 

 
Section  116   Conduct of LCB Meetings 
 
(1) All LCB meetings will be open to the public and members of the press. 
 
(2) The procedures of Indian River County's Board of County Commissioners shall be used at all 

LCB meetings as set forth in Chapter 102 of the Indian River County Code. 
 
(3) One-half of the total membership, plus one, of the LCB shall constitute a quorum. No official 

action shall be taken without a quorum. No motion shall be adopted by the LCB except upon 
the affirmative vote of a simple majority of the voting members present. 

 
(4) Should no quorum attend within fifteen (15) minutes after the hour appointed for the meeting 

of the LCB, the Chair or Vice Chair may adjourn the meeting.  In that event, those members 
present may, by unanimous agreement, select another hour or day with provision of adequate 
notice.  The names of the members present and their action at such meeting shall be recorded 
in the minutes. 

 
(5) All meetings of the LCB shall be conducted in accordance with the following: 
 

(a) The Chair shall preside at all meetings at which he or she is present; 
(b) In the absence of the Chair, the Vice Chair shall preside.  If both the chair and the 

vice-chair are absent, the person designated by the chair shall preside; 
(c) The Chair shall state every question coming before the LCB and announce the 

position of the LCB on all matters coming before it; 
(d) A simple majority vote of the voting members present shall govern and conclusively 

determine all questions of order not otherwise covered.  Individual dissent shall be 
recorded and represented as such; 

(e) No individual member shall represent an individual opinion to the press, State, 
Federal or local officials or any other party as being the consensus/findings of the 
LCB unless previous discussion and a majority vote was taken at LCB meeting; 

 (f) The Chair shall call the LCB meeting to order at the appointed hour; 
(g) In the absence of the Chair and Vice Chair, the County staff representative shall 

determine whether a quorum is present and in that event shall call for election of a 
temporary Chair.  The temporary Chair shall preside at the meeting and relinquish 
the chair upon conclusion of the meeting; 

(h) Any LCB member who must be absent from any LCB meeting shall notify the LCB 
secretary of the absence as soon as convenient; 

(i) Any LCB member who is presented with a voting conflict of interest under Section 
112.3143, Florida Statutes must file a "Form 8B Memorandum of Voting Conflict for 
County, Municipal and other Local Public Officers" and comply with the instructions 
contained therein.  A voting conflict occurs when the measure to be voted on could 
inure to the LCB members special private gain or to the special gain of a principal 
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(other than a governmental agency) by whom the Board member is retained.  The 
secretary of the Board shall provide any member with form 8B upon request. 

(j) Any LCB member who has disagreement with Committee or Board policies shall 
state same in a letter to the LCB Chair and the DOPA chair prior to seeking a 
resolution; 

(k) The vote upon any resolution, motion or other matter shall be a voice vote, unless the 
Chair or any member requests that a roll call be taken; 

(l) Upon every roll call vote, the LCB secretary shall call the roll, tabulate the votes, and 
announce the results; 

(m) The minutes of prior meetings may be approved by a majority of the voting members 
present, and upon approval shall become the official minutes; 

(n) Any citizen who is not a member of the LCB can be placed on an agenda upon prior 
written request of a regular meeting of the LCB and be heard concerning any matter 
within the scope of the jurisdiction of the LCB; 

(o) Any citizen who is not a member of the LCB shall not be permitted to address the 
LCB on any matter not appearing on the agenda, unless the LCB shall first grant 
permission to be heard by a majority of the voting members present; 

(p) Any citizen who is not a member of the LCB shall not be entitled as a matter of right 
to address the LCB on any matter listed on the official agenda which is not scheduled 
for public hearing, discussion or debate, unless the LCB shall first grant permission 
to be heard by the majority of the voting members present a the meeting. 

(q) Each person, other than the LCB members and County staff members who address 
the LCB shall give the following information for the minutes: 
1. Name; 
2. Address; 
3. Representing; 
4. Whether or not he or she is being compensated by the person(s) for whom he 

or she speaks; and whether he or she, or any member of his or her immediate 
family, has a personal financial interest in the pending matter. 

(r) Unless further time is granted by the LCB, each person shall limit his or her address 
to five (5) minutes; and 

(s) All remarks shall be addressed to the LCB as a body and not to any member thereof. 
No person, other than LCB members and the person having the floor, shall be 
permitted to enter into any discussion, either directly or through a member, without 
permission of the presiding officer.  No question shall be asked of a LCB member 
except through the presiding Chair. 

 
Section  117   Subcommittees 
 
(1) LCB Subcommittees shall be designated by the LCB as necessary to investigate and report 

on specific subject areas of interest to the LCB.  These subcommittees shall include, but are 
not limited to: 

 
(a) Paratransit, Intercounty travel and future public transportation development; 
(b) Fare structure and service area needs assessment; and 
(c) Directions for future growth and funding sources 
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(2) LCB Subcommittees may be designated as necessary to deal with administrative and 

legislative procedures.  These subcommittees may include, but are not limited to: 
 

(a) Administrative matters (CTC evaluation, etc.); 
(b) By-law amendments, and 
(c) Grievance matters. 

 
Section  118   Administration 
 
(1) The MPO staff director, or designee, shall be the direct liaison between the LCB Chair and 

the DOPA. 
 
(2) MPO staff, Community Development Department staff, BCC office staff, and Legal 

Department staff shall serve as the support staff of the LCB. 
 
(3) MPO staff is responsible for the minutes of all meetings and all notices and agendas for 

future meetings. 
 
(4) MPO staff shall furnish recording capability for all meetings. 
 
(5) MPO staff will assist the Chair in the preparation, duplication and distribution of all printed 

materials necessary for meetings. 
 
(6) All official actions of the LCB are to be recorded and kept in permanent minute files by 

MPO staff.  These files shall be open to public inspection during regular office hours of the 
County staff office located at 1840 25th Street in Vero Beach, Florida. 

 
Section 119   Technical Advisory Committee 
 
(1) Purpose 

The purpose of the Transportation Disadvantaged Technical Advisory Committee is to: 
(a) review technical merits of work activities; and 
(b) when requested by the TDLCB, provide comment, advice and direction to be 

incorporated in the decision-making process of the Transportation 
Disadvantaged Coordinating Board. 

 
(2) Definition 

An entity composed of representatives appointed by the Transportation Disadvantaged Local 
Coordinating Board may review technical merits of the County Transportation 
Disadvantaged Program, provide information, clarification, advice and recommend actions 
for the LCB to consider. 

 
(3) Membership 
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All members of the Indian River County Transportation Disadvantaged Technical Advisory 
Committee shall be approved by the Transportation Disadvantaged Local Coordinating 
Board. 

 
Membership shall be limited to a maximum of five (5) members.  Members will be approved 
at the discretion of the Transportation Disadvantaged Local Coordinating Board. 

 
Any public or private transportation provider, Transportation Disadvantaged Local 
Coordinating Board member, funding agency, governmental agency or user of the paratransit 
system may request membership status. 

 
(a) Voting Members 
Each approved member or his/her Alternate has voting privileges. 

 
(b) Voting 
A quorum shall be necessary for a vote to be taken.  Members or their Alternates must be 
present to cast a vote.  A roll call shall be made upon request of a member.  All votes, 
whether pro or con, or a tie, shall be forwarded (with comment if requested by Technical 
Advisory Committee member) to the Transportation Disadvantaged Local Coordinating 
Board. 
 
(c) Alternates 
Members may designate in writing an Alternate to be approved by the Transportation 
Disadvantaged Local Coordinating Board.  The alternate shall vote only in the absence of 
that member on a one-vote per member basis. 

 
(d) Quorum 
A quorum will be required for an official meeting.  A majority of the total voting 
membership shall constitute a quorum.  Authorized Alternates shall be counted as members 
present.  Majority is defined as one-half plus one members of the total Transportation 
Disadvantaged Technical Advisory Committee members. 

 
(4) Officers 

 (a) Chairperson 
At its first meeting, the Transportation Disadvantaged Technical Advisory Committee shall 
elect one of its voting members to serve as the official Chairperson to preside at all 
Transportation Disadvantaged Technical Advisory Committee meetings for the year.  The 
Chairperson shall be elected by a majority vote of a quorum of the Technical Advisory 
Committee members. 

 
(b) Vice-Chairperson 
The Transportation Disadvantaged Technical Advisory Committee shall elect one of its 
voting members to serve as the official Vice-Chairperson.  In the event of the Chairperson's 
absence, the Vice-Chairperson shall assume the duties of the Chairperson and conduct the 
meeting. 
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(c) Executive Secretary 
The Planning staff shall serve the TAC in an administrative and coordinating capacity.  The 
TDLCB secretary shall serve the TAC in a secretarial capacity. 

 
(5) Terms Of Tenure 

The Chairperson and Vice-Chairperson are elected by the Transportation Disadvantaged 
Technical Advisory Committee at its first meeting.  The tenure of the Chairperson and the 
Vice-Chairperson shall be for a period of one year. 

 
(6) Attendance 

The Board shall review and consider rescinding the appointment of any member of the 
Technical Advisory Committee who fails to attend or send an alternate to three (3) 
consecutive meetings. 

 
(7) Administration 

(a) Staff Support 
The MPO and/or the Community Development Department shall provide the Transportation 
Disadvantaged Technical Advisory Committee with sufficient staff support and resources to 
enable the Transportation Disadvantaged Technical Advisory Committee to fulfill its 
responsibilities.  These responsibilities include providing sufficient staff: 

1. To manage and oversee the operations of the Technical Advisory Committee; 
and 

2. To assist in the scheduling of meetings, preparing meeting agendas and 
agenda packages, and other administrative duties. 

 
(b) Meetings 
The Transportation Disadvantaged Technical Advisory Committee meetings shall be called 
at the discretion of the Transportation Disadvantaged Technical Advisory Committee 
Chairperson. 

 
All meetings are opened to the public.  Any individuals will be given an opportunity to 
address the TAC members and request their comments be forwarded to the TDLCB. 

 
(c) Meeting Notices 
Planning staff shall give all Transportation Disadvantaged Technical Advisory Committee 
members and interested parties approximately seven days advance notice and a copy of the 
agenda for scheduled monthly meetings. 

 
(d) Agenda and Minutes 
Planning staff shall prepare the agenda for each TAC meeting.  The TDLCB secretary shall 
maintain an official set of minutes for each Transportation Disadvantaged Technical 
Advisory Committee meeting.  The minutes shall include an attendance roster and reflect 
official recommendations by the Transportation Disadvantaged Technical Advisory 
Committee.  Copies of all minutes shall be sent to the Transportation Disadvantaged 
Coordinating Board Chairperson. 
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Any individual, profit or not-for profit business or governmental unit may initiate a request 
for consideration of an item to be placed on the agenda.  Such request is to be submitted to 
the Planning Department in written form at least fourteen days prior to the next regularly 
scheduled Transportation Disadvantaged Technical Advisory Committee meeting. 

 
(8) Duties 

The Transportation Disadvantaged Technical Advisory Committee has the following duties: 
 

(a) Review the Transportation Disadvantaged Service Plan and make recommendations 
to the Transportation Disadvantaged Local Coordinating Board. 

(b) Review the Memorandum of Agreement and make recommendations to the 
Transportation Disadvantaged Local Coordinating Board. 

(c) Review and evaluate services provided by the CTC in meeting the approved Service 
Plan. 

(d) Review the Overall Transportation Disadvantaged Program annually and submit 
comments to the Transportation Disadvantaged Local Coordinating Board for their 
consideration. 

(e) In cooperation with the Planning Department staff, review and provide 
recommendations to the Commission for the Transportation Disadvantaged (CTD) 
on funding applications affecting the transportation. 

 
(f) Review coordination strategies with adjacent counties as well as service provision to 

the transportation disadvantaged in the designated Indian River County service area. 
(g) Evaluate multi-county or regional opportunities for provision of transportation 

disadvantaged services. 
(h) Review and evaluate inter-county and intra-county agreements to improve 

coordination amongst transportation disadvantaged providers as a way to reduce 
costs for service delivery, maintenance, insurance, and/or other identified strategies. 

(i) Review and evaluate involvement of the private and public sector, volunteers, public 
transit, school districts, elected officials and others in any plan for improved service 
delivery. 

(j) Review by September 1 each year, an Annual Operation Report (AOR) prepared by 
the CTC outlining the accomplishments and activities, or other areas of interest to the 
Commission for the Transportation Disadvantaged (CTD), for the most recent 
operating year period. 

(k) Periodically review the CTC's vehicle inventory and utilization plan for those 
vehicles purchased with Transportation Disadvantaged funds. 

(l) Review Monthly Operating report of the Community Transportation Coordinator 
(CTC). 

(m) Review complaints or recommendations brought forth to the Transportation 
Disadvantaged Technical Advisory Committee for improvement of services from 
agencies, users, or potential users of the system in the designated service area. 

 
Originally Adopted On February 21, 1991. 
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IV.  FINANCIAL ELEMENT 
 
 
Financial element’s of the plan contains a cost/revenue allocation and fare structure justification 
sheet is attached. 
 

Table 19 
 Indian River County Council on Aging, Inc. 

  Cost/Revenue Allocation And Fare Structure Justification 
 

Calculation of unit cost -  
Evaluation Period 7/04-6/05  

 
Total 

Expense Total 
Trips 

Total 
Miles 

Cost per 
Trip 

Average 
Cost/Mile

CTC totals per worksheet 7 and 
worksheet 8a 

$2,630,371 329,745 868,575 $7.98 $3.03

 
Table 20 

Community Coach 
Recommended Trip Rates Starting October 1, 2004 

 
CTC Rate Justification Proposed Trip 

Rate 
Proposed 

Mileage Rate 
Proposed Load Factor 

Per Hour 
Group Trip $6.11
Individual Medical Trip $13.85
Wheelchair Trip $16.35
Stretcher (in and out of service area) $3.03 $10.00
Medical (out of service area) $3.03 $10.00

 

 
 

CTC Rate Justification 
(Contracted Rates) 

Indian River County Council 
on Aging Assoc. For Retarded Citizens 

Proposed rates for 10/1/05/to 9/30/06 
 

Average 
Miles per 

Trip 

Cost 
Per 
Mile 

Load 
Factor 

Proposed 
Rate per 

Trip 

Proposed 
Rate per 

Mile 

Proposed Load 
Factor per 

Hour 
Trips In Service Area 
Fixed Route/Fixed Schedule 1.8 $3.03 $0.00 $4.25  
Group Trip 2.589 $3.03 $0.00 $6.11  
Individual Medical Trip 5.896 $3.03 $0.00 $13.85  
Wheelchair Trip 6.928 $3.03 $2.50 $16.35  
Trips Paid by Miles and Attendant Hours 
Stretcher (in and out of service area) $3.03 $10.00
Medical (out of service area) $3.03 $10.00
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CTC Rate Justification 
(Contracted Rates) 

Indian River County Council 
on Aging Assoc. For Retarded Citizens 

Group Trip (same as COA rate) $6.11 $6.11
Individual Medical Trip (same as COA 
rate) 

$13.85 $13.85

Wheelchair Trip (same as COA rate) $16.35 $16.35
Stretcher Per Mile $3.03
Stretcher Per Hour (attendant) $10.00
Medical Per Mile $2.36
Medical Per Hour (attendant) $10.00
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APPENDIX I 
PHYSICAL EXAMINATION FOR PUBLIC-SECTOR BUS DRIVER 

DOT FORM 775-030-01 
 
Distribution: 
1. Retain Copy in 

Doctor’s File 
2. Send Original to 

Employer 

 
 FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 PUBLIC TRANSIT OFFICE 
 PHYSICAL EXAMINATION FOR PUBLIC-SECTOR BUS DRIVER 
 (To Be Filled in By Examining Physician) 

 
Date of Examination 

 
Driver’s Name:_______________________   Preemployment Examination  Biennial Examination 
 
Address:     City   State   Zip Code 
 
Social Security Number:   Date of Birth:    Age: 
 
Health History: Yes No   Yes No    Yes No 

  Asthma    Nervous Stomach    Head or Spinal Injuries 
  Kidney    Rheumatic Fever    Seizures, Fits, Confusion, or 

Fainting 
  Tuberculosis   Muscular Disease    Extensive Refinement by Illness 

or Injury 
  Syphilis    Psychiatric Disorder    Any other Nervous Disorder 
  Gonorrhea   Cardiovascular Disease   Suffering from Any  Other Illness 
  Diabetes    Gastrointestinal Ulcer   Permanent Defect from Illness, Disease or 

Injury
  

 
General Appearance and Development   Good    Fair    Poor 
 
Vision: For Distance: Right 20/_____ Left 20/_____ Without Corrective Lenses_________ With Corrective Lenses_______ 

Evidence of Disease or Injury  Right_____________________________  Left_______________________________ 
Color Test:_____________________ Horizontal Field of Vision: Right______________________ Left______________________ 

 
 
Audiometric Test: Decibel Loss at 500 Hz________________  1,000 Hz_________________  20,000 Hz________________ 
 
 
Throat:_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Thorax: Heart______________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

If Organic Disease is present, is it fully compensated?________________________________________________________________________ 
Blood Pressure: Systolic_______________________  Diastolic____________________________ 
Pulse: Before Exercise__________________________  Immediately After Exercise_________________________ 
Lungs:_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
Abdomen:  Scars:___________________  Abnormal Masses:_____________________________________  Tenderness:______________ 
 
 
Gastrointestinal: Ulceration or Other Diseases:   Yes   No 
 
Genito-Urinary: Scars:__________________  Urethral Discharge:__________________________________ 
 
Reflexes: Romberg:_____________________________________________________________ 

Pupillary_________________________  Light:  Right_____________________  Left____________________ 
Accommodation: Right:___________________  Left:_____________________ 
Knee Jerks: Right: Normal______________ Increased_________________  Absent___________________ 

Left: Normal______________ Increased_________________  Absent___________________ 
Remarks:_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
Extremities: Upper:_________________  Lower____________________  Spine______________________ 
 
Laboratory and Urine: Specific Gr._____________ Ab.______________  Sugar_____________ Drug Screen_______________ 
Other Special Other Laboratory Data (Seriology, etc)_________________________________________________ 
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Findings:  Radiological Data_______________________________ Electrocardiograph___________________________ 
 Controlled Substance Test Performed    Controlled Substance Test NOT Performed 

 
General Comments:____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Name of Examining Doctor (Print)__________________________________ Signature:____________________________ 
Address of Examining Doctor:___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
MEDICAL EXAMINER’S CERTIFICATE 
 
I certify that I have examined _____________________________ (Print Applicant/Driver’s Name) in accordance with 
instructions printed on the reverse side of this form, and (Florida Department of Transportation Rul 14-90.0041, FAC). 
This examination is valid for twenty-four (24) months from the date performed unless a limited validation period is 
indicated: ______________ months 
 
A complete examination for this person is on file in my office at _____________________________ (address) 
 
__________________________ __________________________ ______________________________ 
(Date of Examination) (Name of Examining Doctor) (Signature of Examining Doctor) 
 
__________________________ __________________________ _______________________________ 
(Signature of Driver/Applicant) (Address of Driver/Applicant) (Employer of Applicant) 
 
The following will be completed only when the visual test is conducted by a licensed ophthalmologist or optometrist) 
 
__________________________________  ____________________________________________________ 
(Date of Examination)   (Name of ophthalmologist or optometrist) 
 
________________________________________________________________________________________ 
(Address of ophthalmologist or optometrist)  Signature of ophthalmologist or optometrist) 
 
Instructions to Physicians are Printed on Reverse Side) 

 
 
 Instructions for Performing and Recording Physical Examinations 
 
The examining physician should review these instructions before performing the physical 
examination.  Answer each question yes or no where appropriate.  The examining physician should 
be aware of the rigorous physical demands and mental and emotional responsibilities placed on the 
driver of a public-sector bus.  In the interest of public safety the examining physician is required to 
certify that the driver does not have any physical, mental, or organic defect of such a nature as to 
affect the driver’s ability to operate safely a public-sector bus according to the requirements 
established by the bus transit system. 
 
General Information.  The purpose of this history and physical examination is to detect the 
presence of physical, mental, or organic defects of such a character and extent as to affect the 
applicant’s ability to operate a public-sector bus safely according to the physical requirements 
established by the bus transit system.  The examination should be made carefully and at least as 
complete as indicated by the attached form.  History of certain defects may be cause for rejection or 
indicate the need for making certain laboratory tests or a further, and more stringent, examination.  
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Defects may be recorded which do not, because of their character or degree, indicate that physical 
qualification should be denied.  However, these defects should be discussed with the driver/applicant 
and he should be advised to take the necessary steps to ensure correction, particularly those of 
which, if neglected, might lead to a condition likely to affect his ability to drive safely. 
 
General Appearance and Development.  Note marked overweight.  Note any posture defect, 
perceptible limp, tremor, or other defects that might be caused by alcoholism, thyroid intoxication, 
or other illnesses. 
 
Head - Eyes.  When other then the Snellen chart is used, the results of test must be expressed in 
values comparable to the standard Snellen test.  If the applicant wears corrective lenses, these should 
be worn while applicant’s visual acuity is being tested.  In recording distance vision use 20 feet as 
normal.  Report all vision as a fraction with 20 as numerator and the smallest type read at 20 feet as 
denominator.  Note ptosis, discharge, visual fields, ocular muscle imbalance, color blindness, corneal 
scar, exophthalmos, or strabismus, uncorrected by corrective lenses.  If the driver habitually wears 
contact lenses, or intends to do so while driving, there should be sufficient evidence to indicate that 
he has good tolerance and is well adapted to their use.  The use of contact lenses should be noted on 
the record. 
 
Ears.  Note evidence of mastoid or middle ear disease, discharge, symptoms of aural vertigo, or 
Meniere’s Syndrome.  When recording hearing, record distance from patient from which a forced 
whispered voice can first be heard.  If audiometer is used to test hearing, record decibel loss at 500 
Hz, 1,000 Hz, and 2,000 Hz. 
 
Throat.  Note evidence of disease, irremediable deformities of the throat likely to interfere with 
eating or breathing, or any laryngeal condition which could interfere with the safe operation of a 
public-sector bus. 
 
Thorax - Heart.  Stethoscopic examination is required.  Note murmurs and arrhythmias, and any 
past or present history of cardiovascular disease, of a variety known to be accompanied by syncope, 
dyspnea, collapse, enlarged heart or congestive heart failures.  Electrocardiogram is required when 
findings so indicate. 
 
Blood Pressure. Record with either spring or mercury column type sphygmomanometer. 
 
Lungs.  If any lung disease is detected, state whether active or arrested; if arrested, your opinion as 
to how long it has been quiescent. 
 
Gastrointestinal System.  Note any diseases of the gastrointestinal system. 
 
Abdomen.  Note wounds, injuries, scars, or weakness of muscles of abdominal walls sufficient to 
interfere with normal function.  Any hernia should be noted if present.  State how long and if 
adequately contained by truss. 
Abnormal Masses.  If present, note location, if tender, and whether or not applicant knows how 
long they have been present.  If the diagnosis suggests that the condition might interfere with the 
control and safe operation of a public-sector bus more stringent tests are recommended. 
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Tenderness.  When noted, state where most pronounced, and suspected cause.  If the diagnosis 
suggests that the condition might interfere with the control and safe operation of a public-sector bus, 
more stringent tests are recommended. 
 
Genito-Urinary.  Urinalysis is required.  Acute infections of the genito-urinary tract, as defined by 
local and state public health laws, indications from urinalysis of uncontrolled diabetes, symptomatic 
albumin-urea in the urine, or other findings that may indicate health conditions likely to interfere 
with the control and safe operation of a public-sector bus. 
 
Neurological.  If positive Romberg is reported, indicate degrees of impairment.  Pupillary reflexes 
should be reported for both light and accommodation.  Knee jerks are to be reported absent only 
when not obtainable upon reinforcement and as increased when the foot is actually lifted from the 
floor following a light blow on the patella, sensory vibratory and positional abnormalities should be 
noted. 
 
Extremities.  Carefully examine upper and lower extremities.  Record the loss of impairment of a 
leg, foot, toe, arm, hand or fingers.  Note any and all deformities, the presence of atrophy, 
semiparalysis or paralysis, or varicose veins.  If a hand or finger deformity exists, determine whether 
sufficient mobility and strength exist to enable the driver to operate pedals properly.  Particular 
attention should be given to and a record should be made of, any impairment or structural defect 
which may interfere with the driver’s ability to operate a public-sector bus safely. 
 
Spine.  Note deformities, limitation of motion, or any history of pain, injuries or disease, past or 
presently experienced in the cervical or lumbar spine region.  If findings so dictate, radiologic and 
other examinations should be used to diagnose congenital or acquired defects; or spondylolisthesis 
and scoliosis. 
 
Recto-Genital Studies.  Disease or conditions causing discomfort should be evaluated carefully to 
determine the extent to which the condition might be handicapping while lifting, pulling, or during 
periods or prolonged driving that might be necessary as part of the driver’s duties. 
 
Laboratory and Other Special Findings.  Urinalysis is required, as well as such other tests as the 
medical history or findings upon physical examination may dictate are necessary.  A serological test 
is required if the applicant has a history of luetic infection or present physical findings indicate the 
possibility of latent syphilis.  Other studies deemed advisable may be ordered by the examining 
physician. 
 
Controlled Substances Testing.  If a test for controlled substances is performed as part of the 
medical examination, the medical examiner is to check the box next to the statement, “Controlled 
substances test performed” on the medical examination form.  If a test for controlled substances is 
not performed, the medical examiner is to check the box net to the statement, “Controlled substances 
test not performed”. 
The physician must date and sign his findings upon completion of the examination. 
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APPENDIX II 
 DRIVER'S DAILY INSPECTION FORM 
  
Name:_________________________ Date:_______________  Vehicle No._____________ 
 
Inspections are to be made daily, prior to placing the vehicle in service.  Inspection forms are to be turned into the 
Transportation Coordinator at the end of the day with the daily driver manifest. 

 
Mark in the left hand column an “N” if attention is required or “OK” if 
the conditions are safe 

 
Note conditions requiring supervisor 
attention below: 

 
1. LOOK OUTSIDE THE VEHICLE 
 
OK Not OK 

   Windshield, mirrors, front windows 
   Headlights - wipe clean 
   Exhaust - tailpipe clear 
   Bump tires 
   Under the vehicle oil leak/water leak 
   Vehicle clean 
   Check fluid level (oil/water/brake) 

 
 
____________________________________ 
____________________________________ 
____________________________________ 
____________________________________ 
____________________________________ 
____________________________________ 
____________________________________ 

 
2. LOOK INSIDE THE BUS 
 

    Seats, floor clean 
    Door clear 
    Fire Extinguisher/first aid kit 
    Litter, rubber gloves 
    Mouth to mouth breather 
    Insurance card/registration 
    Handicapped registration/card 
    Driver area clear 
    Windshield clear 

 
____________________________________ 
____________________________________ 
____________________________________ 
____________________________________ 
____________________________________ 
____________________________________ 
____________________________________ 
____________________________________ 
____________________________________ 

 
3. STARTING THE ENGINE 
 

    Check gauges (oil pressure/water temp/battery         
      charge) 

    Radio check 

 
____________________________________ 
 
____________________________________ 

 
4. WITH THE ENGINE RUNNING, CHECK FROM THE DRIVERS SEAT: 
 

    Mirror, inside lights 
    Steering movement 
    Horn, Defroster, Fan, Heater, Blower 
    Windshield Wipers 
    Hazard warning lights 
    Parking brake release and reset 
    Brake pedal height and feel 

 
____________________________________ 
____________________________________ 
____________________________________ 
____________________________________ 
____________________________________ 
____________________________________ 
____________________________________ 

 
5. OUTSIDE CHECKS REQUIRED BEFORE YOU DRIVE AWAY: 
 

    Turn signals - right/left-front/rear 
    Hazard warning lights 
    Headlights - high beam/low beam 
    Brake lights/tail lights warning lights 

 
____________________________________ 
____________________________________ 
____________________________________ 
____________________________________ 

 
6. FINAL CHECKS AS YOU MOVE THE VEHICLE 
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    Seat belt fastened 
    Brakes, stop and hold 
    Steering movement tight 
    Transmission shifts smoothly 
    Vehicle tracking straight 

____________________________________ 
____________________________________ 
____________________________________ 
____________________________________ 
____________________________________ 

7. ADDITIONAL CONDITIONS NOTED THAT REQUIRE SUPERVISORY ATTENTION:________________________________ 
I certify that these conditions were checked by me this day and that all conditions noted and unsafe conditions reported 
to the Transportation Coordinator.                                   
SIGNATURE OF DRIVER:______________________________________ 
 
 

 
APPENDIX III 

NEW HIRE AND ANNUAL DRIVER RECORD CHECK 
 

New Hire drivers – 
New hire license checks are submitted and evaluated upon return before employment hire date.  
 
Employed Drivers –  
License checks are submitted annually to the State of Florida evaluated upon return and put into 
the driver’s personal file.  
 
 

APPENDIX IV 
CURRENT VEHICLE INVENTORY FORM 

 
Name of Applicant Organization: Indian River County Council on Aging  Date 

Completed:_________ 
 
Rev. 7/97 
 

Model 
Year 

Vehicle 
Make & 

Type 

FDOT 
Control 

No. 

No. of 
Seats Amb.
Non-Amb. 

WC 
Equip. 

Avg. 
Miles/Mo.

Current 
Mileage 

Veh. 
Cond. 

Retire. 
Date 

Fund 
Source 
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APPENDIX V 
FLORIDA ADMINISTRATIVE CODE:  CHAPTER 14-90 (11/92): Equipment and 

Operational Safety Standards Governing Public-Sector Bus Transit Systems. 
 

Minimum Guidelines For Recipient Grievance Procedures 
 
APPLICABLE TO ALL ACTIONS DEEMED TERMINATIONS, SUSPENSIONS, OR 
REDUCTIONS IN SERVICE; TRANSFERS OR DISCHARGES; AND ADVERSE 
DETERMINATIONS RELATING TO SCREENING OR ANNUAL REVIEW. 
 
NOTICE OF DECISION OF ACTION TO BE TAKEN AND EXPLANATION OF THE 
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE FOR REVIEWING THAT DECISION 
 
• Notice of decision and explanation of the grievance procedure must be mailed no less than 

30 calendar* days prior to the date action will be taken. (Prior notice is not applicable where 
the health or safety of the individual is endangered if action is not taken immediately; 
however, notice must be made as soon thereafter as practicable) 

 
• The Notice must contain: 
 

A statement of what action is intended to be taken; 
The reasons for the intended action; 
The specific law, rule, regulation, or change of law that requires the action; 
An explanation of: 
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The individual’s right to a grievance review if requested in writing and 
delivered within 14 calendar* days of the Notice postmark (assistance in 
writing, submitting and delivering the request must be offered and available 
to the individual), 
The individual’s right, after a grievance review, for further appeal, 
The right to seek redress through the courts if applicable; 

An explanation of the circumstances under which current benefits, if any, are 
continued if a grievance review is requested, and until a final decision is made to 
discontinue services; and 
A statement that the individual may represent herself or use legal counsel, a relative, 
a friend, or other qualified representative in the requested review proceedings. 

 
• All records of the above activities must be preserved and remain confidential. 
 
GRIEVANCE REVIEW PROCEDURE UPON TIMELY RECEIPT OF A WRITTEN REQUEST 
FOR REVIEW 
 
• Within 7 calendar* days of the receipt of a request for review, the provider must 

acknowledge receipt of the request by a written statement delivered to the requester.  This 
statement must also provide notice of: 

The time and place scheduled for the review; 
The designation of one or more impartial reviewers who have not been involved in 
the decision at issue; 
The opportunity to examine, at a reasonable time before the review, the individual’s 
own case record, and to a copy of such case record at no cost to the individual; 
The opportunity to informally present argument, evidence, or witnesses without 
undue interference at a reasonable time before or during the review; 
A contact person for any accommodations required under the Americans with 
Disabilities Act; 
Assistance, if needed, in order to attend the review; and 
The stopping of the intended action until all appeals are exhausted. 

 
• All grievance reviews must be conducted at a reasonable time, date and place by one or more 

impartial reviewers who have not been directly involved in the initial determination of the 
action in question. 

 
• The reviewer(s) must provide written notification to the requester within 7 calendar* days 

after the grievance review of: 
The decision, stating the reasons therefore in detail; 
The effect the decision has on current benefits, if favorable, or the circumstances 
regarding continuation of current benefits until all appeals are exhausted; 
The individual’s right to appeal an adverse decision to the Area Agency on Aging by 
written request within 7 calendar* days; 
The availability of assistance in writing, submitting and delivering the appeal to the 
appropriate agency; 
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The opportunity to be represented by herself or by legal counsel, a relative, a friend 
or other qualified representative. 

 
PROCEDURE FOR APPEALS OF A GRIEVANCE REVIEW DECISION UPON TIMELY 
RECEIPT OF A WRITTEN APPEAL TO THE AREA AGENCY ON AGING 
 
• Within 7 calendar* days of the receipt of a notice of appeal of a grievance review decision, 

the AAA must acknowledge receipt of the notice of appeal by a written statement delivered 
to the appellant.  This statement must also provide notice of: 

The time and place scheduled for the appeal; 
The designation of one or more impartial AAA officials who have not been involved 
in the decision at issue; 
The opportunity to examine at a reasonable time before the appeal the individual’s 
own case record to date, and to a copy of such case record at no cost to the 
individual; 
The opportunity to informally present argument, evidence, or witnesses without 
undue interference during the appeal; 
Assistance, if needed, in order to attend the appeal; and 
The stopping of the intended action until all appeals are exhausted. 

 
• All appeals of grievance reviews must be conducted at a reasonable time, date and place by 

one or more impartial AAA officials who have not been directly involved in the initial 
determination of the action in question. 

 
• The designated AAA official(s) must provide written notification to the requester within 7 

calendar* days after considering the grievance review appeal of: 
The decision, stating the reasons therefore in detail; 
The effect the decision has on current benefits, if favorable, or the circumstances 
regarding continuation of current benefits until all appeals are exhausted; 
The individual’s right to appeal, if applicable.  Except for Medicaid Waiver actions, 
the written notification must also provide notice of the individual’s right to appeal an 
adverse decision to the Agency on Health Care Administration (AHCA) for a fair 
hearing procedure (Medicaid Waiver actions only); and 
The availability of assistance in requesting a fair hearing, including a notice 
regarding accommodations as required by the ADA. 

 
• All records of the above activities must be preserved and remain confidential. 
 
*In computing any period of time prescribed or allowed by these guidelines, the last day of the period so computed shall be included unless it is a 
Saturday, Sunday, or legal holiday, in which event the period shall run until the end of the next day which is neither a Saturday, Sunday, or legal 
holiday. 
Note: ALSO SEE 42 C.F.R. 431.200-246 AND AHCA RULES 59G-1.010(85), (98) AND (99), F.A.C., “FAIR HEARINGS, “ ”GRIEVANCE,” AND 
“GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE” 
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APPENDIX VI 

PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE INSPECTIONS REQUIREMENTS 
ANNUAL SAFETY INSPECTION FORM 

 
Vehicle:                                             
Inspection Date:                                           
Individual Performing Inspection:                                         
 
Item: Discrepancy(ies) 
 
A.___ Horn                                                             
B.___ Windshield wipers                                                           
C.___ Mirrors                                                            
D.___ Wiring and Battery(ies)                                                          
E.___ Service and Parking Brakes                                                           
F.___ Warning Devices                                                            
G.___ Directional Signals                                                             
H.___ Hazard Warning Signals                                                            
I. ___ Lighting systems &  

  Signal Devices                                                             
J.___ Handrails and Stanchions                                                             
K.___ Standee Line and Warning                                                            
 L.___ Doors and Interlock Devices                                                            
M.___ Step wells and Flooring                                                            
N.____Emergency Exits                                                             
O.____Tires and Wheels                                                             
P.        Suspension System                                                             
Q.___ Steering System                                                             
R.___ Exhaust System                                                             
S.____Seat Belts                                                              
T.____Safety Equipment                                                             
U.____Equip for Transporting 

 Wheelchairs                                                              
 
Remarks: To include any damage or malfunction of system components and recommendations for 
necessary repairs. 
                                                                                                                                                                   
 
 
                                                                                                                                                                  
                                                                                                                                                                  
                                                                                
Signature of Inspector:                                                             
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APPENDIX VII 
INDIAN RIVER COUNTY COUNCIL ON AGING, INC. 

EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS PLAN  
 
OVERVIEW  

 
Revised 7/2004 01/2005 
The hurricane season for the Treasure Coast officially begins June 1.  The season lasts until 
November 30th, and the highest probability of a storm-making landfall in our area is during the 
period August 1 to September 30.  In the event of a hurricane emergency in Indian River County, the 
Indian River County Council on Aging (IRCCOA) is expected to take a major role in assisting the 
Indian River County Emergency Management team in moving elderly and handicapped citizens in 
Indian River County to special needs and other emergency shelters. Support Function #1 
 
Indian River County has a senior population of approximately 44,000 or 35% of our total population 
over the age of 60, with 10,768 or 28% over the age of 80.  Moreover, the more than 80 populations 
is the fastest growing population in the United States.  The County’s elderly, both the handicapped 
and physically impaired, reside in residences throughout the county rather than in any concentrated 
area.   
 
Be aware that in hurricane conditions as severe as a Category 5, flooding will be tremendous from 
the storm surge and winds could be as high as 150 miles per hour.  Fire Station 2 at the foot of 
Merrill Barber Bridge and the Indian River Memorial Hospital will be under 15 ½ feet of water. 
 
In order to plan for support of the Indian River County citizens in a hurricane emergency, all 
employees should be made aware of the Councils "Pre-Disaster Planning" check list, Appendix I, 
and make a declaration of intentions during the emergency using the form in Appendix V.  
Additionally, Supervisors are to familiarize themselves with the Emergency Plan of Action, 
Appendix II, and be prepared to implement the plan when notified by the Assistant Director. 
 
All employees will be needed to secure the facilities in Vero Beach and Sebastian, drive those 
transportation disadvantaged assigned by Emergency Management to “Special Needs Shelters,” and 
complete preparations for an emergency.  This plan has made allowances for everyone to take care 
of their personal family needs before reporting for emergency duty. Although no one is required 
after hours or on weekends to report for duty in an emergency, it is our hope that employees will be 
willing to help get the elderly and handicapped to adequate shelter.  In any event, every staff member 
is required to declare their intentions in writing every storm season in order for management to make 
adequate plans.  It is critical that all employees know and understand their responsibilities so that our 
preparation is complete and our clients, vehicles and equipment are moved to safety at least 24 hours 
before the storm arrives. 
 
TERMS: 
 
Disaster: Any natural, technological, or civil emergency that causes damage of sufficient severity 
and magnitude to result in a declaration of a state of emergency by a county, Governor, or the 
President of the United States. 
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1.  Hurricane 
Hurricane Watch:  Conditions are a real possibility for a hurricane in the area.  This period is 24 - 36 
hours prior to a hurricane making landfall. 
Hurricane Warning:  A hurricane is expected to strike within 24 hours. 
 
Category 1 - Winds of 74 to 95 m.p.h.. Low lying coastal roads inundated, small craft in exposed 
anchorages torn from moorings, some pier damage, damage to shrubbery, trees and unanchored 
mobile homes/trailers. 
 
Category 2 - Winds of 96 to 110 m.p.h..  Coastal roads and low-lying escape routes inland cut off by 
rising water two (2) to four (4) hours before the arrival of the hurricane’s center.  Marinas flooded.  
Some damage to windows, doors and roofing material of building.  Major damage to mobile 
homes/trailers. 
 
Category 3 - Winds of 111 to 130 m.p.h..  Low-lying escape routes inland cut off by rising water 
three (3) to four (4) hours before the hurricane’s center arrives.  Mobile homes/trailers are destroyed. 
 Some structural damage to small buildings.  Serious flooding on the coast and may damage small 
buildings near the coast damaged by battering waves and floating debris.   

 
Category 4 - Winds of 131 to 155 m.p.h.. Low-lying escape routes inland cut off by rising water 
three (3) to Five (5) hours before the hurricane’s center arrives.  Major damage to lower floors of 
buildings near shoreline because of flooding and battering by waves and debris.  Collapse of roofs on 
many small residences.  Extensive damage to windows, doors and roofing materials.   
 
Category 5 - Winds of more than 155 m.p.h.. Low-lying escape routes inland cut off by rising water 
three (3) to five (5) hours before the center of the hurricane arrives.  Small buildings overturned or 
blown away.  Extensive shattering of glass in windows and doors.  Collapse of roofs on many 
residential and industrial buildings.   
 
2.  Flooding:  
For the majority of the County, the primary causes of flooding are hurricanes or tropical storms, 
which generally occur from June to October, during the rainy season.  Indian River County has an 
ordinance entitled “Storm Water Management and Flood Protection,” which provides for the 
regulation of development in the 100 year  flood plains as identified by FEMA Flood Insurance Rate 
Maps.  The IRCCOA administration offices and the Vero Beach Senior Center are located in a flood 
zone.  In the event of flooding, we will refer to the emergency plan of action and make preparations 
for relocating if deemed necessary.   
 

a. In the event of internal flooding, all occupants will be evacuated, the offices and Adult 
Day Care Center/Senior Center   will be closed until repairs are made.  The Adult Day Care 
Staff, Case Mangers and Senior Center Manger will notify all caregivers, and participants will be 
transported home or to the Sebastian Adult Day Care Center/Senior Center.  The Center will 
remain closed until an inspection of the Center is completed and deemed safe. 
 
b. If flooding occurs in the areas/neighborhoods surrounding the facility and this flooding 
occurs during the off hours, then the center will remain closed and all clients and/or caregivers 
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will be notified by Council on Aging staff.  If there is knowledge from weather reports of flood 
warnings for the area/neighborhoods surrounding the facility during hours that the facility is 
open, then the Disaster Coordinating Officers will make a decision whether or not to close the 
facility and send the clients home.  

 
Upon notification from the Emergency Management Services Department, that severe flooding is 
expected in various geographic locations throughout the county, the Case Manage will identify the 
clients located in the expected flooded area and each Case Manager will call their clients and inform 
them of the impending emergency.  The Case Manger will arrange (if necessary) transportation for 
the client to a safe haven and notify client’s family of the evacuation plan. All evacuation will be 
under the director from the Emergency Management Services Department.   
 
3.  Hazardous Materials: 
Out of approximately 2,400 hazardous materials incidents reported between 1985 and 2004 in the 
state of Florida, less than 1 percent resulted in fatalities, less that 4 percent resulted in injuries, and 
less than 6 percent resulted in evacuation.  
 
Hazardous material’s incidents can occur anywhere there are a road, rail line, or fixed facility storing 
hazardous materials.  Virtually the entire county is at risk to an unpredictable incident of some type. 
 
In an evacuation situation resulting from some hazardous materials, accidents, the general rule is to 
remove all individuals within a half-mile radius of the accident site.  There are, however, certain 
materials that call for a larger isolation and evacuation zone.  
In the event of the release of hazardous material official notification will come directly from the 
EMS Executive Director or his designee.  One local television and one local radio stations have 
given permission to the EMS Department to provide notification and information during any 
emergency effecting this community. All evacuation will be under the director from the Emergency 
Management Services Department. 
 
To assist in identifying the problem areas, the Case Manager Director will assist the case managers 
who will be involved in organizing their response.  The Case Manager Director will also assist in 
drafting assistance within the Case Management Department or, if necessary, locating assistance 
outside the department. 
 
A distribution of gasses or liquids may call for in-place sheltering or evacuation.  If the in-place 
sheltering is required, the staff will seal off opening e.g., doors or windows with plastic covering to 
eliminate any infiltration of hazardous material into building.   
 
Hazardous Materials Purchased - When purchasing any cleaning materials that could be hazardous, a 
Material Data Sheet is supplied by the vendor. These sheets are reviewed and kept on file by the 
maintenance worker.  
 
All hazardous materials will be kept in a locked shed, which is located outside of the buildings and 
near the transportation department.   In the event of a spill or other hazardous conditions, the 
following procedures will be followed: 

 a.  Isolate area and deny entry. 
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 b.  Identify material involved. 
 c.  Contact immediate supervisor. 
 d.  Designated Coordinator or Alternate will determine appropriate corrective action.  

If the spill cannot be identified, then it will be treated as toxic and evacuation procedures 
instituted.   
If exposure occurs, personnel, participants or visitors will be transported to the nearest medical 
facility.  The only hazardous materials would be cleaning supplies and paint.  
 
4.  Wildfires/fires 
Nearly one-third of the county’s total acreage, or 105,657 acres, is regularly protected by the 
Division of Forestry and/or federal fire control personnel, who have jurisdiction over agricultural, 
silviculture, and limited land clearing type fires.  
 
However, Indian River County EMS Fire Division responds to most wildfires.  January through 
May is typically the season in which the most fires occur.  The highest number of lightning-
related fires historically occurs during the month of July, which coincides with the height of the 
thunderstorm season. Only one-third of the wildfires over the past five years were caused by 
lightning.   
 
In the event a critical situation arises, the Emergency Management Services Department will declare 
a State of Local Emergency.  Notification will include the geographic area(s) in danger and the 
timely time progress of the fire. The Case Manager Director will assist Case Mangers with 
identifying clients located in the danger or prospective danger area(s).The Case Manger will call said 
clients and inform them of the critical situation and if necessary arrange for evacuation of the client 
to a safe haven.  Again, all directives for evacuation will come from the Emergency Management 
Services Department.  
 
Fires Concerning IRCCOA Buildings and Adult Day Care or Senior Centers  
Purpose:  The Fire Safety Plan & Evacuation Procedures are as follows:  
Each facility is equipped with fire extinguishers of the A,B,C  type, which can be used on any type 
of fire. This includes ordinary combustibles, flammable liquids, and electrical fires. Having this type 
of extinguisher eliminates the need for employees to remember which type of extinguisher to use on 
different types of fires.                                 
 
Employees should not attempt to fight any fire unless they can do so without endangering their own, 
or anyone else’s safety.  When using a fire extinguisher, the following procedures must be followed:  

1.  Grasp the extinguisher firmly and pull out the locking pin. 
2.  Hold the extinguisher upright and unclip the hose and swivel the horn so that the nozzle is 

pointed toward the base of the flames. 
3.  Remain low, out of smoke, and approach the fire no closer than 10 feet. 
4.  Squeeze and release the lever while sweeping the nozzle across the base of the fire in a side-

to-side motion. 
5.  Keep your back toward any strong air current or wind. 
6. After the initial assault, move progressively closer to the fire to reach the farthest 

burning sections, if you can safely do so.  if the discharge from the extinguisher scatters 
the burning material, you are too close and should move back immediately. 
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7.  After the fire is out, continue to check the area for several minutes for recurrences of 
flames.  Do not leave the area until you are sure the fire is completely out. 

 
The fire extinguisher should never be pointed at a person’s face, although it can be used on clothing 
that is on fire.  The dry chemical powders must not be inhaled, as they could cause irritation and 
nausea.  After the extinguisher has been used, even for just a moment, it must never be placed back 
on the wall.  It must be given to the agency for replacement or recharging.  
 
To ensure staff awareness of the proper procedures in case of fire, fire drills will be held bi-annually 
and they will be held at irregular intervals during the day.  Each drill will include the transmission of 
a fire alarm signal and simulation of all fire procedures, according to the facility’s Fire Plan.  
However, total resident evacuation will not generally be required, except at the discretion of the 
Administrator or the recommendation of the Fire Department.  One drill a year will be conducted in 
cooperation with the Fire Marshall.  
 
Fire Drill Procedures: 
The Executive or Assistant Director and his/her designee is responsible for all planning, execution, 
and evaluation of fire drills.  A log will be maintained which includes the evaluation of the 
performance of the staff at each drill, as well as the attendance of the drill, and any recommendations 
generated by the drill.  
 
The fire drill will be initiated by the Executive or Assistant Director or their designee without 
advance notice to the staff.  The procedure will be as follows: Approaching an employee and 
announcing that there is a fire in a specific location.  In this case, the employee is to react as if he or 
she was the first person to spot the actual fire.   
 
The drill will continue until the “all clear” is announced, via the telephone paging system.  An 
evaluation of each drill will be completed by the Adult Day Care Director, to include the names of 
all employees present during the drill and the overall staff response to the drill, with 
recommendations for improvement, if necessary. 
 
All employees should maintain a calm, professional attitude during the drill to reduce resident 
anxiety. Fire drills are vital to the safety of our residents and should never be treated lightly. 
 
Our primary concern is always for the safety of our clients and staff.  Each employee must keep in 
mind that the clients are dependent on the staff to get them to safety.  The most important point to 
remember is to remain calm and to reassure the clients in order to avoid panic.   
 
In reference to the Adult Day Care if the Director of Adult Day Care is not present, the charge 
person is responsible for notifying her/him immediately, after the Fire Department has been called.  
When the fire department arrives they will be in control and take charge of the situation.  All 
employees must obey the orders of the Fire Department during a fire situation.   
 
A roll call will be taken by the by each department head to assure that all clients and staff members 
are accounted for.   
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Fire Prevention:  
General Housekeeping: Indian River County Adult Day Care Center  is committed to maintaining a 
safe environment for participants, staff and visitors.  All personnel will ensure good housekeeping 
standards in the following manner: 
 

a. Trash disposal in appropriate receptacles. 
b. Exits and hallways will be kept free of debris/obstructions. 
c. Blocking parking exits/fire zones is prohibited. 
d. Indian River County Adult Day Care is a Non- Smoking Center. 
e. Exit doors will remain unlocked during operating hours. 
f. In the event of a fire, designated personnel will ensure that rooms are evacuated and doors 

closed. 
g. Fire safety equipment will be checked annually by the Fire Marshall. 
h. The equipment to be checked and/or tested include:   

  Fire extinguishers 
   Emergency lights 

 Smoke Detectors 
 Exit Lights  

 
Plan Review Process: The fire plan will be reviewed annually by emergency coordinators and all 
department heads and alternate designated coordinators.  The plan is then submitted to the Indian 
River County Fire Marshall for final approval.  
  
Emergency Notification Procedures: Immediate notification to Fire Department.  In the event of fire 
or other emergency situations the Emergency Coordinators and department heads or his/her designee 
will call 911 for fire emergency and notify all staff within the building. 
 
Evacuation Procedures: Designated personnel have been assigned to the Adult Day Center, in order 
to assist in evacuation in a safe and timely manner.  All designated personnel are responsible for 
directing and escorting clients to nearest exit, and ensuring all rooms are vacated, closing doors 
afterwards.  The Adult Day Care director or her alternate will ensure that all participants and 
personnel are safely evacuated from the building.  A designated staff member is responsible for 
removing the daily attendance sheet during evacuation, in order to ensure that all participants are 
accounted for.   
 
Diagrams of evacuation procedures are clearly posted throughout the Center. In the event of an 
actual fire reentry into the Center will not be permitted until the Fire Department has given an all 
clear. In the event of an actual fire, Center personnel will follow the RACE Procedure: 
 R - Rescue any client that may be in any immediate danger. 

A - Alert personnel by dialing 911" and sounding an alarm e.g., loud whistle. 
C - Contain the fire using the safest method (i.e. close the door). 

. E - Extinguish the fire whenever possible, using the safest recommended method. 
 
The Adult Day Care Center staff participates in quarterly fire drills and training exercises where 
evacuation of all participants and staff occurs.  The Center's staff participates in an annual training, 
performed by a staff member of the Indian River County Fire Department. All newly hired personnel 
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are informed of evacuation procedures as part of the orientation process. 
 
5.  Tornadoes: 
Tornadoes can strike anywhere.  The most common, least destructive tornadoes in Florida are warm 
season tornadoes, which occur from May through August, with peak activity in June.  Indian River 
County’s vulnerability to wind disasters is compounded by high concentration of mobile home 
residents in large mobile home communities.  
 
Tornado or Severe Thunderstorms WATCH- Notification will be issued by the National Weather 
Service when conditions that may produce tornadoes or severe thunderstorms are expected to 
develop.  While we can continue normal activities, Case Managers will collect client information 
and keep on hand if a storm develops. In addition, Transportation Director will radio all vans and 
alert them of the WATCH.  If the weather looks threatening at their location they are instructed to 
notify dispatch and try to get to a safe location and update the dispatchers as to the clients on the 
vans.  
 
Tornado or Sever Thunderstorms WARNING- Broadcast when a tornado or severe thunderstorm 
has been detected or sighted. The warning will tell you the location and the movement of the server 
weather.  Transportation dispatchers will notify all drivers of the Warning and advise to take cover 
out of harms way.  The client call down process needs to be implemented immediately.  All clients 
that are attending Adult Day Care/Senior Center will be retained at each facility until the all clear is 
received from Emergency Management or the National Weather Service.  
 
If it is eminent that our facilities are in the path of a tornado, an alert of this information will be 
made over the intercom and all staff has been directed to take shelter in an interior room - an inside 
hallway and interior offices/rooms with no windows.  Adult Day Care Staff will be responsible for 
guiding all Adult Day Care clients to the same interior areas of the building. and Senior Center 
Manager will do the same with center participants.  
 
6.  Freezes/Heat Emergencies: 
Indian River County is occasionally subject to freezing conditions, which primarily affects 
agriculture and homeless indigents.  Shelters are opened when conditions are predicted to be below 
freezing.  The IRCCOA provides blankets to the elderly who are in need and also if the client does 
not have sufficient means of heating the home the Case Manager can purchase SAFE heaters with 
funds from the Wish Fund.   
 
It is not unusual during the summer period, June through October, for Indian River County to 
experience extended periods of daytime temperatures above 85 degrees F.  This becomes a concern 
for those over the age of 60 who are without adequate cooling mechanisms in their homes.  The 
IRCCOA encourages the seniors to come to one of the two senior  centers to enjoy the socialization 
and the air conditioning. In addition, if the heat and the humidity could possibly  put the senior in 
danger, the Case Manager would submit a request to his/her supervisor for a  portable fan through 
the Wish Fund and if possible a small air conditioner for one room. 
 
7.  Coastal Oil Spill: 
As a result of the Alaskan oil spill, the Governor, by Executive order, assigned the responsibility for 
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preparing response plans for coastal oil spills to the Department of Natural Resources, now the 
Department of Environmental Protection, Division of Florida Marine patrol.  Additionally, the 
United States Coast Guard maintains an office and flotilla at the Fort Pierce Inlet, located 
approximately 15 miles south of Vero Beach.  
 
8.  Armed Violence (Civil Disturbance, Terrorism or Military Conflict): 
Due to the September 11, 2001 attack on the two World Trade Centers in New York, the United 
States government has declared war on the Alqueda and Osama bin Laden and all other terrorist who 
participate in terrorist action against the United States of America.  The federal planning guidelines 
on military threats are in transition.  For hazard analysis purposes, the state of Florida believes it is 
prudent to scale back on the magnitude of nuclear events for a most likely worst case scenario.  
Nuclear weapons continue to be a serious planning concern in areas surrounding military 
installations.  In the event Indian River County is targeted by terrorism the ESF8 will take the 
leading role for this county.  
 
In contrast, emergency management attention to other threats of armed violence, such as terrorism, is 
growing.  Terrorism is a serious issue in Florida; the state is particularly vulnerable due to its close 
proximity to Latin America, Cuba, and the Caribbean nation.  Although potential targets are 
unpredictable, high density population centers and military installations are more likely to be 
targeted.  Terrorism increases the likelihood of mass casualty and mass evacuation from a target 
area. 
 
Armed violence abroad results in the spontaneous mass immigration to Florida, particularly southern 
Florida.  Mass immigration increases the need for law enforcement, detention and mass care.  These 
events are typically preceded by periods of increasing tension abroad, which can be monitored. 
 
Communities with racial mixtures, gang violence, and drug trafficking are increasingly aware of the 
need to plan for civil disturbance emergencies.  Although they can occur at any time, they are often 
preceded by periods of increased tension, or by known events, such as controversial jury trial that 
may require monitoring. 
 
For threats of armed violence, it is very likely that joint jurisdictional management of the operation 
will take effect, coordinated at the State level between Florida Department of Law Enforcement and 
Florida Department Emergency Management, and through the Sheriff’s Office and Department of 
Emergency Management at the local level.  For any of these scenarios, some degree of federal 
involvement is assumed.  The lead federal agency may be Federal Emergency Management 
Administration or the Department of Justice.  
 
9.  Bio and Chemical Terrorism: 
We continue to hear stories of the possible bio-terrorist or chemical attack.  The following guidelines 
for possible Anthrax exposure has been set in place by the Treasurer of the State of Florida 
Department of Insurance for the employees’ protection.  
 
While at work if you encounter a suspicious letter or package, you should do the following: 

1.  Do not handle the package. 
2.  Isolate the package in an area away from all employees. 
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3.  All employees that may have come into contact with the package should was their hands with 
soap and water. 

4.  Notify your supervisor. 
5.  Supervisor will notify the local law enforcement agency which will notify the local health 

department to conduct appropriate testing. 
6.  Should authorities determine that there was a potential biological or chemical exposure, the 

affected employee(s) will be directed for appropriate medical treatment. 
7.  The supervisor of affected employee(s) should contact Protegrity at 1-800-424-6689 to report 

the incident.   
 
If an employee is experiencing symptoms of anthrax exposure and there has not been a documented 
exposure at work, the employee should seek medical attention through their primary health care 
provider.  Symptoms of anthrax vary depending on how the disease was contracted, but usually 
occur within seven days of exposure.  If the primary physician decides to begin treatment for anthrax 
exposure, notification should be made to the local health department and to Risk Management. 
Cutaneous anthrax (when the bacterium enter a cut or abrasion) symptoms begin as a raised itchy 
bump that resembles an insect bite that so turns into a painless ulcer, usually with a black center.  
Lymph glands in the adjacent area may swell. 
 
Inhalation anthrax symptoms may resemble a common cold, but lead to severe breathing problems 
and shock after several days. Intestinal anthrax follows the consumption of contaminated meat and 
symptoms include acute inflammation of the intestinal tract, nausea, loss of appetite, vomiting and 
fever, followed by abdominal pain, vomiting blood and severe diarrhea.   
 
Precautions for Mail Handlers: 
In recent days, there has been an increase in the number of bio terrorism hoax letters.  Many of these 
letters  contain a white powder such as talc or cornstarch.  The possibility that a letter could contain 
an actual biological agent is very small.  But you should take some common sense precautions: 

 
• Open mail in a designated location. 
• Wear long sleeve shirt or blouse. Cover cuts or abrasions on your hands and arms.  A full 

work apron will prevent powder that spills from an envelope or package from getting on 
your clothing.  You can also wear plastic gloves if you want to. 

• Be suspicious of unusual envelopes–e.g., no return address, unusually bulky, discolored, etc. 
 If you find a suspicious envelope, notify your supervisor immediately.  Do not open it. 

• Open envelopes on a flat table or desk-surface that fully covers your lap.  
• Open envelopes over a sheet of paper or plastic spread over the work surface that can be 

easily rolled  up in the event of a powder spill.  Do not open envelopes by holding them 
over your head and face. Do not blow into an envelope. 

• If you open an envelope containing a powder or a threatening message without a powder, 
immediately set that envelope down on the surface.  Do not panic.  Do not wave the 
envelope around.  Notify your supervisor.  He or she will in turn notify law enforcement. 

• If you are wearing a work apron, carefully remove it, roll it up and seal it in a plastic bag by 
taping the bag shut.  If you get powder on your clothing, remove the outer layer and seal it in 
a plastic bag.  Do not remove clothing by pulling it over your head.  As a coworker to cut it 
down the back and pull your arms through the sleeves. 
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• If you get powder on your hands or arms, wash them immediately with soap and water.  
Shower when you have time.   

 
Biological agents do not cause immediate effects.  The law enforcement officer(s), who have  been 
called  in to investigate, will arrange to have the powder tested in the laboratory.  There will be time 
to  identify  if an actual biological agent is present and begin medical treatment if this is needed.  In 
the event of a public health emergency, the local and state Public Health Department  will inform  
the public about the actions individuals need to take.  
 
COMMUNITY PROFILES: 
 
Nearly two-thirds of the total land area is west of interstate 95; however, more than 85% of the 
population  resides in the eastern third of the county, and is vulnerable to the effects of both man-
made and natural disasters.  The City of Fellsmere is the only community in the western part of the 
county.  The land along the western boundary of the county is used primarily for range and pasture 
land with few residential structures. To the east is the St. Johns marsh, a large freshwater marsh 
extending the entire length of the county.  Included in this significant wetland is the 6000-acre Blue 
Cypress Lake.  The land between the marsh and I-95 is devoted primarily to agriculture, and subject 
to disaster caused by weather phenomena. Other than the City of Fellsmere in the north, there is little 
human settlement in this area.  The eastern portion of the county can be divided into two major 
areas: the mainland and the barrier island.  The southern portion of the eastern mainland is the most 
highly developed area and contains the highest population concentration in the County.  The central 
area of the mainland has experienced sparse development.  Residential and commercial activities are 
concentrated along the U.S. 1 corridor. 

 
POPULATION CENTERS IN THE COUNTY: 

 
Municipality or Area Population 
Vero    24,564 
Sebastian 13,911 
Fellsmere 2,579 
Indian River Shores 3,875 
Orchid   299 
Gifford 8,743 
Roseland 2,586 
Wabasso 2,892 
Winter Beach 1,503 
Vero Beach South 25,761 
Florida Ridge 14,137 
S.R. Corridor 12,303 
South Beach 4,083 
North Beach 1,470 
Unallocated 16,997 

 Indian River 60+ population consists of 45,515 
 
PERSONS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE PLAN ON ACTION: 
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The Executive Director and Assistant Director will serve as Co-Emergency Coordinating Officers 
for the  Indian River County Council on Aging.  These individuals have proven capabilities and 
previous expertise in decision-making and agency policy-making.  They are both fully versed in all 
phases of Council on  Aging operations and community services, and comfortable in directing other 
staff members and volunteers. 

 
Role of Case Manager Director In the Event of an Emergency: 
Supervise and assist Case Manager’s with calling each client to inform them of an impending 
emergency and to make arrangements for client.  Assist with the securing of filing cabinets, 
computers, desks, and other work related materials. 

 
Assist with clients at the Special Needs Shelter.  Ensure that client’s are able to get on and off van 
and that client’s are properly registered with shelter.  Once in the shelter, Case Manager Director 
will assist DOEA and AAA in assessing needs of clients and finding temporary placement for 
clients.   

 
When Case Manager Director is not needed at shelter, the Case Manager Director will assist at 
IRCCOA by assigning tasks to available staff.  Tasks may consist of delivering supplies, providing 
information and updates to seniors, or assisting other needs of the clients. 

 
In addition, the Director of Case Management will be the key individual to whom the DEOA, AAA, 
EMS and the Special Needs Shelters team will contact and work through.   
 
NOTIFICATION OF AN EMERGENCY: 
 
Emergency Management will notify the IRCCOA by fax/email 48 hours in advance of a possible 
danger of  tropical force winds.  The EMS disseminates up-to-the-minute weather warnings, or other 
warnings, to all local law enforcement and governmental officials/organizations including the 
IRCCOA.  They also have a transmitting device called a Plectron.  The transmitter sends audible 
messages to the IRCCOA through the Emergency  Management repeater.  The Assistant Director 
will keep a continuous monitor of the emergency radio from the time of notification of a threat of an 
emergency and advise the Executive Director of the status of the emergency. A second warning will 
come 36 hours in advance, at which time the IRCCOA will commence all preparations. The 
Assistant Director will advise supervisors of details as soon as they are available. The final warning 
will come 24 hours before the storm, at which time shelters will be opened and evacuation of clients 
will begin. From this time on, drivers will monitor their vehicle  radio every hour on the half hour for 
updates and instructions from the Transportation Director/Dispatcher. 

 
As winds of 40 mph present a danger to our vehicles, all work must be done quickly and efficiently 
to ensure everyone has reached safety before the winds reach this dangerous speed. The IRCCOA 
will be notified to implement the emergency plan in sufficient time to complete the movement of all 
citizens a minimum of 12 hours prior to destructive winds. 

 
All staff members are required to know the locations of Human Aid Distribution Centers, Primary 
Shelters, and Post Disaster Mass Care Sites.  All locations are provided in the following appendixes. 
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EMERGENCY AFTER WORKING HOURS: 
 
Should the emergency occur after working hours or on the weekend, drivers and supervisors who 
have indicated their intentions to remain in the area and help with the emergency will be contacted 
(please see call down process, appendix VI) to assume their evacuation responsibilities.  Adequate 
notice will be provided to ensure that all staff members and drivers have sufficient time to properly 
secure their homes and attend to family needs before reporting to the IRCCOA. 

            
COMMUNICATION FREQUENCIES: 
 
Radio Frequencies:  The IRCCOA radio frequencies are: 800 MHZ for receiving, and 800 MHZ for 
transmitting.  These frequencies have been provided to Emergency Management and will be 
monitored as soon as emergency conditions dictate.  The IRCCOA dispatcher will direct movement 
of vehicles during the evacuation period after which Emergency Services will take control of the 
IRCCOA frequency to direct  the movement of IRCCOA vehicles.  IRCCOA has been instructed to 
tune all radios to channel two during  evacuation process.  We will have the ability to communicate 
with the EMS team directly.  The following  staff will be issued the hand-held Radios during the 
entire course of the emergency:  Assistant Director,  Transportation Director, Dispatchers and Lead 
Driver, Case Management Director and the In-home Services Coordinator.   

 
INFORMATION  & REFERRAL: 
 
To better educate and inform the public of protective actions before disaster occurs, public 
information is critical for saving lives and minimizing property damage.  Public actions may depend 
upon public information during the period before a disaster is imminent.   

 
Pre-disaster education programs serve to increase awareness of Emergency Management procedures, 
Informational meetings are held prior to hurricane season and one during the month of June to 
educate the  public on ways to protect life and property, and inform the public on the availability to 
further assistance and information.  This information session will be provided by staff of Emergency 
Management Services.      
 
A brochure entitled Emergency Information for Indian River County is published each year; it 
provides maps, zones, and other types of disaster preparedness information, to include high risk 
areas and evacuation routes.  The brochures and the publication from the DOEA on hurricane 
preparedness are distributed at our two senior centers and all meal sites, at the Adult Day Care 
facilities, by Case Managers and Case Aides visiting clients, on the buses and to each home 
delivered meal recipient. Both publications are distributed to the Fellsmere Medical Center to be 
distributed to the Hispanic population by the Hispanic Coalition outreach program employees.  Both 
publications are printed in Spanish to broaden our capabilities with the non-English speaking 
communities. 

   
In addition, the EMS has produced an 80 minute informational video tape entitled Indian River 
County Department of Emergency Services’ Guide to Hurricane Preparedness. This video 
presentation has been  provided to the IRCCOA to be used at our senior centers to further keep the 
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seniors current on emergency preparedness.  
 
During any period of the disaster in Indian River County, the EMS Department will be televising 
from the County Administration building informing the general public on the status of the storm and 
the  local telephone numbers to call for assistance. A bank of ten (10) PBX phone lines have been set 
up in the local EMS Department in support of rumor control.  These extensions will be broadcasted 
to the public at regular intervals.  I n addition, a listing of the local radio stations that will be 
broadcasting updates from the EMS Department will also be broadcasted over the local television 
channel.  The local television channel 27 in the Vero Beach area and channel 35 in the North county 
area will be the activated channels to disseminate updates on the disaster. Information will be 
broadcast 24-hours per day until the post-disaster period is over.   

 
During the recovery period, telephone inquiries for help will continue to be numerous.  Daily 
briefings from EMS will keep IRCCOA staff and volunteers manning the telephones astutely 
informed of area damage, road clearing, closing of any shelters and all other pertinent information.  
The IRCCOA will assign one individual, the Information and Referral Specialist, to set up a station 
at the EMS Department.  This way the seniors will have excess to information concerning services.  
The I & R Specialist will keep the key staff members informed on any new developments with the 
recovery process.   

 
ASSESSMENT OF A SAFE LOCATION: 
 
An Agreement with the First Church of God is in place, to relocate in the event, the Indian River 
County Council on Aging offices, are inhabitable.  First Church of God will be the first choice. 
Location is set  between two main roads that have priority for open transportation.  However, if the 
Sebastian Senior Center is free from damage and the telephone service is available at that facility 
The IRCCOA will relocate to the Indian River County Council on Aging’s Sebastian Senior Center. 
 The IRCCOA has retro-fitted this facility and has been declared a shelter by the Department of 
Community Affairs and the Emergency Manager Services Department. 

 
PRIMARY   SHELTERS: 
 
Indian River County has established a goal to provide a safe place for individuals requiring medical 
assistance to temporary shelter, rather than inundating local hospitals with a large number of people 
that a Special Needs Shelter could adequately handle.  The Primary Shelters will be structurally 
sound facilities away from flood prone areas with the sole purpose of providing a safe shelter for the 
residents of the county who would require minimal medical assistance.  Emergency Services is 
responsible for managing the voluntary registration and annual update of a list of disabled citizens 
located within the county with special needs. 

 
It goes almost without saying that for any evacuee living in a temporary shelter for up to 60 hours, is 
a trying event.  This is especially true of the nursing home residents, as shelters were never intended 
to accommodate physically or mentally impaired elderly nursing home patients.  In view of the need 
to feed, clean, dress and clothe, provide necessary medication, therapy, and recreation to nursing 
home patients under ordinary  circumstances, the magnitude of such responsibilities in an evacuation 
is staggering.  It is in this area of need that our Case Management and In-Home Services personnel 
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can be of the greatest assistance. EMS distributes sign-up sheets to the IRCCOA for staff who would 
be available to help in these shelters.  Information is collected and submitted to the EMS Department 
annually. 

 
SHELTERS:  
 
A large number of Human Aid Distribution Centers (Appendix IV), Primary Shelters and Post 
Disaster Mass Care Sites (Appendix V), and Field Hospital Locations (Appendix VI) have been 
identified in the event of an emergency.  All staff members are required to know the locations of 
Human Aid Distribution Centers, Primary Shelters, and Post Disaster Mass Care Sites. EMS will 
make the determination, based on the circumstances at the time of the emergency which facilities 
will be opened and in what priority.  The Council on Aging will be advised 24 hours prior to an 
emergency which shelters will be opened. All drivers should familiarize themselves with the location 
of these facilities so they are ready on short notice to be dispatched to any of the locations. 
 
SPECIAL NEEDS SHELTER: 
 
The Special Needs Shelter is located at the Sebastian River High School, 9001 90th Avenue, 
Sebastian.  The shelter has auxiliary power and is capable of receiving and providing safe refuge and 
medical supervision to citizens who meet the established medical criteria.   

 
The Special Needs Shelter will be for citizens with respiratory problems, heart or lung disorders, 
oxygen dependency, and/or who are in some way electrical or fluid dependent. IRCCOA is the 
transportation provider for all Special Needs clients. If the special needs shelter needs to remain in 
operation, the IRCCOA transportation will be available to transport dialysis patients back and forth 
for treatment. IRCCOA is part of the EMS evacuation and recovery plan.  Our contribution is 
providing transport; also called Emergency Support Function # 1.  We receive print-outs from the 
EMS Department on a regular basis up-dating our current list of people that are registered and need 
to be transported to the Special Needs Shelter.  

     
SAFETY OF IRCCOA’s  RECORDS AND DATA: 
 
Clearly, providing help during an emergency and protecting our equipment will take the cooperation 
of all employees.  As a protective measure for the IRCCOA vehicles, computer data and business 
records, this emergency plan includes loading one vehicle with the essential equipment and data and 
transporting that vehicle out of the storm threat. Supervisors will keep a current list of equipment and 
materials along with the location so that equipment can be moved to safety in an emergency.  Each 
supervisor will make a copy of the list and submit it to the Assistant Director or Executive Director. 

 
One staff member will be needed to supervise the loading of the vehicle and one to drive it to safety. 
 Staff members will be needed prior to the storm landfall to move citizens to shelter, and to disperse 
our vehicles throughout the county. 

 
CLIENT PROFILE: 
 
Through the computer system, we are able to profile our clients and recapture pertinent information 
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that may be needed during and after an emergency.  Clients can be classified by various categories 
such as: by  Case Manager, clients who need transportation to the Special Needs Shelter or other 
shelters, by the clients age, clients deemed at-risk, living arrangements, and zone location within the 
county.  All clients considered at-risk have been contacted by a Case Manager and arrangements 
made for their safety.  All IRCCOA clients will receive a “notification of hurricane season” 
telephone call in early June.  This call will alert seniors to be prepared in the event of an emergency, 
e.g., have batteries, candles, extra shelf food, list of  current medications, etc.  All clients considered 
“at-risk” will receive a call or home visit from their Case Manager/Case Aide to ensure all 
arrangements are in place for their safety.  The Elder Helpline and the I & R Specialists inform all 
callers of the need to be prepared in the event of an emergency.  When the I & R Specialist is 
completing the (701 -A), pertinent questions are asked to ensure the caller is made aware of the 
necessary information and what to do to be prepared in the event of an emergency.  If a client 
requires the Special Needs Shelter, the Case Manager will complete the necessary paper work to 
ensure safety for that client.  The client will then be registered with EMS and data entered into the 
IRCCOA transportation system for Special Needs. All Case Managers have received a set of 
instructions explaining their responsibilities to their clients. 

 
If  we are instructed to evacuate due to a severe impending storm, the Case Managers, Case Aides, 
Adult Day Care staff and support staff will call each client to inform them of the forthcoming 
emergency and  arrange for their safety if needed. 

  
The EMS department takes responsibility to register all individuals who are in need of evacuation 
during  an emergency.  Our departments work very well together to ensure the accuracy of registered 
“Special Needs” clients.  Once a client is register with Special Needs, pertinent  information is 
disseminated to the transportation department. A dispatcher will then call the client and request 
additional information, e.g., oxygen dependent, are family members aware of clients plan for 
evacuation, is a wheel chair needed, how many will accompany the client to the shelter etc. This 
information is entered into our database for “Special Needs Shelter” transport.  The dispatcher makes 
a copy for the Case Manager Supervisor to double check on their clients’ status.   

 
ASSESSMENT OF COMMUNITY SERVICES: 
 
The Information and Referral department has a very extensive and comprehensive resource 
directory. The directory lists agencies that are available to assist with the needs of the elderly, 
information on how to access the system and make contact, a listing of available services, phone 
numbers and various pertinent information that can be made available to clients as needed. The 
directory will be printed and distributed to all Case Managers, Case Aides, In-home service staff, 
nutritional coordinator and others as needed. 

    
PREPARING THE CLIENT: 
 
Informational meetings are held at the Senior Center and a telephone survey to our clients is initiated 
utilizing IRCCOA staff and volunteers who have received training in this area.  Case managers/case 
aids have made home visits with each at-risk client to prepare required forms and explain how to be 
prepared in the event of an emergency. 
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If  the storm is expected to make landfall, each Case Manager/Case Aide will begin at the 36- hour 
warning to call each client or make a home visit, if necessary, to inform them of the danger and 
ensure they are preparing for their safety. 

 
Each client has received information on “What To Do and How To Prepare For An Emergency” at 
the initial assessment and again when they are reassessed to ensure their understanding of being 
prepared in the event of an emergency.  For clients that do not need to be assessed such as 
transportation-disadvantaged or seniors who participate in senior center activities, this information is 
provided to the clients on the vans, in the senior centers and all meal sites.  

 
The Case Managers/Case Aide will review the paraphernalia they need to have ready if their plans 
include relocating to a shelter. The Case Manager will remind the client to call family members, if 
available, to keep them abreast of the clients plans.   

 
AREA RESOURCE DIRECTORY: 
 
Our Resource Directory was compiled, edited and published by the IRCCOA.  The I & R Specialist 
will keep this directory updated and any new resources are added as they become available.   Each 
staff member involved in the preparedness procedure will have a copy.  (Many copies have been 
distributed to volunteers as well.) 

 
TRAINING/EDUCATING AND NETWORKING: 
 
Training sessions will be conducted by the local American Red Cross on an on-going basis.  Both   
day care staff and in-home service staff attend both training courses. Please see section on 
Information and Referral for more details on this matter. 

 
NUTRITION: 
 
The IRCCOA has secured a contract with the School District of Indian river County Food Service   
designated shelters in the event of a disaster.  The Food Service Department will staff the designated 
kitchens and supply the food as directed by the Red Cross. Provisions are made also with the Red 
Cross and the IRC Sheriff's Department,  to provide meals for the IRCCOA staff members working 
in the recovery period to restore  service and safety.   

 
Each year during the months of May and/or June, emergency meals and informational packets on 
hurricane or other disaster preparedness are sent to all IRCCOA Site Managers.  Should we 
encounter a disaster, the Site Managers insure that each congregate diner and home delivered 
participant will receive seven (7) emergency meals and the information packet. . 

 
Nutrition Call Down Procedure 
The IRCCOA’s Nutrition Coordinator will call each Site Manager twenty-four (24) hours in advance 
of a hurricane land fall to apprize staff of warning information.  The IRCCOA Food Director will 
advise all site managers as to the shut-down process or site operation.  We will attempt to furnish 
each Site Manager with a list of congregate diners who are on the evacuation area list and/or the 
clients who will be transported to the Special Needs Shelters.  An update of all the clients receiving 
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home delivered meals will be printed and submitted to each Site Manager, IRCCOA’s Food Director 
will also keep a copy.  A list of all key people with the food program and their phone numbers will 
be disseminated to all site managers and a copy kept with the IRCCOA Food Director.   

 
Each Site Manager is responsible to make sure all volunteer and paid drivers are informed of the 
plan of action. 
 
CONGREGATE MEALSITES AND MANAGERS: 
 
Vero Beach Senior Center 
Tom Gallagher  (O) 772-569-0763 (H) 772-664-0862 
 
Sebastian Senior Center 
Ken Michaud   (O) 772-388-5889 (H) 321-724-6078       (F) 772-388-6130 
 
Gifford Community Center 
Tom Gallagher  (O) 772-569-0763 (H) 772-664-0862 
 
School District of Indian River County 
Food Service Director - Frank Mullins (O) 772-564-4981  (H) 772-569-6193 
 
POST DISASTER 
 
All directives will come from the Executive Director and/or Assistant Director after briefing with 
the Emergency Management Department concerning the following: 

• Extent of damage to community 
• Condition of roads and bridges 
• Quarantined areas or restricted travel 
• Curfews in effect 
• Availability of telephone service/electricity 
• Status of Agency’s staff and 
• Shelters to be utilized 

 
PERSONAL/FAMILY MATERIALS CHECK LIST 
 

It is understood that all drivers, dispatchers, and support staff must have sufficient time to 
adequately secure  their home, family and pets. A copy of "Are You Ready?" a family 
preparedness plan, is provided under  separate cover. As a minimum, all staff members should 
include in their personal/family preparations the following:    

a. A battery-operated radio and flashlight and fresh batteries 
b. A first aid kit, and a 2-week supply of medicine   
c. Your personal/family car should be fueled and if applicable your mobile home tie-downs 

checked 
d. Stock up on enough canned provisions for the entire family and pet(s) if appropriate 
e. Clear your yard of all loose objects 
f. Wedge sliding glass doors to prevent their lifting from their tracks 
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g. Move valuables to upper floors 
h. Shut off gas, water, and electricity where they enter the house 
i. Fill clean containers (including your bath tub) with several days of drinking water 
j. Cover furniture and important items with plastic 
k. Finally, lock all doors, board your windows or tape them heavily to prevent breakage or 

shattering, lower blinds and close the drapes 
 
Helpful Information for your Family Plan  
If possible, a videotape of the interior of your house, room by room and the exterior of your house.  
If you do not have access to a video camcorder, take photographs of everything from the clothes in 
your closet to the trees in your yard.  This tape or these photographs should be placed in your safe 
deposits box–NOT AT HOME.  This is an important thing to do in case of fire or other disasters. 
 - An special jewelry that may be family heirlooms. 

- Copies (or originals) of all important documents such as deeds, mortgages, birth and 
marriage certificates,  insurance papers, etc. 

 
Plan for Children  
Be sure to include special snacks, books, games, and at least one doll or toy in your disaster supply 
kit. Like adults, there should be one pair of sturdy closed toe, closed heel shoes for each child. 

 
Plan an alternate form of day care for your children in the event that schools or day care facilities are 
closed.  For instance, try to identify any family or friends who would help.  It will be difficult, if not 
impossible, to make arrangements at the last minute.  Depending on your circumstances, you may 
not be able to return to work. 
 
Plan for Pets 
If you have a cat and dog, they should be separated during a disaster. Since you may be working 
long, erratic hours, consider boarding your pet at a kennel or veterinarians’ office.  Again, these 
arrangements should be made in advance as part of your overall disaster plan. 
 
Plan for Photo Albums, Special Memorabilia 
 
The loss of photo albums can be one of the most painful losses when a house is destroyed.  The best 
that you can do is to take them off the bookshelves before a hurricane, place them in a heavy-duty 
lawn bag and place with your disaster supplies in your “Safe Room,” which could be your pantry, 
bathroom, or some other interior room. 
 
Disaster Supplies No Family Should be Without 
 
Carefully look over the following list of disaster supplies.  Please make every effort to include them 
as part of your disaster supplies.   
a. A can of black or dark spray paint.  Unfortunately, you may need this to identify your house. 
b. Insect repellent and Benadryl type creams or lotions to treat insect bites. 
c. One pair of sturdy closed toe, closed heel shoes and thick socks for each family member.  Boots 

would be even better.  With debris that contains glass, nails, snakes, etc, it will not be safe to 
walk around in sandals. 
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d. Bottled water and batteries cannot be emphasized enough.  You should have enough food and 
water for your family to be self-sufficient for two weeks.  Starting today, purchase a couple of 
gallons of water each time you go to the grocery store. 

e. Fix a Flat, this should be kept in the truck of each car. 
f. Propane for gas grill, or charcoal and lighter fluid for a regular grill. 
g. Camera with 3 or 4 rolls of film for recording damage to your home for insurance purposes. 
h. A roll of visqueen or plastic and a staple gun in case a window blows out.  This will temporarily 

keep the rain out of the interior of your home. 
i. Plywood for boarding up before or covering damaged areas after a storm. 
 
Creating the Family Plan 
 
Only if you live alone can you make this plan by yourself.  If you are married, live with roommates 
or family,  then everyone must be involved with the family plan.   
Your household should have a meeting to create the plan and to delegate the following types of 

responsibilities: 
• Who will go to the grocery store to buy the last minute supplies? 
• Who will go to the pharmacy to refill all prescriptions and purchase last minute toiletries and 

over the counter medication? 
• Who will go to the bank and get the cash and /or traveler’s checks? Checks and credit cards 

will be no good after the storm.  Banks may be closed for days or weeks. 
• Who will fill the car(s) with gas and check oil and tire pressure?  The gasoline pumps may 

not be operational after the storm. 
• Who will scrub/sterilize the bathtubs and fill with water? 
• Who will be responsible for the yard and the outside of the house?  Who will pick up potted 

plants, lawn chairs, toys, bikes, etc.?  Any loose object can become a flying missile in a 
hurricane.  

• Who will be responsible for moving disaster containers, photo albums, etc. to the Safe 
Room? 

• If your plan is to evacuate and go to a hotel, who is responsible for making the reservation 
and obtaining the confirmation number?  

• Who is responsible for telephoning an out-of-town family member of your plan?  
• Who is in charge of packing the disaster supplies in the car?  Have you also packed 

adjustable lawn chairs, sleeping bags, pillows and a book or game (even for adults)? 
• Whether your plan is to stay, go to family or friends, go to a hotel, or go to a shelter, who 

will communicate your final plan to at least two of your neighbors? Does each household 
member know how to turn off the water, gas and electricity? 

• If you have a pet, who is responsible for its care during the disaster? 
 
The Alternate Plan 
 
During your household meeting, select an alternate plan.  Your original plan may be to stay at your 
sister’s house, but she may have company and may not be able to accommodate your family.  Or, the 
hotel you originally  chose may already be booked. What will be your alternate hotel or shelter?  
Or, your plan may have been to stay right at home, but the latest weather advisories make you feel 
that it would be safer to leave.  These are all reasons why you should have an alternate plan.  Be sure 
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that your neighbors, family, and co-workers know your alternate plan. 
 
THE RECOVERY PERIOD: 
 
Perhaps a need even greater than evacuation will be the recovery period in which citizens will be 
returned to their homes.  Drivers should familiarize themselves with the Essential Road Clearings 
which gives the county’s priority for opening roads.  Our Dispatcher will assist in the orderly return 
of clients to their homes. Throughout the period of the storm and the recovery period, all Council 
members should monitor  emergency radio frequencies for instructions. 
 
STAFF ASSIGNMENTS IN EMERGENCY: 
 
Primary staff members responsible for evacuation and preparations, holders of master keys, key 
personnel to be notified in emergency, and evacuation checklists for each department are attached as 
Appendixes. 

 
In the event, we are instructed to evacuate due to a severe impending storm, the Case Managers, 
Adult Day Care staff and support staff will call each client to inform them of the forthcoming 
emergency and arrange for their safety if needed. 
 
APPENDICES: 
 
 Pre-Disaster Planning      - Appendix  A 
 Emergency Plan of Action     - Appendix  B 
 List of Key Staff and Telephone Numbers   - Appendix  C 

 List of Staff with Master Keys    - Appendix  D 
 Statement of Intentions from Staff    - Appendix  E 
 Employee Call Down Process     - Appendix  F 
 AAA & Service Providers in PSA  IX   Eco’s  - Appendix  G 
 Pre-Disaster & Post Disaster Supplies   - Appendix   H 
 Evacuation & Preparation     - Appendix   I 
 Activities Record Report     - Appendix   J 

Evacuation Checklists  - 
 Administration      - Appendix   K  
 Senior Center/Information & Referral   - Appendix   L    
 Adult Day Care Centers I & II    - Appendix   M 
 In-Home Service & Case Management   - Appendix   N 
 Transportation       - Appendix   O 
 Human Aid Distribution Centers    - Appendix   P 
 American Red Cross Primary Shelters         - Appendix   Q 
 American Red Cross Secondary Shelters   - Appendix   R 
 Post Disaster Mass Care Sites      - Appendix   S 
 Essential Road Clearings     - Appendix   T 
 Vendors       - Appendix   U 

Evacuation Check List By Department   - Appendix   V 
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Appendix   A 
EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS PLAN - PRE-DISASTER PLANNING 

 
1.  Make multiple copies of the EVACUATION CHECKLIST and distribute it to all staff and 
volunteers. 
 
2.  Review the Emergency Preparedness Plan and Emergency Plan of Action. 
 
3.  Meet with various staff to discuss the Plan and each individual’s duties. 
 
4.  Decide circumstances for evacuation of the offices. 
 
5.  Contact other Council on Aging providers and Area Agency on Aging to determine status, need 
for evacuation, and to discuss service and meal plans. 
 
6.  Notify Area Agency on Aging of anticipated actions, review telephone numbers where 
Co-Emergency Services Directors can be reached after the emergency, and agree on pre-arranged 
time for the Co-Emergency Services Director to contact Area Agency on Aging. 
 
7.  Assign any additional duties to those present, such as determining who can lift, who has a 
vehicle, which can be utilized, etc. 
 
8.  Prioritize all documents and supplies that may be removed to the Alternate site (due to lack of 
time, manpower, or space, it may be impossible to save everything).  MAKE SURE THAT 
IMPORTANT ITEMS ARE SECURED FIRST. 
 
9. Maintain inventory of supplies and equipment moved into shared offices as well as items 
purchased later, to ease separation of offices when the agency moves to a permanent office building. 
 
10. Fill all vehicles with gasoline, check first aid kit for supplies, pick up spare tire for vans at 
County Garage. 
 
11. Arrange a time and location where the staff can contact one  another after the emergency. 
 
12. Assign one copy of the Emergency Plan to the County  Emergency Services Director to remain 
in his possession after leaving the facility.    
 
 

Appendix   B 
EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS PLAN - EMERGENCY PLAN OF ACTION 

  
72 HOURS NOTICE: HURRICANE WATCH set by Indian River County Emergency 
Management 
THINGS TO DO: 
a.  Executive Director, Assistant Director and Supervisors meet & review plan of action. 
b.  Review latest hurricane location and instructions from Emergency Management teams. 
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c.  Start up emergency procedures. 
d. Review list of available staff to assist in preparations. 
e.  Contact alternate site for move and pick up key. 
f.   Supervisors of departments ensure all staff have necessary information such as list of employees 

and phone numbers, their responsibilities and client information if needed. 
g.  Determine safe "out of area" location to send one IRCCOA vehicle with equipment and files. 
h.   Make sure propane tanks are topped off and remind Amerigas  we are on priority list to refill. 
 
36 HOURS NOTICE: 
 a. Review latest hurricane location and instructions from Emergency Management teams. 
 b.  During working hours - assemble staff in the Senior Center to review emergency plan of action. 
 c. During non-working hours - Supervisors will contact and  assemble their available staff in the 

Senior Center to review the emergency plan. 
 d. Supervisors ensure that all services are canceled for following day(s), transportation, In-home 

services, Adult Day Care, congregate and home delivered meals.  
 e. Make computer back-up on all systems and mail to designated place or load in van leaving area. 
 f. Move equipment, supplies and other needed materials to alternate site or in van leaving area. 
 g. Protect data, equipment and supplies at facility. 
 h. Assign staff to alternate site, shelters or County Administration Building. 
 I. Disperse recovery funds to appropriate staff. 
 j. Disperse vehicles. 
 
24 HOUR NOTICE:  HURRICANE WARNING set by Indian River County Emergency 
Management 
a. Establish post emergency meeting day, time, and place for Supervisors to assess damage and 

priorities for recovery period. 
b. Supervisors conduct a final check of their building to ensure their spaces and buildings have 

been thoroughly secured.  CLOSE THE OFFICE. 
c.  Reprogram voice mail to direct all calls concerning storm to EMS Department. 
d. Staff will have the option to forward their incoming calls to another number, e.g., cell phone or 

home phone. 
   

Appendix   C 
EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS PLAN –  

LIST OF KEY STAFF AND TELEPHONE NUMBERS 
 

Executive Director  (O) 772-569-0760  
Arlene Fletcher  (H) 772-567-7529    
2345 Avalon Avenue  (C) 772-538-0424 
Vero Beach Fl 
 
Assistant Director  (O) 772-569-0760  
Mary Boyle   (H) 772-569-2060 
16 First Court SW  (C) 772-538-3039 
Vero Beach FL 
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Transportation Director (O) 772-569-0903 
Karen Wood   (H) 772-778-8978 
2035 36 Ave   (C)772-532-0396 
Vero Beach, Fl 32960 

 
Dispatcher 
Liz Wilton   (O) 772-569-0903 
793 Banyan Road  (H) 772-231-7963 
Vero Beach FL  (C) 772-538-0422 
 
Lead Driver 
George Manor  
590 A No. Tropic Lane (H)772-562-8298 
Vero Beach, FL  32960 (C)772-532-0396 
 
 
Case Manager Director 
Rebekah Race   (O)772-569-0763 
125 Miller Drive  (H)696-3295 
Sebastian, Fl  32958  (C)772-696-3295 
 
Adult Day Care Director 
Beth Wodtke RN  (O)772-569-0760 
5120 Tradewinds Driver  (H)772-234- 
Vero Beach, Fl  32963 (C)772-492-1419 
      

 
Appendix   D 

EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS PLAN - 
LIST OF STAFF MEMBERS WITH MASTER KEYS 

  
   Name   Job Title    Phone 
Karen Digl   Executive Director  772-569-0760, (C)772-473-2935 
Mary Boyle   Assistant Director  772-569-2060, (C) 772-538-3039 
Rob Jacobson  Fiscal Officer   772-778-2772 
Joann Brandreth Administrative Assistant 772-569-0760, (H) 772-562-5346 

 
 

Appendix E 
EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS PLAN - 

STATEMENT OF INTENTIONS DURING AN EMERGENCY 
 

Name:________________________________________ 
 
Job Title:___________________________________ 
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During an emergency I (will) (will not) be available to assist the Council on Aging in efforts to 
secure Agency/Client data and to assist in making emergency protection measures. 
 
If  I commit to help in an emergency, I will be given ample time to secure my home and family 
and that Emergency Management is expected to notify the Council on Aging in sufficient time 
to complete personal and Council on Aging requirements. 
  
 
 
Signed:_____________________________ 
 
Dated:______________________________ 
 
 
 
In the event you may be at another location, please give us the address and phone number 
where you can be reached. 
 
Temporary Address ___________________________________________ 
 
Telephone No. _______________________ 

 
 

Appendix   F 
EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS PLAN - 

EMPLOYEE CALL DOWN PROCESS 
 

INDIAN RIVER COUNTY COUNCIL ON AGING, INC. CALL DOWN PROCESS 
          

KAREN DEIGL 

231-8693 - H     

473 - 2935 - C 
          

MARY BOYLE 

569-2060 - H    

538 - 3039 - C 
          
KAREN ROBERTS  JOAN FRARY  KAREN  WOOD REBEKAH  RACE ROBERT 

JACOBSEN BETH WODTKE  
JOANN 
BRANDRETH 

569-0438 - H  562-4746 - H  778-8978 - H 696-3295 - H 778 - 2772 - H 492 - 1419 - H  562 - 5346 - H 

201-776-4729 - C  774 - 9202 - C  633-4306 - C 696-3295 - C 559 - 0445 - C 713 - 4844 - C  538 - 7894 - C 

          
SUE THANASIU  

KATH 
McGLENNON  GEOGE MANOR SHELDON  

KLEGER LYNNE OALKEY SALLY DELL 
DONNA   

770 - 4943 - H  562-2636  562-8298 - H 321-725-1888 - H 564 - 7140 - H 589 - 8165 - H   
321-3459 - C  633-0753 - C   216-1969 - C 538-0424 - C 913 - 0189 - C 633 - 5642 - C   

          
  KEN MICHAUD  PAUL SIPEL RITA BURNS ANGIE JESSOP ADULT DAY   
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  321-253-2702 - H  589-9431 - H 567-1972 - H 772-879-3052 - H CARE    
  538 - 8709 - C   633-8654 - C 473-3468 - C 530 - 6126 - C AIDES   
          

    ALL BUS CATHY KNOWLES     
    DRIVERS 772 - 460 - 9309 - H     

           

    LIZ  WILTON MEALSITE MGR     

       231-7963 - H M.O.W. 
VOLUNTEERS     

     532-0421 - C FOOD DIRECTOR     
          

    LEA WILENING IN-HOME 
SERVICES     

    231-7960 - H      
     538-0425 - C CASE MANAGERS     
          

    
KATHY 

BOBBITT      
    562-6788 - H      
          
    MAY LEE      
    978-1655 - H      
 
 

Appendix   G 
EVACUATION AND PREPAREDNESS - 

AAA & SERVICE PROVIDERS OF PSA IX ECO’S 
 
The telephone number for the County Disaster Office will be available from the local media 
following the disaster. 
 
AREA AGENCY ON AGING - Steven Parris  (O) 561-694-7601   (H) 561-848-4989 
               (M) 561-371-1891   (F) 561-624-6947 
Alternate  Robert McFalls   (O) 561-694-7601   (H) 561-735-7685 
      (M) 561-358-9658   (F) 561-624-6947 
 
OTHER PROVIDERS 
Name    St. Lucie Council on Aging      
 Loucella McDuffie     (O) 1-561-336-8608 (H) 1-561-878-1045 
             (M) 561-284-1312    (F) 561-336-3314 
 
Name  Martin Co. Council on Aging  
 Michael Knowles     (O)1-561-223-7828 (H)1-561-460-9309 
       (B)1-561-377-1141 (F)1-561-283-2057 
                   Roger Eckert      (O)1-561-223-7885 (H)1-561-692-9837 
       (M)1-561-260-4632 (F) 1-561-219-8507 
      Barbara Kauffman             (O)1-561-283-2242 (H)1-561-220-1945      
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Name  Okeechobee Council on Aging  
 Sheila Savage              (O)1-863-462-5180  (H)1-863-467-2294 
       (M) 1-863-447-3393   (F)1-863-462-5184    
 
Name    Palm Beach County  
 Sharon Richardson     (O) 1-561-355-4759     (H) 1-561-747-6355 
      (M) 1-561-389-4078     (F)1-561-355-3222 
 
Meals on Wheels Providers School District of Indian River County 
Food Service Director - Frank Mullins  (O) 772-770-5560      (H) 772-569-6193       
   

 
Appendix H 

EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS PLAN - 
PRE-DISASTER SUPPLIES 

15 boxes 3.5" diskettes    Cellular phones charged 
6 hand held battery micro-cassette recorders Garbage bags 
AM-FM battery operated radio   Plastic gloves 
Radio Shack Weather Radio    Large bottle of Excedrin 
Cardboard boxes with covers    Stationery/envelopes with Letterhead 
Plastic sheeting (3 rolls)    Pens and pencils 
2 boxes, heavy duty trash bags   Non-electric can opener 
Packing tape/masking tape/transparent tape  10 cans of Fix-a-flat 
Furniture dolly     Scissors 
Plastic bags (10 gallon and zip lock quart size) Note pads 
Permanent markers and high lighters    Computer paper 
Three ring binders     Manila file folders 
County grid maps     Blank diskettes 
Case of three whole punch paper                               Sheets of heavy duty plastic or Tarps 
Heavy duty stapler     Large Plastic bins with secure tops 

 
POST DISASTER SUPPLIES 

9 cans insect repellent 
First aid kit 
Large bottle Tylenol 
Pre-moistened towellettes 
Gallon liquid soap 
Batteries for radio & cassettes 
Clipboards 
Three ring binders 
Four solar calculators 
Correction fluid 
Telephone books 
Paper clips and rubber bands 
Staples and stapler 
Paper clips and rubber bands 
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Staples and stapler 
 

 
Appendix I 

EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS PLAN - 
EVACUATION & PREPARATION STAFF 

 
STAFF POSITIONS   RESPONSIBILITIES PERSONAL INFORMATION 
Emergency   To coordinate all  Mary Boyle 
Co-Coordinators  of the emergency  16 First Court SW 
   operations.   Vero Beach FL 32962 
       (C) 772-569-0760, 772-538-3039 
 
Facilities Mgr.  To ensure the smooth  Karen Wood 
   evacuation of the physical 2035 36 Ave 
   plant and equipment  Vero Beach, Fl 32960  

(H)772-770-4883, 772-778-8978  
 
(Alternate)       George Manor   
        590 A North Tropic Ln  
       Vero Beach, Fl  32960  
       (H) 772-562-8298, (C)772-532-0396 
 
Director of   Coordinate with local home Elizabeth Wodtke 
Emergency   health agencies for pre and 5120 Tradewinds Drive 
Support   post emergency client needs  Vero Beach, FL 32963  (H)  
   and utilization of staff through 772-492-1419 
   emergency period 
 
(Alternate)       Rita Burns 
       2905 1st Road 

    Vero Beach FL 32968   
    772-567-1972 

 
(Alternate)       Anne Mae Wilkerson 
       4815 38th Cir Apt 204 
       Gifford Fl 326960   
       772-778-9727 
 
Volunteer Coordinator To oversee placement  Joan Frary  
    of volunteer to meet  335 Killarney Cay  
    the various needs of our   Vero Beach FL 32966 772-562-4746 
    agency and the clients.    
 
(Alternate)        Kathleen MacGlennon 
        360 35 Court SW 
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        Vero Beach, FL 32968 
        772-562-2636 
 
(Alternate)       Rosemary Millar 
        3345 14 Street 
        Vero Beach, FL 32960 
        772-778-2176 
 
(Alternate)       Madeline Profeta 
        2736 52nd Ave 
        Vero Beach, FL 32966 
        772-770-0079 
 
Employee Assistance To coordinate    
Coordinator  emergency relief   
    and assistance to IRCCOA’s  
    employees    
   
Client Service   To implement client disaster        Rebekah Race 
Coordinator    action plans and the subsequent  125 Miller Driver              
            response for clients’ recovery      Sebastian, Fl  32958 
   needs.                                            772-696-3295 
 
Special Needs        Sheldon Kleger 
Coordinator        5085 South Hwy A1A 
        Melborne, FL 32951 
        321-725-1885 
 
        Mira Talley 
        2551 Indian River Blvd 
        Vero Beach, FL 32960  
        772-978-5699 
 
        Annie Mae Wilkerson 
        1685 20th Court SW 

      Vero Beach, FL 32962 
         772-778-9727 
 

Information &     To coordinate communication  Burton Parker 
Referral Specialist  issues, and to gather and      609  Juan Ortez Circle 
    dispense disaster information     Ft. Pierce, FL 34947 
    and referrals.                 772-595-9267             
Medical Coordinator To assist and report all medical  Beth Wodtke RN 
   needs and functions during post  5120 Tradewinds Drive 
   disaster for current or referred Vero Beach FL 32963 772-492-1419 
   clients. 
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(Alternate)      Mary Boyle LPN 
      16 First Court SW 
      Vero Beach FL 32962 772-569-2060 
          
Supplies   To coordinate the intake and JoAnn Brandreth 
Coordinator   dispersal of administration of 636 14th St. 
   supplies.     Vero Beach FL 32960 772-562-5346 
 

              Rob Jacobsen 
               710 24th Square 
               Vero Beach FL 32962 772-778-2772 
        
Transportation  To oversee travel arrangements Liz Wilton 
Dispatcher   and routes for evacuation and 793 Banyan Road 
   post disaster delivery of goods Vero Beach FL 32963 772-231-7963 
   and services.     

 (Alternate)       Katherine L Bobbitt 
        2531 Atlantic Blvd. 
        Vero Beach, FL  772-562-6788 
 
(Alternate)       Leanne Wilkening 
        937 Ocean Place 
        Vero Beach FL 32963 772-231-7960 
 
(Alternate)       May Lee  
        1056 24th Place SW 

         Vero Beach, Fl 32962 772-978-1655 
 
Housing  To oversee post   Marilyn Anderson 
Coordinator  emergency resettlement  7316 16th Street 
        Vero Beach FL 32966 772-567-6595 
 
(Alternate)              Mira Talley 

             2551 Indian River Blvd 
             Vero Beach FL 32960 772-978-5699   

 
(Alternate)       Sheldon Kleger 
        5085 South Hwy A1A 
        Melborne, FL 32951 321-725-1885 
 
(Alternate)             Jackie Hiers 
              2275 4th Lane 

            Vero Beach FL 32962 772-567-6339 
        
(Alternate)             Annie Mae Wilkerson 
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            1685 20th Court SW 
            Vero Beach FL 32962 772-778-9727 
       

Fiscal Data  To ensure the emergency   Rob Jacobsen 
Manager  disbursement of funds and  710 24th Square 

   data during the disaster time  Vero Beach FL 32962 772-778-2772 
           

(Alternate)       Lynne Oakley 
        7000 20th Street #774  
        Vero Beach FL 32966 772-564-7140  

 
 

Appendix   J 
EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS PLAN - 

DAILY ACTIVITIES RECORD 
Disaster No. :__________________ 
Name of Disaster: _____________________ 
Date: _____________________  
Location:___________________________ 

 
Labor 

 
Hours Rate Reg/OT Name Job Title Deaprtment 

     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
 

Equipment 
 

Quantity Unit Description Invoice # Price 
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
 
 
Each employee will be given a Daily Activities Report Form, submitted by the EMS department, for 
each employee to keep accurate records of the hours they have worked in transporting clients to the 
Special Needs Shelters.  Please keep accurate records as this may be submitted for reimbursement if 
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the emergency is indeed declared by the Governor or the President.  IRCCOA staff not participating 
in the Special Needs project will also need to keep accurate records of the hours worked and will be 
used as a time sheet for payroll purposes. 
 
Please complete this form and submit to your supervisor. Thank you for all your help. 
 
 

 
Appendix K 

EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS PLAN - 
EVACUATION CHECKLIST - ADMINISTRATION 

  
The following measures will take place only on a hurricane warning.  A hurricane warning indicates 
that: Everyone in the area covered by the warning should listen for further advisories and be ready to 
take precautionary actions including evacuation, as directed by Emergency Management. 
 
Staff 
 Executive Director 
 Assistant Director 
 Transportation Director 
 Transportation Dispatcher  
 Fiscal Officer                           
 Administrative Assistant             
 Bookkeeper 

   
Assistant Directors /   - Shut off water to all buildings 
designee   - Shut off all electric at breakers in all buildings  
    - Ensure all furniture or loose equipment is placed inside of buildings 
Assistant Director  - Telephone system will be reprogrammed to give directives to 

incoming callers  
Administrative Assistant - Shut down telephone system if deemed necessary. 
MIS Systems Manager          - Complete back up on CIRTS and assist all staff members with 

computers to do the same. 
 
Every staff member will secure his/her own offices and be responsible for the following: 

• Unplug all electrical equipment 
• Disconnect all telephone instruments 
• Move all equipment and furniture away from windows 
• Cover all equipment with plastic and secure 
• Clear desks and table surfaces  
• Place contents on the desk, in desk or file drawers 
• Remove all personal items 
• Double plastic bag all pertinent data and place in top two drawers in 

file cabinets 
• All other important documentation listed below will be double-

bagged in plastic and kept in a high, dry area at the Council on 
Aging designated by Emergency Officers.   

 
Persons responsible identified as follows: 

 
Executive Director 
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Responsible for all original contracts, deeds, titles, charter, insurance 
policies, video of buildings and contents and other pertinent data the 
Director deems necessary. 

    
Fiscal Officer/Bookkeeper  

General ledgers, accounts receivable and accounts payable, invoices, 
receipts and list of vendors. Agency checkbooks, petty cash and any cash 
on hand, master list of agency inventory and previous years audit. 

  
Transportation Dispatcher 

If Co-Emergency Coordinating Officers decide our physical location is in 
harms way, all software and computers or other equipment earmarked will 
be transported via a designated van out of the area.  The dispatcher will be 
issued one of the hand-held radios from the beginning of the emergency 
until the recovery period is complete. 

 
Administrative Assistant 

Is accountable for the agency’s scrapbook and archives, ensure personnel 
files, insurance policies, are in safe high place. Make a copy of all key 
contact persons and phone numbers for insurance claims for Executive 
Director and Assistant Director and self.  Copies are to be removed from 
office on closure of  buildings. 

    
The following supplies will be on hand at the 72-hour warning: 

Office supplies (in the event of evacuation we will need supplies to carry 
on business)  
Stationery 
Plain and letterhead envelopes 
Permanent markers and high lighters 
Pens and pencils 
Scissors, staplers, paper clips, staples 
Transparent and manila files and folders 
Blank diskettes 
Tape backups 
Note & posting pads 
Push pins (thumb tacks) 
Correction fluid 
Local telephone book. 

 
 

Appendix L 
EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS PLAN - 

EVACUATION CHECKLIST - SENIOR CENTER/INFORMATION REFERRAL 
 

The following measures will take place only on a hurricane warning.  A hurricane warning indicates 
that everyone in the area covered by the warning should listen for further advisories and be ready to 
take precautionary actions including evacuation, as directed by Emergency Management. 

 
Senior Center Coordinator/Information/Referral Specialist 
Info/Referral Assistant 
MOW Coordinator 
                                            

Assistant Directors or designee 
 Unplug all electrical equipment and disconnect all telephones.   
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 Shut off gas (Senior Center) at Master Valve 
 Shut off water service 
 Shut off all electric at breaker or fuse box 
 
All Staff   
 Move all equipment away from windows 
 Double plastic-bag all pertinent data and place in top two drawers of file cabinets 
 Cover all equipment with plastic and secure 
 Clear desks and table surfaces and place contents in desks or file cabinets 

 
 

Appendix   M 
EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS PLAN - 

EVACUATION CHECKLIST - ADULT DAY CARE CENTERS   I & II 
  

The following measures will take place only on a hurricane warning.  A hurricane warning indicates 
that everyone in the area covered by the warning should listen for further advisories and be ready to 
take precautionary actions including evacuation, as directed by Emergency Management. 

 
At the 36-hour warning stage, the Adult Day Care staff will begin calling the clients’ family and/or 
care giver to inform them of impending storm and our plans for closing down to secure our facility.  
At that time, any clients attending day care will be transported home.  The staff will encourage 
clients and family/care givers to prepare their homes, or if their plans are for relocating, to remind 
them of the supplies they will need to take.  After the storm has subsided and areas are declared safe 
and functional, the Adult Day Care staff will begin calling clients to reschedule for service. 
Reevaluation of clients condition will be addressed upon their first day back, by the Case Manager, 
Director and Director of Day Care.  

 
Adult Day Care Staff 

Adult Day Care Director  
Staff of Aides    
Adult Day Care Drivers 
Adult Day Care Receptionist 

 
Adult Day Care Staff  
 Move all equipment away from windows 
 Double plastic-bag all pertinent data and place in top two drawers of file cabinets. 
 Unplug all electrical equipment and disconnect all telephones 
 Cover all equipment with plastic and secure 

Shut off all electric at breaker or fuse boxes in both Day Care Centers 
 Shut off water service to both Day Care Centers 
 Ask all staff to remove all personal items 

Clear desks and table surfaces and place contents in files or cabinets 
 Move benches into Senior Center 
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Appendix N 
EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS PLAN – 

EVACUATION CHECKLIST - IN-HOME SERVICE & CASE MANAGEMENT 
 

Case Management/In-Home Service /Nutrition Programs 
 
The following measures will take place only on a hurricane warning.  A hurricane warning 
indicates that everyone in the area covered by the warning should listen for further advisories and 
be ready to take precautionary actions including evacuation, as directed by Emergency 
Management. 
 
In the event we need to evacuate due to a severe impending storm, the Case Managers, Adult Day 
Care staff and support staff will call each client to inform them of the forthcoming emergency and 
arrange for their safety if needed. 
 
Throughout the year as clients are assessed or reassessed for service, the Case Managers have 
addressed the  needs of the client in the event of an emergency.   If a client needs to be 
transported to a Special Needs Shelter at the time of an emergency, the Case Manager may assist 
the client in the completion of the Special Needs Registration Form and submit the completed form 
to the EMS Department. All clients residing in Mobile Homes, low-lying areas of the county, 
poorly constructed dwellings and seniors at-risk or with physical limitations will be encouraged to 
stay with family/friends or relocate to a shelter.  Each Case Manager completes a Client 
Information Form (CIF) on all of their clients at the time of assessment or reassessment.  This form 
is utilized by the Case Managers as their “Disaster Evaluation Assessment” tool. The original goes 
into the clients’ file and a copy is made and inserted into a three-ring notebook, which the Case 
Manager will take when IRCCOA closes the facilities.  This one page form contains enough vital 
information on the client that the Case Manager can use effectively to case manage the client until 
the aftermath of the emergency. (See attached form) 
 
At the 72-hour warning, the Systems Manager will provide an updated printout of the following 
reports for this  department:  
• Client Service Summary report for the In-Home Services Coordinator.  This report provides 

the following information: name of client, SS#, Address, telephone number, the service the 
client is receiving, the funding source  for the service, and the time/day and frequency of 
delivery of service. This comprehensive report will enable this department to start-up service 
as soon as Case Managers have met and assessed their clients’ needs and the areas are safe 
from high water, down wires and roads are clear from debris. 

• A list of Active Clients from the In-House Services computer system.  This report will 
enable the In-home Services Coordinator to assign the same worker, if at all possible, to the 
client.  Hopefully, to cut down on the confusion for the clients benefit. 

• A current list of In-home service employees. This list provides the emploee's names, 
telephone numbers as well as their addresses, this information will assist the In-home 
Services Coordinator to first, inquire about their personal circumstances as well as 
scheduling them for work. 

• A list of clients who are scheduled for Special Needs. This list will be helpful to the Case 
Managers to confirm the whereabouts of their clients. 
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• A current list of the Sub-contractors with contact person and phone numbers. In-home 
Services Coordinator will have necessary information to contact agencies for services. 

• After a disaster, if there is structural damage to a large number of homes, shelters will remain 
opened and meals will continue to be provided by the Food Service Department. The meal’s 
provider will wait for notification from the IRCCOA as to when the IRCCOA’s various 
congregate meal sites will return to daily operation. 

 
IRCCOA’s Nutrition Coordinator will be responsible for calling the site managers to inform them 
of the time  frame for the reopening of each site. 
 
Nutrition Coordinator will need to coordinate with the volunteer/paid drivers to help assist in 
getting meals to the elderly in the community. 
 
Assistant Director Unplug all electrical equipment and disconnect all telephones. 
or designee   Shut off water to building. 

  Shut off electric at breaker or fuse box. 
   

Systems Manager    Printout all necessary reports to enable staff to continue work outside of 
office. Complete back-up on all computers and park hard drive, remove 
computer and printer to Systems Manager’s residence.                    

 
All Staff   Move all equipment away from windows. 

Double plastic bag all pertinent data and place in top two drawers of file 
cabinets. 

  Cover all equipment with plastic and secure. 
  Clear desks and table surfaces.  Place contents in desk or file drawers. 

 
The following instructions will apply to Case Managers and their clients: 
• Procure a current copy of employee staff and phone numbers. 
• Be sure to have the most recent master list of all Client Information Forms (see attached). 
• Keep the new revised Referral & Information Directory with you; it will be needed at the 

shelters and in assisting disaster victims. 
• Make a copy of the list of clients being transported to Special Needs Shelters and other 

shelters. Ensure  clients’ families were notified of the clients Plan of Action. 
• Each Case Manager will make a copy of client information sheets and provide a copy to 

Case Manager  supervisor.  This will be very useful to emergency medical teams and 
Shelter Managers as well. 

• Take care in double plastic bagging all client files and remove from your office to designated 
storage area (Systems Manager’s office).  Place files in top two file drawers or highest place 
possible. 

• If Case Manager has a vacation scheduled, please assign above tasks to a designee. 
• Each Case Manager or his/her designee, will be responsible for calling his clients during a 

watch and making sure they are prepared and have needed supplies in the event of 
evacuation and in the event they will be vacating to a shelter. 

 
 A meeting will be pre-arranged with Assistant Director, Case Manager Director, all Case Managers 
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and Case  Aides, (during post disaster stage) to arrange for contact with all clients.  Staffing 
with Case Manager Director, In-home Services Coordinator, Nutrition Coordinator and Adult Day 
Care Director or will be held after Case  Managers make client contact. Directives from 
Executive Director and Assistant Director will be decided at this meeting. 
 

 
Appendix O 

EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS PLAN - 
EVACUATION CHECKLIST – TRANSPORTATION/ VEHICLE PREPARATIONS 

 
As soon as the Council on Aging receives notification of an imminent landfall of hurricane winds 
and is placed on standby for evacuation of the handicapped to the special needs shelters, all routine 
transportation will be halted and all scheduled rides canceled.  Drivers will proceed directly to the 
School Board with their vehicle, top off all fuel tanks, bring tires to proper inflation, lubricate lifts, 
check radios and inventory vehicle emergency equipment to ensure first aid, cables, and other 
emergency equipment is aboard.  All fluids, coolant, oil, transmission, brakes, power steering, etc. 
will be topped and each vehicle will carry one spare quart of oil.  All drivers will need to report to 
the IRCCOA for final instruction from the Transportation Director before being released to go 
home and make personal/family preparations for the storm. 
 
Dispatcher Reporting Instructions: 
Drivers will remain in communications awaiting direction from the Transportation Director. 
 
Vehicle Assignment: 
When a hurricane warning is announced, one van may be loaded with essential computers, files 
and data and driven to safety beyond the storm threatened area.  The direction and speed of the 
storm will be assessed and a place of safety will be selected by the Transportation Director and 
IRCCOA Assistant Director.  The driver will then be directed to proceed to the place of safety as 
soon as the vehicle is loaded. 
 
The ultimate place of "Safety" will be left to the good judgment of the driver.  If after the driver 
has left the danger area the direction of the storm changes, putting the vehicle and equipment in 
danger, the driver will make a judgment to alter the  plan of evasion.  The driver will advise the 
IRCCOA as soon as possible, after reaching safety, of the new vehicle location. 
 
The remaining vehicles required for moving elderly and handicapped will proceed on the 
instructions from the Director of the Emergency Management Department. 
 
Drivers' Responsibilities in an Emergency: 
Drivers will remain in communications awaiting direction from the Transportation Director.  
Drivers of all IRCCOA vehicles will pick up a manifest of clients to be evacuated from dispatch 
and complete the evacuation as quickly as possible.  Case Managers, however, should begin now 
to assist our clients in purchasing a supply of emergency items.  For clients with special medical 
needs, ID bracelets will be issued as clients aboard the vans and clients will be encouraged to wear 
them at all times.  Under NO circumstances will alcohol, firearms, or pets be permitted in any 
emergency shelter. 
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Drivers will assist as necessary, but will have the major responsibility of remaining in constant 
communications, keeping the vehicle operating, and moving as rapidly and as safely as possible.  
Citizens who have requested transportation will have been notified that the emergency schedule 
will allow for 3 minutes to pick up each citizen.  Emergency Management will direct all vehicles 
to be pulled off the roads and returned to safety before winds in the area reach sustained 40 miles 
per hour.  You can anticipate particularly heavy traffic north of 17th Street and State Route 60 as 
residents from Riomar Drive south will use the 17th Street Bridge and Route 60 to evacuate and 
those north of Riomar Drive will use the Merrill Barber Bridge and US 1 north to evacuate. 
 
Disposition of all IRCCOA Vehicles during the Storm: 
When all clients are safely transported to an Emergency or Special Needs Shelter, or when directed 
by EMS to cease moving citizens because sustained winds have reached 40 MPH, drivers will take 
their assigned vehicle to their home and park it on the West side of the house as close as possible 
to the structure.  In doing so, our vehicles will be scattered throughout the County in hopes that 
some will be spared and available immediate service after the storm subsides. 
  
Vehicle Manifests: 
Assignment of clients-  Emergency Management has been actively identifying citizens in the 
County who need a ride to an emergency shelter and those handicapped who need help to a Special 
Needs Shelter.  When danger is imminent dispatch will    give a manifest of persons needing 
transportation to each driver.  IRCCOA vehicles will move only those clients on the manifest or 
those directed by the School Board Transportation Director.  Current records indicate that 
IRCCOA will be responsible for moving approximately250 clients from homes to shelters.  
Citizen needs include regular passenger and wheelchair transportation, therefore all vehicles must 
be made ready for service. 

 
 

Appendix P 
EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS PLAN - 
HUMAN AID DISTRIBUTION CENTERS 

 
Beachland Elementary Citrus Elementary        Wabasso Exceptional School 
3551 Mockingbird Drive 771 Citrus Road             8895 U S 1 
Vero Beach FL  Vero Beach FL             Wabasso Fl 
231-0668   562-4233              589-4140 
 
Dodgertown Elementary Fellsmere Elementary            Vero Beach High School 
4350 43rd Avenue  50 N. Cypress St.            1707 16th Street 
Vero Beach FL  Fellsmere FL             Vero Beach, Fl 
562-4350   571-0110             778-7000 
 
Gifford Middle Six  Gifford Middle Seven  Vero Beach Junior High 
4695 28th Avenue  2726 45th Street  1057 19th Street 
Gifford FL   Gifford  FL   Vero Beach FL 
567-2733   562-5429   770-5500 
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Glendale Elementary  Highlands Elementary  Vero Beach Elementary 
4940 8th Street  500 20th St SW  1770 12th Street 
Vero Beach FL  Vero Beach FL  Vero Beach FL 
778-4687   778-1622   562-2156 
 
Osceola Elementary   Rosewood Elementary J.A. Thompson Elementary 
665 20th Street  3850 16th Street  1110 18th Avenue SW 
Vero Beach FL  Vero Beach FL  Vero Beach FL 
770-5570   562-4721   562-7010  
 
Pelican Island Elementary Sebastian Elementary  Sebastian River Middle Jr. High 
1355 Schumann Drive 400 County Road 512  9400 County Road 512 
Sebastian  FL   Sebastian  FL   Sebastian  FL 
589-5425   589-1966   589-8994    
    

  
Appendix Q 

EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS PLAN - 
AMERICAN RED CROSS - PRIMARY SHELTERS 

 
1.  J.A. Thompson Elementary School 562-7010 
    1110 18th Avenue SW, Vero Beach 
 
2. Vero Beach High School   562-6242 
     Freshman Learning Center   
    1507 19th Street, Vero Beach 
 
3. Vero Beach Sr. High School  778-7000 
    1707 16th Street, Vero Beach 
 
4. Highlands Elementary School  778-1622 
    500 20th Street, Vero Beach 
 
5. Glendale Elementary School  778-4687 
    4940 8th Street, Vero Beach 
 
6. Gifford Middle School   562-5429 
    2726 45th Street, Gifford 
 
7. Sebastian Jr. High School   589-8994 
    9400 CR 512, Sebastian 
 
8. Sebastian Elementary School  589-2835 
    400 CR 512, Sebastian 
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9. Pelican Island Elementary School  589-5425 
    1355 Schumann Drive, Sebastian 
 
10. Fellsmere Elementary School  571-0110 
     50 N. Cypress Street, Fellsmere 

 
11. Olso Middle School   564-3980 
      480 20th Ave SW 
 
12.  Sebastian Senior Center   388-5889 
       815 Davis Street, Sebastian 

 
 

Appendix  R 
EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS PLAN - 

AMERICAN RED CROSS - SECONDARY SHELTERS 
 

First Church of God      Kings Baptist Church 
1590 27th Avenue      3235 58th Avenue 
Vero Beach, FL 32968     Vero Beach, FL 32966 
Phone 772-562-2256      Phone 772-567-5850 
 
First Presbyterian Church of Sebastian   St. Helen’s Parish Center 
1405 Louisiana Avenue     2050 Vero Beach Avenue 
Sebastian, FL 32958      Vero Beach, FL 32960 
Phone 772-589-5656      Phone 772-562-5954 
 
First United Methodist Church    St. Sebastian Catholic Church 
1750 20th St.       13075 U.S. #1 
Vero Beach, FL 32960     Sebastian, FL 32978 
Phone 772-562-1900      Phone 772-589-5790 
 
Gifford Community Center     Tabernacle Baptist Church 
4855 43rd Avenue      51 Old Dixie Highway 
Gifford, FL 32968      Vero Beach, FL 32962 
Phone 772-567-1435      Phone 772-562-0720 
 
Glendale Baptist Church     Truth Tabernacle Church 
740 27th Ave.       25 27th Avenue 
Vero Beach, FL 32960     Vero Beach, FL 32968 
Phone 772-563-4848      772-567-4297 
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Appendix S 
EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS PLAN - 

POST DISASTER MASS CARE SITES 
 
1.  Sebastian Jr. High School  589-8994 
     9400 CR 512, Sebastian 
2.  Fellsmere Park and Ball Field 
    Corner of CR 512 and Broadway Street 
3.  Vero Beach Sr. High School - Citrus Bowl 
     1707 16th Street, Vero Beach 
4.  Indian River Community College Mueller Center 
     5880 Lundberg Road, Vero Beach 
5.  Highlands Elementary School 
     500 20th Street SW, Vero Beach 
 
 

Appendix T 
EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS PLAN - 

ESSENTIAL ROAD CLEARINGS 
  

 1.  Interstate 95  10. 16th Street 
2.   US 1   11. Indian River Blvd.   
3.  State Road 510  12.  9th St. SW  
4.  State Road 512  13.  Barber Street  
5.  58th Avenue  14.  20th Avenue  
6.  66th Avenue  15.  4th Street 
7.  State Road 60 
8.  41st Street 
9.  27th Avenue The alternate site for the IRCCOA is First Church of God located 

on the corner of 12 street 58th Avenue. 
   

 
Appendix U 

EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS PLAN - 
VENDORS 

 
Unisourse Administrators, Inc. ................................................................................  1-888457-1400   
 
Acker Hall Insurance ........................................................................................... (O) 772-569-2626 
 
Wachovia Bank............................................................................................................(O) 778-1900 
 
C.I.M.A. ............................................................................................................ (O) 1-800-468-4200 
 
Buddy Vickers (W.L. Stanley Agency) ............................................................ (O) 1-800-742-1642 
 
Mark Scott  (NY Life).......................................................................................... (O) 772-562-8766 
 
Donna Hillyard  J Rolfe Davis.......................................................................... (O) 1-800-896-0554 
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Communications International............................................................................. (O) 772-569-5355 
 
Amerigas Company (propane for generator) .................................................... (O) 1-888-229-2427 
 
Moran Electric ..................................................................................................... (O) 772-562-4455 
 
Roy’s Electric....................................................................................................... (O) 772-778-0707 
 
Inter-tel.............................................................................................................. (O) 1-954-427-8787 
 
US LEC.............................................................................................................. (O)1-800-978-7532 
 
 
 
Complete list of venders will be taken home by Lynne Oakley  
 
 

Appendix V 
EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS PLAN - 

EVACUATION CHECK LIST BY DEPARTMENT 
 
 
Administration building 
 
Person responsible ____________________________________________________________ 
 
•  Shut off water to all buildings 
•  Shut off all electric at breakers in all buildings 

Administration 
Transportation 
Senior Center 
Case Management 
Adult Day Care I  
Adult Day Care II    
RSVP  

•  Ensure all outside furniture or loose equipment is placed inside 
• Ensure all electric equipment is unplugged, all phones are disconnected, desks are 

cleared, all equipment is covered and put in safe place and all pertinent data  is placed 
in safe place.  
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July  27, 2002 
 
 
 
Area Agency on Aging  
1764 N. Congress Ave., #201 
West Palm Beach, Fl 33409 
 
  RE: Updated 2002 Emergency Preparedness Plan 
Dear Cathy:  
 
Indian River County Council on Aging, Inc., was awarded $78,000 from the Department of 
Community Affairs to Retro Fit/Harden the Sebastian Senior Center.   We are pleased to 
announce that the IRCCOA’s Sebastian Senior Center is now classified as one of the American 
Red Cross Secondary Shelters. 
.   
The process to harden the Sebastian Senior Center is complete.  Building is ready.  A meeting 
with the Chairwoman of the IRC Commission and key staff of the Emergency Management 
Services Department took place as a final inspection of the Sebastian Senior Center. The 
Emergency Management staff is pleased that this facility is available to handle the overload that 
they usually see at the Special Needs Shelter during an emergency.   
 
As with all of the other secondary shelters, the Red Cross and Emergency Management Services 
will take control and give necessary directives during an emergency. We however, will assist 
when and wherever possible with this new shelter. 
    
As for our Emergency Preparedness Plan, I have added/deleted information to ensure we are 
current with staff and operations.  What I will need is an update on any staff changes pertaining 
the Emergency Preparedness Plan with the AAA or the other providers in District IX. 
 
 
Sincerely,  
 
 
Mary Boyle 
Assistant Director  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
B:\TD\Service Plan\2006-07\TDSP 2006-2007.doc 
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 INDIAN RIVER COUNTY, FLORIDA 
 
 M E M O R A N D U M 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
                                                                                                                                                               
TO:  Transportation Disadvantaged Local Coordinating Board Members 
 

DEPARTMENT HEAD CONCURRENCE 
 
 

 _________________________________                                                                       
Robert M. Keating, AICP 

            Community Development Director 
 
FROM: Phillip J. Matson 

MPO Staff Director 
 
DATE:      May 11, 2006 
 
SUBJECT: CONSIDERATION OF THE INDIAN RIVER COUNTY METROPOLITAN 

PLANNING ORGANIZATION’S DRAFT FISCAL YEAR 2006/07-2010/11 
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM (TIP) 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
It is requested that the information presented herein be given formal consideration by the 
Transportation Disadvantaged Local Coordinating Board at its meeting of May 25, 2006. 
 
DESCRIPTION AND CONDITIONS 
 
The Indian River County Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO), the County’s regional 
transportation planning agency, is required to submit a Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) 
to the Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) annually.  By definition, a TIP is a staged, 
multiyear program of transportation improvements for an MPO area.  The purpose of the TIP is to 
implement the MPO's Long Range Transportation Plan.  Included in the TIP are projects for 
roadway construction, roadway maintenance, bikepaths/sidewalks, public transportation, and 
airports.  Funding for the county’s transportation disadvantaged program is also included.   
 
The MPO’s  FY 2006/07-2010/11 TIP includes all state and federally funded projects in the MPO 
area for the next five fiscal years.   Included in the draft TIP is a narrative which addresses various 
federal requirements as well as a listing of specific local, state and federally funded transportation 
improvement projects programmed for the MPO area.  The project listing is provided in two parts. 
Part I addresses state and federally funded projects programmed for the five-year period.  Part II, 
while not a required component of the TIP, is included to address locally funded projects.  Those 
locally funded projects were taken from the County Public Works Department's updated five-year 
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capital improvements program.  
 
Part I, which is divided into highway and public transportation sections, includes funding for the 
county’s transportation disadvantaged program in a subsection of the public transportation section. 
This subsection is included as attachment 1. Consistent with the overall format of the TIP, the 
transportation disadvantaged section project listings contain the amount and source(s) of funding 
programmed for each of the five fiscal years covered by the TIP. 
 
ANALYSIS 
 
According to Florida Commission for the Transportation Disadvantaged (CTD) requirements, the 
TDLCB should review the transportation disadvantaged section of the TIP in advance of final 
approval by the MPO. The MPO will consider the TIP at its July 12, 2006 meeting.  Once approved 
by the MPO, the TIP must be submitted to the CTD, FDOT, and the Federal Highway 
Administration for final review and approval.  
 
As required by state and federal law, the TIP is consistent with all local comprehensive plans.  It is 
FDOT’s position that, due to limited flexibility in the reallocation of committed funds and project 
schedules, the MPO and the TDLCB have limited discretion in revising the TIP.   Because the TIP is 
based on FDOT’s work program, which was developed in consideration of the MPO’s priority 
projects, the TIP is consistent with both the work program and with the MPO’s previously identified 
transportation priorities. 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
 
Staff recommends that the TDLCB review the Transportation Disadvantaged Section of the MPO’s 
FY 2006/07 - 2010/11 Transportation Improvement Program and recommend that the MPO approve 
the TIP. 
 
ATTACHMENT 
 
1. Draft FY 2006/07-2010/11 MPO Transportation Improvement Program - Transportation 

Disadvantaged Subsection. 
 
 
F:\Community Development\Users\MPO\Meetings\TDLCB\2005\052605\TIP Approval.doc 
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TDLCB REPORT FOR JANUARY- FEBRUARY- MARCH 2006 

April 101
\ 2006 the Indian River County Council on Aging welcomed 

aboard a new Chief Executive Office- Karen Deigl. Ms Deigl has many 
new exciting ideas and plans for the Council on Aging this will broaden 
availability to services for Indian River County seniors. 

The first quarter of 2006 has 3 new 31' buses running on Indian River 
Transit. The general public and drivers are all in positive agreement these 
vehicles are what our transit system needs. The buses seat 24 passengers' 
verses 16 in the older ones. The extra seating has helped to elevate the 
overload situation we were encountering. Transportation will be ordering 
two more 31' replacement buses in the near future to be used on routes 3 and 
8 from Gifford to Pocahontas Park. 

The Federal Department of Transportation has notified the Council on Aging 
on July 131

\ 2006 (531 0) seventy thousand capital dollars will be available 
for (1) replacement van and (1) additional 7 passenger mini van to be used 
for passenger trips and Meals on Wheels delivery. July 1st (5311) two 
hundred and twenty five thousand operational dollars will be available, this 
an increase of one hundred seventy seven thousand dollars form last year. 

The TD Trip Equipment Grant has been submitted to the Commission. 

Many new projects are in the works for the Council on Aging with a new 
heightened level of excitement for the future. 

The Council on Aging would like to extend our gratitude to the TDLCB for 
your continued support. 



FORM 1 FIXED ROUTE RIDERSHIP COUNT 

FROM: H-06 TO: 3-31-06 QTR: 2 

%change in 
Routes Ridership for Ridership for Ridership for ridership from 

previous same quarter reporting same quarter 
quarter last year quarter last year 

Route 1 14152 13541 15606 15% 
Route 2 15580 13608 15034 10% 
Route 3 8719 7698. 8789 14% 
Route 4 11759 9954 12306 24% 
Route 5 1748 1896 2575 36% 
Route 6 2997 2973 2978 0% 
Route 7 2908 2248 2487 11% 
Route 8 8671 8714 9160 5% 
Route 9 1753 784 2491 218% 

Total 68,287 61,416 71,426 16% 




